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Mesoscopic quantum oscillations of the resistance in the intermediate state of type-I
superconductors
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Quantum interference effects in the conductance ofSNSsystems formed in type-I superconductors
in the intermediate state are investigated. The investigation is extended to theSNSsystem of
the intermediate state of indium in a macroscopic hybrid sample with single-crystal copper, for a
sample configuration corresponding to a doubly connected ‘‘Andreev interferometer.’’
Quantum oscillations of the resistance are detected in ultrapure samples of Pb, Sn, and In of
various geometries and are investigated as a function of temperature, or of critical magnetic field,
in the normal regions of domains of the intermediate state. It is shown that the nature of the
oscillations observed is analogous to that of the Aharonov–Bohm dissipative oscillations for the
ballistic trajectories of coherent excitations near anNSboundary. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430842#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of an unusual increase in the re
tance of normal conductors upon the appearance of anNS
boundary,1 a finding which pointed to the need for a deep
understanding of the properties of systems withNS bound-
aries, the study of the unconventional behavior of the e
tron transport in such systems has taken on a broader sc
and that has led and continues to lead to the acquisitio
fundamentally new information about the role of cohere
excitations inNSsystems.2

It is known that the early experiments detecting t
phase-coherent contribution of quasiparticles to the kin
properties of normal metals forvt!1 ~v is the cyclotron
frequency in the magnetic field, andt is the relaxation time!
were done on samples that did not containNSboundaries. In
that situation this contribution, due solely to the mechani
of weak localization of electrons, is manifested as a sm
quantum interference correction to the diffusion
contribution.3 Nevertheless, the existence of coherent tra
port under those conditions was proved by the observatio
quantum interference oscillations in the field of the magne
vector potential for metallic samples with a doubly co
nected geometry, which selected for transport along clo
self-intersecting trajectories whose coherent character
manifested in oscillations.4,5

In systems withNS boundaries the contribution of th
coherent transport in the normal metal can turn out to
dominant, since it arises in a natural way~and is independen
of the probability of realization of trajectories of a spec
form! as a result of Andreev reflection. This circumstance
a certain extent relaxes the requirements on the size and
ometry of the samples for investigating this contribution. F
example, it makes it realistic to do experiments on the st
of quantum interference effects in the normal near-interfa
regions ofNSsystems on the scale of the elastic mean f
path of the electrons, i.e., in the poorly studied ‘‘clean’’ lim
of three-dimensional transport, which is pertinent to ma
1001063-777X/2001/27(12)/10/$20.00
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fundamental theoretical treatments. However, the m
widely studied case is that of coherent transport in the d
limit ~e.g., corresponding to the situation in mesosco
samples with an elastic mean free path of the order o
fraction of a micron! or in a non-three-dimensional ballisti
regime~in microcontacts, two-dimensional systems, etc.!.

In this paper we present research results on quan
interference effects due to the dissipative transport of coh
ent excitations inNS systems in the clean limit and unde
conditions such that there is an insignificant contributi
from the mechanisms of decoherence due to inelastic sca
ing.

In pure metals at temperatures for which scattering
curs mainly on elastic centers~below 4 K!, the spatial scale
over which conditions of the clean limit can be realized
macroscopically large, corresponding to the macrosco
values of the elastic mean free paths of the electrons.
cause of this, the use of pure metals inNSstructures is one of
the most accessible means of realizing conditions for
experimental study of coherent transport in the clean lim
The first studies of three-dimensional phase-coherent tr
port at distances from theNS boundary of the order of the
macroscopic elastic mean free path of the electron
(;100mm) revealed a number of previously unknown fe
tures in the scattering of coherent excitations in metals in
facing with a superconductor.6–9 In particular, it was con-
firmed that, as predicted by the theory,10,11 enhancement of
dissipation can occur near the boundary in anN layer with a
thickness of the order of the thermal coherence length,7 and a
resistive contribution, oscillatory with respect to the ma
netic field, from coherent excitations in theNS structure of
the intermediate state of superconductors, is also observ9

In this paper we enlarge the group of superconduct
whose critical temperatures permit investigation of the afo
mentioned effects in theNS structure of the intermediate
state at helium temperatures. We present experimental re
on the observation of oscillations of the resistance with
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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spect to temperature, which corresponds to the value of
critical magnetic field in the normal regions of theNSstruc-
ture of the intermediate state, in ultrapure samples of
type-I superconductors Pb, Sn, and In, with an elastic m
free path of the electrons of the order of 0.1 mm, for th
radically different configurations of the samples. This va
of the mean free path, which is greater than the dimens
of the normal regions of the structure and is comparable
the distance between probes, ensured a clean-limit trans
regime within the boundaries of the measuring probes.
show that the nature of the observed oscillations can be
plained by the existence, in these regions, of a clo
~impurity–NSboundary! dissipative coherent trajectory of
certain length, the extremal value of which is determined
a criterion of coherence that depends on the value of
magnetic field.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENT

The objects of study wereNS structures arising at the
temperature of the transition of the type-I superconductor
an intermediate state in the presence of a magnetic fi
either an external field or the self-field of the measuring c
rent. The temperature dependence of the potential differe
in slabs of pure lead, across a neck of pure tin, and i
doubly connected hybrid system with a normal metal~cop-
per! and an indium slab, was investigated at constant m
suring currents. The geometry of the samples and the p
tion of the potential probes are shown schematically
Fig. 1.

The lead slabs~Fig. 1a!, rolled from a pure material, ha
a length ~along x! L53 mm, a width ~along y! W
50.23– 1.5 mm, and a thickness~along z! t'20mm. The
distance between the measuring probesa and b, mounted
alongx in the middle part of the slab, wasLm'250mm. The
samples were placed in a transversely oriented external m
netic fieldBe , which was applied along@z# at values of the
induction equal to 520 and 550 G and along@2z# at 480 G.

The tin neck~Fig. 1b! was prepared by touching a cop
per tip having a curvature of 50mm to a massive drop o
pure molten tin and had final dimensions not larger than
mm in diameter and around 50mm in length, with a distance
between measuring probesLm'100mm. The potential
probeb was soldered to the edge of the neck on the side w
the tin mass, while probea was soldered to the copper at
distance of approximately 50mm from the other edge of the
neck. The intermediate state of the tin neck was brough
by the self-magnetic field of the measuring currentI . Its
value at the surface of the neck was around 100 G
I'1 A.

The configuration of the hybrid Cu–In sample is show
in Fig. 1c. A rolled indium slab with dimensionsL3W3t
51.5 mm30.5 mm350mm was soldered at its ends to on
of the faces of a copper single crystal and was separ
from this face by an insulating spacer around 70mm thick.
The potential probea was mounted on the copper and pro
b on the In slab, at distances from the soldering sitesl 1

5 l 2'0.6L and l 35 l 4'0.4L. Thus the indium slab and
part ~of lengthL! of the copper single crystal formed a do
bly connected hybridSNSsystem acting as an Andreev in
terferometer with ‘‘strong’’ coupling~with a transmittance a
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the end boundaries close to 1!. The lengthL was chosen so
that it did not exceed the phase coherence length in the
per. Of the interesting properties of such an interferomete
this paper we shall address only those that are observe
the small self-magnetic fieldBI'5 G of a measuring curren
I 50.7 A.

In all the systems studied the initial stocks of the met
in the normal state had a ratio of resistances at room
helium temperaturesRRR not less than 104, which corre-
sponds to an average bulk elastic mean free pathl el

;100mm. In comparison with this value the effective elas
mean free path in the samples studied had decreased b
more than a factor of two in the Pb and In slabs and by
order of magnitude in the Sn neck; these findings agree w
estimates taking size and magnetoresistance effects into
count.

In the normal state the resistance of a layer of metal w
l el;100mm and a volume of the order ofl el

3 lies in the range
1028– 1029 V. For resolution of mesoscopic resistive effec
in such a layer at reasonable values of the measuring cu
(<1 A) it is necessary to measure the potential differenceU
with a resolution ofdU510211– 10212V or better. In the
experiment this requirement was met by using a null meth
of measuring the potential differences with the use of a th
momagnetic superconducting modulator12 with an enhanced
sensitivity of dU;5310213V. It was taken into accoun

FIG. 1. Configuration of the samples and the position of the poten
probes: a—lead slab; b—tin neck; c—doubly connected copper–indium
tem. See text for explanation.
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that the deviation of the potential differenceDU from the
~monotonic! meanŪ can be taken seriously only in that re
gion of temperatures where the maximum relative deviat
DUmax/Ū(T) is at least an order of magnitude greater th
the measurement errordm5dU/U(T)1dS . HeredU/U and
dS are, respectively, the relative errors of measuremen
the potential differences and of all the remaining parame
~temperature, currents, and values of the magnetic fie!.
Since the ratio ofdU/U to dS depends on temperature, th
condition for reliable identification of the deviationsDU as a
manifestation of some effect which is regular in temperat
can be satisfied only in limited temperature intervals: bel
about 3 K for the Pb slabs, and below 3.5 K for the Sn ne
and the system with In. Indeed, forI 51 A we have for a lead
slab:

at 3 K
DUmax/Ū(T)52%; dm'dU/U(T)'0.2%;

dS'0.03%; Ū55.8731028 V;
at 2 K
DUmax/Ū(T)5200%; dm'dU/U(T)'10%;

dS!dm ; Ū53.24310210V;
For a tin neck:
at 3.5 K
DUmax/Ū(T)50.1%;dm<0.03%;

dS5dU/U(T)'0.01%; Ū54.340231026 V;
at 2 K
DUmax/Ū(T)51%; dm'dS'0.1%; dU/U(T)'0.01%;

Ū54.002931026 V.
We see that it is only in the temperature intervals co

sidered that the conditionDUmax/Ū(T)>10dm is satisfied,
and it is only in those temperature intervals that it is me
ingful to discuss the deviations ofDU from Ū, which are~at
least! greater than 2dm there. We will not consider the devia
tions of DU for the lead slabs at higher temperatures, sin
DUmax/Ū(T);dm;dS in the interval 3–4.2 K.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the temperature der
tive of the current-normalized potential differenc
d@U(T)/I #/dT[dR(T)/dT, for one of the Pb slabs (W
50.23 mm) when the temperature is an appreciable dista
from the point of transition of Pb to the superconducti
state; the curves indicate the existence of an oscillatory c
ponent. We do not show the temperature dependenc
U(T)/I for the Pb samples, since it does not reflect the pr
ence of resistive anomaliesDU because of the large differ
ence betweenDU and Ū.

TheU(T)/I curve for the Sn neck, shown in Fig. 3, do
reflect these anomalies, because of the smaller difference
tweenDU and Ū(T).

Although for the hybrid Cu–In sample, as for the P
samples, the oscillatory anomaly cannot be discerned ag
the background of the total temperature dependence
U(T)/I , in view of the nonstandard form of the latter, whic
is due to the special arrangement of the measuring pro
~Fig. 1c!, we show a complete plot of this dependence in F
4. The curve spans both temperature intervals: before
after the formation of theNSsystem~respectively above and
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below the critical temperature of In,Tc
In'3.4 K!. The form of

the curve, which seems unusual at first glance, actually d
not contain anything out of the ordinary and is due entirely
the choice of the arrangement for mounting the probes
measuring the potential difference, in a geometry in wh
the Cu and In are connected in parallel. One can easily
this by solving the corresponding system of Kirchhoff
equations for the voltage across probes mounted at poina
andb in Fig. 1c, with coordinatesl 2 , l 4 and l 1 , l 3 . The so-
lution has the form

FIG. 2. Temperature derivative of the effective resistanceR5U(T)/I of a
lead slab in the intermediate state in an external magnetic field Be5480 ~1!,
520 ~2!, and 550 G~3!. Curves2 and3 have been shifted along the vertica
axis relative to curve1.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the effective resistanceR5U(T)/I for
the tin neck in the self-magnetic field of the measuring currentI 51 A.
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Uab /I 5
aRCu

2 2~b2g!RCuRIn

RCu1RIn
; ~1!

a5 l 2l 4 /~ l 21 l 4!2; b5 l 2l 3 /~ l 11 l 3!~ l 21 l 4!;

g5 l 1l 4 /~ l 11 l 3!~ l 21 l 4!.

Here we have taken into account that, according to Matth
sen’s rule, the total resistanceR of the metal can be written
as the sum of the residual resistanceRel and a part with a
power-law dependence on temperature:

RCu5RCu
el 1CCuT

m; RIn5RIn
el1CInT

n.

Expression~1! describes precisely the nonmonotonic beh
ior of the curve in Fig. 4 under the inequalitiesRCu

el ,RIn
el and

m.n, which held in the experiment as a result of the diffe
ence in the cross sections and purity of the Cu and In. An
sis of the part of the curve in theNN state of the system is
rather trivial, although it might be of some interest. Howev
that part of the curve is not relevant to the problem addres
in this paper.

In the limit RIn!RCu, corresponding to anSNSconfigu-
ration of the system, expression~1! goes over to

uUabu/I 5RCu
el 1DRCu2DRIn , ~2!

whereDRCu andDRIn are the effects we are seeking. If the
exist, then, in accordance with~2!, they should appear add
tively.

This leads to some characteristic features of the met
of measuring the potential difference in a doubly connec
NSsystem, employed in the case of the Cu–In sample.
chosen arrangement of the probes confers the following
vantages: first, it permits simultaneous observation of
temperature dependence of the conductance of both meta
the normal state; second, it enables one to clearly identify
point in temperature at which the transition of the syst
from theNN to theSNSstate occurs; and, most importantl
using a single pair of probes, one in each arm, one can s
the anomalous low-temperature resistive effects in both
superconductor and in the normal metal at the same ti

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the effective resistanceU(T)/I for the
Cu–In hybrid system.
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realizing, in particular, either a diffusive or a ballistic regim
of electron transport in the normal metal, depending on
position of the probe on it~the values ofl 2 andl 4 in Fig. 1c!.
Here we describe an experiment in which the position of
probe a corresponds to the first of these regimes, w
l 2 , l 4@ l Cu

el .
The oscillatory temperature dependence ofU(T)/I be-

low Tc
In is shown separately on an enlarged scale in Fig.

The data presented in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 indicate that
certain temperature interval the measured potential dif
enceU(T) for all the samples has an oscillatory compone
which indicates that the dissipation is of an oscillatory ch
acter. The fact that the accuracy of the measurements o
and In samples permits resolution of the oscillations even
temperatures above the superconducting transition point
that none were observed allows us to conclude with certa
that the appearance of oscillations is directly due to a tra
tion of the superconductors to an intermediate state.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the oscillatory parts of t
current-normalized potential difference, (U2Ūmon)/I ~we
will refer to these asU oscillations!, obtained by subtracting
the corresponding mean monotonic part for each of
samples. We note that for samples with probes mounted
rectly on the superconductor~the Pb slabs! the monotonic
part does not contain a ‘‘residual resistance,’’ whereas
samples with one of the potential probes placed on the n
mal metal the monotonic part of the resistance does con
such a residual component. A comparison of the tempera
behavior of theU oscillations and the corresponding mon
tonic parts permits the conclusion that the oscillations a
the temperature-dependent component of the monotonic
are of different natures. While the amplitude of the oscil
tions DUosc/I for all the samples is weakly temperature d
pendent~except in the immediate vicinity of the point wher
the intermediate state arises!, the temperature-depende
components of the monotonic parts vary independently o
wide limits ~not less than two orders of magnitude in th
temperature interval in which the oscillations are exhibite!.
The amplitude of the oscillations in the Sn neck are an or

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the effective resistanceU(T)/I for the
Cu–In hybrid system at temperatures belowTc

In in an enlarged scale.
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of magnitude higher, and that in the Cu–In system an or
of magnitude lower, than in the Pb slab. The character of
oscillations in the Pb slab for differentBe ~Fig. 6! indicates
that the phasew of the oscillations depends on the magnitu
and direction of the external magnetic field: in a field of 4
G the phase of the oscillations is shifted relative to the ph

FIG. 6. Oscillatory part (U2Ūmon)/I of the effective resistance of a Pb sla
in the intermediate state in an external magnetic fieldBe5480, 520, and 550
G, as a function of temperature. At the top is the corresponding scale o
critical magnetic field.

FIG. 7. Oscillatory part (U2Ūmon)/I of the effective resistance of the ti
neck in the intermediate state in the magnetic field of the measuring cu
I 51 A, as a function of temperature. The period of the oscillations is in
cated in units of the critical magnetic field.
er
e

e

in a 550 G field by approximatelyp, while the phases in
fields of 520 and 550 G coincide.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

4.1. Theory

It is known that in the intermediate state of a type
superconductor in a magnetic field, a laminar domain str
ture arises, with alternating normal and superconducting
gions. In normal regions of this structure the magnetic fi
is always equal to the critical field of the superconduct
Bc(T)>Bc(0)$12@T/Tc(0)#2%, independently of the value
of the external fieldBe ~Ref. 13!. Let us use this expressio
to construct the scales of the critical fields for Pb and In
the temperature regions of theU oscillations~taking the val-
ues ofBc(0) andTc(0) from Ref. 14! and consider the os
cillations in terms of the new coordinates~Figs. 6 and 8!. For
the Sn sample~Fig. 7! instead of the scales of the critica
fields we show the scale of variations of the critical field
several characteristic points. Let us make it clear that
difference of the absolute values of the critical fieldDBc

for
any pair of points separated by one oscillation period w
vary only slightly as the value of the critical field chang
considerably over a range of one or two oscillation perio
~for the Pb and Sn samples!. This is characteristic of a func
tional dependence of the phase of the oscillations on the fi
rather than on the inverse field. This can be seen particul
well in the case of a large number of oscillation periods a
a large scale of variation of the critical field, as for the Cu–
sample, for which the oscillations are shown in Fig. 9 both
a function of the field itself and as a function of the inver
field.

Thus the period of the observed resistance oscillation
directly related to the value of the critical magnetic field, a
the oscillations themselves, showing no connection with
geometry of the samples, appear only after the transition
simply connected superconductor or of a superconductor
closed hybrid system to the superconducting state. All
these facts, and also the very existence of resistance os
tions, indicate that after such a transition a laminarSNSdo-
main structure of the intermediate state is formed, the nor
regions of which would be a likely place to look for th
mechanism responsible for the dissipative oscillations.

he

nt
-

FIG. 8. U oscillations for the doubly connected Cu–In system as a funct
of temperature~upper curve! and of the critical magnetic field~lower curve!
at temperatures belowTc

In in the self-magnetic field (;5 G) of the measur-
ing current.
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will be shown below, the conditions for the appearance
this mechanism in all of the samples correspond to
‘‘clean’’ limit, i.e., the ballistic transport situation, for which
the elastic mean free pathl el is greater than or comparable
the sizedN of the normal region.

Having just this situation in mind, we propose below
quasiclassical mechanism for describing the observedU os-
cillations in the normal regions of the domains of the int
mediate state.

The fact that the fields at which the oscillations occur
small and the characteristic features of the oscillations s
gest that the origin of the observed oscillations lies in
quantum-interference mechanism of interaction between
coherent excitations and the elastic scattering centers o
normal regions of the domains of theNS structure of the
intermediate state. Indeed, only one type ofU oscillations is
known in which the phase varies directly with the magne
field while the amplitude depends relatively weakly on te
perature. These are oscillations due to the interferenc
coherent excitations having a direction of motion counter
the magnetic vector potential on closed dissipative traje
ries of a rigid configuration.15,16 Near anNS boundary the
largest contribution should be from impurity–boundary b
listic trajectories containing elastic scattering centers, i
normal layer with a thickness of the order of the therm
coherence lengthlT'\vF /kBT ~vF is the Fermi velocity,
andkB is Boltzmann’s constant! for l el@lT , i.e., at distance
from the boundary such that thee- and h-type excitations
with energy«;kBT,D0 ~D0 is the energy gap in the supe
conductor! can still interact simultaneously with the sam
impurity ~Fig. 10!. As we know, on the given trajectorie
elastic scattering of coherent excitations will lead to an
most twofold increase in the cross sections for scattering on
an impurity,10 while the change in the conditions of interfe
ence of coherent excitations, as might be supposed, will
to oscillations of the corresponding resistive contribution

It is not hard to understand that the distribution
lengths of the ballistic coherent trajectories with impuriti
in the thermal layer is nonuniform. Indeed, upon Andre
reflection the momentump acquires an additional partDp

FIG. 9. Oscillations of the effective resistance of the Cu–In system a
function of the direct~lower curve! and inverse~upper curve! critical mag-
netic field at temperatures belowTc

In .
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52(«/vF)n ~wheren is a directional unit vector, and« is the
excitation energy measured from the Fermi energy«F!,17 so
that there is an angular divergence between the direction
the momenta of thee excitation and theh excitation corre-
sponding to it at the point of reflection at theNSboundary;
this divergence isz;dp/pF , with a lower bound ondp set
by the indeterminacy of the momentum,Dp;(h/l«), l«

5\vF /« ~l« is the coherence length!. It follows that the
length of the trajectories under consideration in the therm
layer depends ons, being the same for trajectories with im
purities of equal cross section. In the absence of magn
field the distribution of lengths does not play a role, a
upon averaging over all impurities the region selected by
thermal coherence length turns out to be the entire laye
normal metal, with a decreased conductance on
whole.10,18 In a magnetic field, however, the features of th
distribution should be manifested immediately~including in
the self-magnetic field of the measuring current!. The reason,
of course, is that in the presence of a magnetic vector po
tial the main role in the change of phase of the wave fu
tions is played not so much by the length of the closed
jectory as by a quantity related to the magnetic fluxF ~Ref.
15!, i.e., the area bounded by the trajectory, and, accordin
it is not the length distribution but the more highly differe
tiated area distribution that is important. The aforemention
angular divergencez of the momenta of thee andh excita-
tions in a magnetic field is additionally enhanced by the L
mor divergence, which alters the ballistic criterion of coh
ence. An elementary calculation shows that the distancr
from an impurity to the most remote point on the boundary
which the particle after Andreev reflection can still return
the same impurity in a magnetic field under the stated c
ditions of angular divergence of thee andh excitations de-
creases to a value

r 52AqRL~Bc~T!!. ~3!

a

FIG. 10. The criterion of coherent interaction of an electrone and an An-
dreev holeh with the same elastic scattering center~expression~3! in the
text! establishes a distribution of areasA of quantization of the flux of the
magnetic vector potential. The maximum admissible areaAedge

max , bounded by
ballistic trajectories passing through the imparitiesm of maximum cross
section;qmax

2 at the positions@xedge
max ,y,z# for uedge

max5p/2 is selected.
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Hereq5As; RL5ucp' /eBcu is the Larmor radius, andc is
the speed of light.

Thus for each impurity in the planez5const the mag-
netic field selects a finite region of coherente andh trajec-
tories originating at points of Andreev reflection at theNS
boundary and terminating at an impurity. The size of t
region is bounded by the position of the two extreme poi
of reflection, the distance of which from the impurity
specified by criterion~3!. Figure 10 shows an example o
coherent trajectory regions of different area for impurities
identical cross section at the positionsz1,2,3. Because the
cross sections of the impurities are identical, so is the len
of the extreme trajectories determined by criterion~3!. Also
shown is one of the regions bounded by an extreme cohe
trajectory of shorter length, corresponding to impurities
smaller cross section at the positionszi .

As we know, because of the presence of quantu
mechanically dependent~coherent! excitations on the dissi
pative trajectories, the total scattering amplitudeu f e1 f hu2

( f e,h are the scattering amplitudes! acquires an interferenc
correction 2 Re(fefh* ), which determines the interference co
rection to the conductance, and the change of the phas
the wave functions on these trajectories leads to oscillat
of this correction with respect to the parameter respons
for the change of phase.3,10,15,16

The total change of the phasew j of the wave functions
on closed superconducting dissipative ballistic trajectorie
lengthL j52r j in a magnetic field B with allowance for bot
types of excitations, with energyE5eU, is given by the
expression10,11

w j5we1wh52pF 1

p

EL j

\yF
1

BAj~x,r j !

F0/2 G , ~4!

where

Aj~x,r j !5xAr j
22x25

1

2
r j

2 sinu

is the area bounded by the coherent trajectory, with a ve
angleu in the z plane passing through the impurity, whic
has coordinates@x,y,z# ~see Fig. 10!; F05hc/e54.14
31027 G•cm2.

The contribution of the first term can be neglected, sin
at the characteristic values of the potential difference for
experiment,U<1028 V, it does not exceed 1025 of a com-
plete period of variation of the phase in the temperature
terval in which several oscillation periods are observed in
experiment. Consequently, the behavior of the interfere
correction to the scattering amplitude in the interval
changes of the magnetic fluxDF.F0/2 for any of the co-
herent trajectories of lengthL j<2r ~see Fig. 10! will depend
mainly on the change of the second term. The latter a
governs the behavior of the interference contribution to
scattering cross section and to the resistance,DRj :3,10,15,16

DRj;cosS 2p
F j

F0/2D2cosS 2p
BAj~x,r j !

F0/2 D . ~5!

The net result is obtained by averaging over all coher
trajectories for each impurity and over all impurities:
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DR5DUosc/I 2 (
x50

` E
r j 5x

r

cosS 2p
BAj~x,r j !

F0/2 Ddr j

;E
0

r

dxE
x

r

cosS 2p
BAj~x,r j !

F0/2
D dr j . ~6!

Since even forl el;0.1 mm an arbitrary layer parallel to th
boundary, with a thickness of the order of the size of t
impurity and an area; l el

2 , can contain, according to th
usual estimate of the concentrationci;( ls)21, not less than
106 impurities, including impurities of maximum cross se
tion, the summation can be replaced by integration. The
culation reduces to the evaluation of integrals of the Fres
type ~see, e.g., Ref. 19!. For the coherent trajectories con
nected to an impurity with coordinatex, the integration over
r j determines the uncompensated contribution of the cr
sectionsAedge(x) at the edge of the integration forr j5r ,
where the phase is stationary, i.e., where

]Aj~x,r j !

]r j
5

xr

Ar 22x2
,

while the integration overx determines the uncompensate
contribution of the extremal areaAedge

max under the trajectory
with an impurity of maximum cross section,smax;qmax

2 , for
the maximum value allowed by criterion~3!, r qmax

, at which

]Aedge~x!

]x
50.

This condition corresponds to an area

Amax5Aedge
max5

1

2
r qmax

2 ,

which is realized atu5p/2 for an impurity of maximum
cross section lying a distancexmax5(&/2)r max from theNS
boundary.

Thus the calculations show that in the system of coh
ent trajectories under consideration there exists one tra
tory, bounding by the extremal~maximum in magnitude!
area of quantization, which can bring about an uncomp
sated change of phase upon a change in the magnetic v
potential.

The value of Amax is determined to an accurac
dAedge/Aedge;qmax/rmax. In metals q'2 – 5 Å, so that
dAedge/Aedge!1 and the change ofw, which determines the
number of oscillation periods, can, in a certain region ofBc

values, depend mainly on just the change in flux of the m
netic vector potential through the uncompensated extre
area bounded by the coherent trajectory of extremal len
Thus the quantum character of the interaction of interfer
coherent excitations with elastic scattering centers in the n
mal layers of the domains of the intermediate state upo
change in temperature, which specifies a change in the~criti-
cal! magnetic field in these layers, should lead to dissipat
oscillations of the charge transport through theSNSstructure:

DUosc/I}cqmax
sinS 2p

BAmax

F0/2 D ~7!

~cqmax
is the concentration of impurities of maximal cro

section!.
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The maximum number of oscillation periodsDBc
that

can be observed upon a change in temperature clearly
pends on the scale of the variation ofBc , from the value
Bc(T0)5Be,I at the temperatureT0 at which theSNSstruc-
ture of the intermediate state arises, to the valueBc(T) at the
given temperature. Therefore, the phase of the oscillation
a given temperature should depend on the values ofBe,I :

w52p
@Bc~T!2Be,I #Amax

F0/2
. ~8!

Estimating the interval ofBc values in which one can
neglect the change ofAedgewith a change inBc , we find on
the basis of~8! and the differential of the parameterr from
expression~3! that this interval isDBc'3DBc

, whereDBc
is

the oscillation period. Furthermore, this order of magnitu
of DBc corresponds to the value ofBc at which the oscilla-
tions begin to be observable, and it differs from the va
corresponding to the point at which theNSstructure appears
Bc(T0)5Be,I . It is useful to take this feature into accou
when identifying the temperature region of the oscillatio
Since the interference of coherent excitations can alter
dissipative contribution of an impurity interacting wit
them,10 one expects that the amplitude of the oscillatio
DUosc/I , will be determined solely by the concentration
elastic scattering centers of maximal cross section, whic
proportional to the total concentrationc in the case of a more
or less uniform distribution of scattering centers, and is
dependent of temperature, as is reflected in expression~7!.

It is appropriate here to compare~although qualitatively!
the order of the interference contributions to the conducta
in the absence of anNSboundary, in the approximation of
weak-localization mechanism, and in the presence of anNS
boundary, in the framework of the mechanism considere
this paper, since such a comparison has not been done
viously ~except in the case of a narrowSNScontact in the
diffusional limit20!. Using a qualitative method of estimatin
the probability of formation of coherent trajectories21 ~or of
self-crossing trajectories in the weak-localization theory!, we
find that the probability that coherent trajectories will arise
the case of anNS boundary in a layer with a characterist
size of the order of the mean free path is larger by a facto
(r /l)2;108 ~l;As is the de Broglie wavelength! than the
probability of formation of self-crossing trajectories, since
is determined by the area of the base of the cone formed
accessible coherent trajectories arising as a result of And
reflection, the base of the cone resting on the supercondu
and the vertex at an impurity. Hence the expected rela
interference contribution to the resistance for anNSsystem is

Dr

r
;~r /l!2~l/ l el!

2, ~9!

where the second factor is the main quantum correction
the weak-localization theory in the absence ofNS bound-
aries. As will be seen from the exposition below, this agr
completely with the value of the amplitude of the oscillatio
which we observed in a Pb slab if the estimate~9! is done for
the specific relationship of the parameters correspondin
the experimental conditions.
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4.2. Comparison with experiment

Estimates of the characteristics of anSNSstructure of
the intermediate state of type-I superconductors accordin
the phenomenological theory of superconductivity13,22 for
our samples give the following results. The change of
values ofBc in the normal regions of the domains for th
lead slabs corresponded to a change in the characteristic
rameter of the theory,h5Be /Bc(T), in the range 0.5<h
<1 for temperatures in the interval 1.5-4.2 K and in t
range 0.65<h<0.83 for the interval 2–3 K~shown on the
upper scale in Fig. 6 are the changes ofBe from the value of
Bc at T52.9 K!. For the Sn neck at a value of the se
magnetic fieldBI'100 G the temperature interval in whic
oscillations are exhibited corresponds to a variation ofh in
the range 0.5<h<1. Finally, the widest range of variation o
h on account of a smallBI in the analogous temperatur
interval is realized for an In slab in the Cu–In system: 0.
<h<1. According to Refs. 13 and 22, the expression for
domain size has the form

d5@AW/ f ~h!#1/2.

HereA is a dimensional constant of the surface tension at
NSboundary, andW is the width of the Pb slab in the case
an external field or the effective width, equal to the thickne
of Sn or In, in the case of the self-field of the current. Taki
into account thatf (h)5(ln 2/p)(12h)2 at h→1 and f (h)
5(h2/p)(0.56/h) at h→0,23 we find that the number of do
mains within the boundaries of the measuring probes for
samples in the intermediate state can range from about 1
3 K to 26 at 1.5 K for a Pb slab, from one to two in the ent
interval of oscillations for the Sn neck, and from 3 to 10 f
an In slab below 3.3 K. These values correspond to a va
tion of the width dN of the normal layers in the domain
betweenNSboundaries in the range 5–22mm for Pb and Sn
and 6–70mm for In, which is less than or comparable tol el

for the investigated metals and permits treating the regim
which dissipative oscillations are manifested as being
‘‘clean’’ limit for all the samples.

Expression~9! gives an estimate of the amplitude of th
oscillations for a region of normal metal with a volume
the order ofl el

3 . A more or less concrete estimate for o
experiment can be made only for a Pb slab, where the pro
are placed directly on the superconductor:

DRosc

R
;E

0

l e /yF
yFr 2~dNtW!21dt;102221

for dN;20– 1mm, W; l el ~t, l el is the thickness of the
slab!. This estimate agrees with experiment.

For the magnetic fields used to study the Pb slabs,T0

'5.5 K lies outside the helium temperature interval, but
reasons having to do with the measurement error~see Sec. 2!
the oscillations below this point, down to 3.2 K, are n
being taken into consideration here, and we are restric
discussion to approximately two oscillation periods~Fig. 6!.
Comparing the amplitude of the latter with the amplitude
the oscillations observed in the Sn neck, we find
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~DUosc/I !Sn

~DUosc/I !Pb
;

RRRPb

RRRSn

cSn

cPb
510

~cSn, Pbare the impurity concentrations!, and this result also
corresponds to the features of the oscillation mechanism
der consideration. It explains the relationship of the pha
of the oscillations for a Pb slab in various fields~Fig. 6!,
which follows directly from expression~6!: w550 G2w480 G

'p; w520 G2w480 G1p'3p @here we have taken into ac
count thatB(520 G)52B(480 G)#.

In the sample containing In, because of the smallI

'5 G, the values ofT0 and Tc(0) are extremely close, s
that in the same temperature interval as for Sn and Pb
can observe more than 3 oscillation periods~Fig. 8!, i.e., a
number for which, as was estimated above, the chang
Amax and, hence, of the oscillation period, is hardly notic
able. It follows from the data presented in Fig. 8 that fo
large enough number of oscillation periods a certain dep
dence of the period onBc appears. In the interval of variatio
of Bc indicated in Fig. 8 the period doubles, a finding th
agrees completely with the features of the oscillation mec
nism under study. The decrease of the oscillation amplit
in the Cu–In system by another order of magnitude in co
parison withDUosc/I for Pb is due to the fact that the prob
in the normal region is at a considerable distanc
('600mm) from the Cu–InNSboundary, although this dis
tance is only a few times larger than the mean free path
the Cu single crystal. For this position of the probe there
another independently manifested quantum dissipa
mechanism, which is due to relaxation of the phase wit
the inelastic mean free path11 and has been considered
detail in our previous paper.6 It is responsible for the increas
in the temperature-dependent contribution of inelastic s
tering to the conductance of the normal metal as a wh
upon the appearance of anNSboundary and is manifested a
an enhanced temperature dependence of the monotonic
ponent in comparison with that in the absence of anNS
boundary~Fig. 11!.

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the monotonic component of th
sistance of doubly connectedNSsystems Al–In~Ref. 5! and Cu–In~lower
curves!, measured when the probe in the normal metal~Al, Cu! is with-
drawn to distance from the contact with the superconductor of the orde
the inelastic mean free path. The upper curves show the temperature b
ior of the resistance of the same metals in the absence of anNSboundary.
For comparison of the curves the data are presented on a single sc
relative units.
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The significant distortions of the shape of the oscillatio
in the Pb sample is most likely due to variations of the va
of qmax when the number of domains in this sample in t
investigated temperature interval changes, altering the p
tion of the NS boundaries. Upon such a change the wh
interval of possible variations ofqmax52–5 Å is apparently
realized for metals, the scale of which, however, can o
distort the shape of the oscillations without eliminating t
overall picture of their periodicity.

Finally, the most important features of the behavior
the oscillations, which agree with the fundamental proper
of the proposed quantum mechanism, are those which
inherent to all the metals and sample configurations con
ered. These are that the oscillation period is of the orde
same order of magnitude ('50 G) for a comparable order o
magnitude of the critical field in the normal regions of th
domains of the intermediate state, and that the oscilla
amplitude is temperature independent. From the condi
DBc

Amax5F0/2 we find that this period corresponds to th
interaction of coherent excitations with impurities found a
distance of the order of 1mm from theNSboundaries, which
accords with the theoretical treatment. The absence of t
perature dependence of the amplitude of the oscillations
dicates that they are not connected with the temperat
dependent parameters of decoherence, such as the ine
electron–phonon and electron–electron mean free path
the thermal coherence length. This means that the dissipa
oscillations can be due to only those closed trajectories of
coherent excitations which lie in a layer adjacent to theNS
boundary, with a thickness less than the indicated deco
ence lengths. The indicated layer thickness and the exp
mental conditions corresponded to these requirements.

5. CONCLUSION

We have investigated experimentally the conductance
NS structures of the intermediate state of type-I superc
ductors in simply connected~Pb and Sn! and doubly con-
nected ~Cu–In! configurations of the samples, with larg
elastic mean free paths of the electrons. Dissipative osc
tions as a function of temperature and critical magnetic fie
which are oscillations of the Aharonov–Bohm type, are o
served. The phase and period of the oscillations vary i
direct relation with the value of the magnetic field. The o
cillation period corresponds to a change in the magnetic
by one flux quantumhc/2e within an area of the order o
1 mm2. The phase of the oscillations is sensitive to the o
entation and magnitude of the external magnetic field. T
amplitude of the oscillations is a weak function of tempe
ture in comparison with the monotonic component, whi
varies by several orders of magnitude. A quantu
interference mechanism is proposed for the scattering of
herent excitations on elastic centers in a magnetic fie
which explains the nature and features of the observed re
tance oscillations. It is based on allowance for the criter
of spatial limitation of the interaction of coherent excitatio
with elastic scattering centers under conditions of Andre
reflection.
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Influence of temperature, magnetic field, and high hydrostatic pressure on the
resistivity and magnetoresistance in La 0.9Mn1.1O3Ád ceramics and laser-deposited films

V. P. Pashchenko, S. S. Kucherenko, P. I. Polyakov,* A. A. Shemyakov,
and V. P. Dyakonov
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The influence of the magnetic field strength (H50, 2, 4, 6, 8 kOe!, high hydrostatic pressures
(P5021.8 GPa), and temperature (T5772300 K) on the resistivityr, magnetoresistance
(DR/R0), and phase transition temperatures in ceramic and thin-film samples of the lanthanum
manganite La0.9Mn1.1O36d is investigated by x-ray-diffraction, magnetic, and resistive
methods. It is found that with increasingH andP the resistivity decreases and the temperatures
Tms of the metal-semiconductor phase transition andTp of the magnetoresistance peak
increase. The differences in the resistivities, magnetoresistances, and phase transition temperatures
in the ceramics and laser-deposited films are explained by their different nonstoichiometry
and defect density. The observed linear dependence ofr andTms on P suggests that lanthanum
manganite ceramics and films could be used as pressure and temperature sensors. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430843#
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INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth manganites with the perovskite structu
thanks to the colossal magnetoresistance effect,1–4 are among
the most interesting and intensively investigated functio
materials. In spite of a large number of publications, inclu
ing review articles,5–8 the nature of the unique interrelatio
of the magnetic and electrical properties in these mangan
remains in dispute. One of the promising thrusts for elucid
ing the physical nature and the creation of new magnet
sistive materials is to study their structure and properties n
phase transitions under the influence of magnetic fields
high pressures over a wide temperature interval.

The influence of temperature and magnetic fields
been the subject of a rather large number of studies, w
high isostatic pressures9,10 and especially the combined in
fluence ofT, H, andP on the magnetoresistance have be
studied considerably less.11,12There have been practically n
such studies done simultaneously on ceramic targets
single-crystal thin films obtained from them. Therefore, t
goal of this study was to solve a topical problem, viz.,
establish the character and degree of influence of the t
perature (T577– 350 K), magnetic field strength (H
50 – 8 kOe), and high hydrostatic pressuresP
50 – 2.1 GPa) on the resistivity and magnetoresistance in
ramics and laser-deposited films.

Unlike the majority of studies done on doped lanthan
manganite perovskites without excess mangan
La12x

31 Mex
21Mn12x

31 Mnx
41O3

22 ~Me215Ca21, Sr21, Ba21,
Pb21,! here we have studied ceramic and film samples of
autodoped magnetoresistive metal oxide La0.9

31Mn1.1O36d
22

containing superstoichiometric manganese.13,14
1011063-777X/2001/27(12)/4/$20.00
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METHODS OF SAMPLE PREPARATION AND STUDY

The ceramic samples used as targets for laser sputte
were obtained after a 20-hour two-stage~900 and 950 °C!
synthesizing anneal of the powders and a sintering of
pressed~P50.5 MPa) samples at 1150 °C for 24 hours in
metal press form. From a ceramic target 24 mm in diame
we laser deposited a single-crystal film of La0.9Mn1.1O36d

with a thicknessd'1000 Å on a LaSrGaO4 substrate having
a lattice parametera53.84 Å and oriented in the~100!
plane.

The phase composition of the samples and the type
parameters of the crystal structure were determined by
x-ray diffraction method on a DRON-2 diffractometer in C
radiation. The resistance was measured in direct curren
the four-probe method at magnetic fieldsH50, 2, 4, 6, and 8
kOe. The temperature was determined from the resistanc
a bifilarly wound copper coil. High hydrostatic pressuresP
5022.2 GPa were produced in the high-pressure cham
described in Ref. 15 and were measured by the method i
cated in Ref. 16.

The errors of measurement of the parameters did
exceed 3% for the phase composition, 1% for the crys
lattice parameters, 0.7% and 1.5% for the resistance and
sistivity, respectively, 0.1% for the temperature, 1.5% for t
magnetic field, and 3% for the hydrostatic pressure.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the x-ray diffraction data, the ceram
samples are single-phase with a perovskitelikePnmastruc-
ture. The lattice parameters of this structure area
55.505 Å,b55.552 Å,c57.796 Å. According to the NMR
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1011Low Temp. Phys. 27 (12), December 2001 Pashchenko et al.
data, for55Mn the frequency for Mn31 and Mn41 ions in the
octahedral B positions in rf electron exchange wasF
5375 MHz. This, together with the frequency of Mn31

(F15420 MHz) and Mn41 (F25310 MHz)17,18made it pos-
sible to determine the averaged intermediate valence of
manganese ions in theB positions: v̄'3.5. The NMR of
55Mn in the film could not be determined by of its too-sma
mass and55Mn content. The crystal structure of the film wa
close to cubic with a lattice parametera53.906 Å.

The temperature dependence of the resistivityr of the
ceramic target (c) and laser film (f ) at the lowest and high
est values of the magnetic field (H50 and 8 kOe! and at
high hydrostatic pressures (P50 and 1.8 GPa! are shown in
Fig. 1. The resistivity of the ceramic is much smaller th
that of the film, possibly because of their different poros
the presence or absence of intercrystallite zones, and,
importantly, the different nonstoichiometryd of the
La0.9Mn1.1O32d . According to Refs. 19 and 20, the resi
tance decreases with decreasing nonstoichiometry. It m
therefore be assumed that in the films, which were not a
tionally annealed and were therefore underoxidized, the o
gen content is lower than in the ceramic (d f.dc) and, hence,
its resistance is higher. IncreasingH to 8 kOe or increasing
P to 1.8 GPa causes the resistance of the ceramic to dec
by a factor of 1.1 or 3.0, respectively, and that of the film
a factor of 1.1 or 2.3. This indicates that the influence ofH is
comparable in the ceramic and film and that the influence
P is greater in the ceramic than in the film. The temperat
of the metal-semiconductor transition atH50 andP50 is
cTms5270 for the ceramic and considerably lower for t
film: fTms5258 K.

Using our data and published data on the interrelation

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of ceramic (c) and film
( f ) samples of La0.9Mn1.1O36d : 1—P50, H50; 2—P50, H58 kOe;
3—P51.8 GPa,H50; 4—P51.8 GPa,H58 kOe.
he

,
ost

st
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y-

ase

f
e
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the phase transition temperatures and the oxygen nonsto
ometry, we can determine the value ofDd between the ce-
ramic and film. According to Refs. 19 and 20,Dd/DT54
31024 for La0.7Sr0.3MnO32d and, according to Ref. 20
Dd/DT5631024 for La12dMn12dO3. Then for the ce-
ramic and film in our caseDd'631024312'0.007, since
DTms5

cTms2
fTms512K. It is noteworthy that the sensitiv

ity of the phase transition temperatures to the nonstoichio
etry in magnetoresistive manganites is substantially lar
than in cuprate high-Tc superconductors. For exampl
Dd/DT'631023 for YBa2Cu3O72d ~Refs. 21 and 22!.

The sensitivity of the phase transition temperatures
the oxygen nonstoichiometry in manganites is an order
magnitude higher than in ferrites. In magnetite,23 for ex-
ample, on going from Fe3O4 to Fe2.67

31 V0.33
(c) O4

22 (Dd50.5)
the Curie temperature increases from 858 to 948 K, i
Dd/DT5531023, which differs from the value for our
manganites by an order of magnitude.

According to our results,13,21 the real structure of au
todoped lanthanum manganite perovskit
La12xMn11xO36d has deficiencies in both the cation an
anion sublattices and contains more complex defects of
cluster type. The composition and structure of the cluster
close to Mn3O4 and/or g-Mn2O3 with a superposition of
heterovalent manganese ions and with cation V(c) and anion
V(a) vacancies: Mn1

31Mn0.5
41Mn0.5

21V0.2
(c)O3

22V0.3
(a) . In the x-ray

diffraction studies these clusters are manifested in the for
halo at anglesu1550– 55° andu2560– 65° ~Cr radiation!
for the ~134! and ~233! planes and for the~420! and ~413!
planes, respectively.

The magnetism of these planar clusters can be re
sented as antiferromagnetic formations with a slightly can
structure, with a Ne´el temperature TN542-45 K. It is re-
markable that the total magnetic moment of the samples
creases in low fields and increases in high fields, and
practically the same amount. This behavior can be explai
by a three-sublattice structure of the clusters containing
erovalent manganese ions and cation and anion vacan
Here the magnetic moments of Mn31, Mn41 and Mn21 in
the cluster are apparently directed oppositely~an analogous
situation occurs in Cr-doped manganites25!.

It is natural to suppose that the influence of temperatu
magnetic field, and high hydrostatic pressure on the pro
ties, including the phase transition temperatures and the m
netoresistance, should depend strongly on the structural q
ity and, primarily, on complex defects of the cluster type.

WhenH is increased to 8 kOe orP is increased to 1.8
GPa the temperatureTms increases: by 6 or 15 K for the
ceramic and by 6 or 24 K for the film, respectively. The
data show that, first, the high hydrostatic pressure has
greater influence on the resistance and metal-semicondu
phase transition temperature, and, second, while the in
ence of the magnetic field strength onTms is about the same
in the ceramic and film, the effect of pressure is more p
nounced for the film.

The influence of the magnetic field strength on the m
netoresistance in the ceramic and film atP50 is shown in
Fig. 2. The magnetoresistance increases substantially
increasingH. It should be noted that the temperature dep
dence ofDR/R0 is of a different character for the ceram
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and film in the temperature interval 77–200 K, i.e., belo
Tms. One also notices that the peak of the magnetoresista
is substantially higher for the ceramic (cTp5269 K) than for
the film (fTp5210 K). Thus forP50 and H58 kOe one
hascTp5269 K andfTp5219 K. In our opinion, this is also
due to the different nonstoichiometry on account of t
higher oxygen content in the ceramic, which is slowly o
dized after sintering. HereTp is practically independent o
H. The temperature interval of the phase transitions,DTp ,
like DTms, is substantially wider for the film~see Figs. 1–3!,
which is unusual but may also be due to its larger oxyg
nonstoichiometry. Figure 3 shows the temperature dep
dence of the magnetoresistance of the ceramic and film
P51.8 GPa for different values of the magnetic field (H
52, 4, 6, 8 kOe!. At P51.8 GPa~Fig. 3! the magnetoresis
tance in a fieldH58 kOe has decreased in comparison w
P50 ~Fig. 2! by 4.3% for the ceramic and by 4.7% for th
film. The temperatureTp has increased: by 14 K for th
ceramic and by 24 K for the film. Thus the pressure ha
greater effect on the magnetoresistance andTp for the film,
in which the oxygen nonstoichiometry of the real structure
higher.

The influence of high hydrostatic pressures on the re
tivity of the ceramic~curve1! and film ~curve2! at H50 is
illustrated by Fig. 4. Increasing the pressure from 0 to
GPa decreases the resistivity by a factor of 2.6 for the
ramic and by a factor of 2 for the film. This decrea
amounts to 61% for the ceramic and 51% for the film. It
particularly noteworthy that the resistivities of the ceram
and film have a practically linear dependence on the h
hydrostatic pressure, making these materials promising
use as pressure sensors. This dependence has the forcr

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance in ceram~a!
and film ~b! samples of La0.9Mn1.1O36d at P50 for various values of the
magnetic fieldH @kOe#: 2 ~1!, 4 ~2!, 6 ~3!, 8 ~4!.
ce

n
n-
at

a

s

s-

8
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597.82231.06P for the ceramic andfr5198.25255.62P
for the film.

The effect of high hydrostatic pressure on the met
semiconductor phase transition temperatureTms of the ce-
ramic ~unfilled symbols! and film ~filled symbols! is shown
in Fig. 5. In contrast to Ref. 24, where strong variations
the temperature of the thermopower peak in t
La0.875Sr0.125MnO3 single crystal were observed atP
.0.9 GPa, in our caseTms andTp increased noticeably ove
the entire pressure interval (P50 – 0.18 GPa).Tms increases
practically linearly withP in both the ceramic and film. The
maximum values of these phase transition temperatures
associated with the maximum values of the magnetic fi
(H58 kOe) and of the high hydrostatic pressure (P
51.8 GPa). The linear trends ofr(P), Tms(P), andTp(P)

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance of ceram~a!
and film ~b! samples of La0.9Mn1.1O36d at P51.8 GPa for various values o
the magnetic fieldH @kOe#: 2 ~1!, 4 ~2!, 6 ~3!, 8 ~4!.

FIG. 4. Influence of high hydrostatic pressures on the resistivity of lant
num manganite ceramic~1! and film ~2! samples atH50.
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remain linear to 1.8 GPa and even to 2.2 GPa, as we h
shown for the film. The high sensitivity of the phase tran
tion temperatures to the nonstoichiometry presents an op
tunity for determining these temperatures, and the high s
sitivity to the pressure might make these materials usefu
sensors for the measurement of high hydrostatic pressur

CONCLUSIONS

1. With increasing magnetic field the resistivity d
creases substantially, the phase transition temperatureTms

increases weakly, and the magnetoresistance incre
strongly in the ceramic and in the film.

2. With increasing high hydrostatic pressure the resis
ity and magnetoresistance decrease, while the phase tr
tion temperatureTms increases, and this effect is larger in th
film.

3. We have found that the influence of high hydrosta
pressure on the resistivity is stronger for the ceramic, wh
its effect on the magnetoresistance and phase transition
peratures is stronger for the film.

4. The differences in the resonances, magnetoresista
and phase transition temperatures and also the degree o
fluence ofH andP on the properties of the ceramic and fil
are explained by their different nonstoichiometry and def
density.

5. The linear relations observed betweenr and P and
betweenT andP could be exploited to use ceramic and fil
samples of this compound as combined pressure and
perature sensors.

The authors thank A. V. Klimov for providing the film
samples and H. Szymczak for interest in this study. T

FIG. 5. Influence of high hydrostatic pressures on the temperatureTms of
ceramic (c) and film (f ) samples of the magnetoresistive lanthanum m
ganite perovskites La0.9Mn1.1O36d at H50 ~1! andH58 kOe ~2!.
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Bound states of spatially separated electrons in crossed electric and magnetic fields
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A new mechanism is proposed for the binding of two carriers of the same sign in a two-layer
system in crossed electricE and magneticB fields of a special form. A field configuration
for which the electric and magnetic fields in the layers are equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction is considered. In this geometry of the fields an additional integral of the motion
arises: the pair momentumP. For the case when the masses of the carriers in the layers are
considerably different, a method is proposed for calculation the states of a pair without
making use of the assumption that the Coulomb interaction between carriers is small. The character
of the dependence of the energy of a pair on its momentum,E(P), is determined by the
ratio of the fieldsuE/Bu. For uE/Bu>Lcr}e2/\c the energy of a pair is a monotonic function of
uPu and there are no bound states in the system. ForL<Lcr , however, the functionE(P)
is nonmonotonic. A local maximum and local minimum appear on this function, indicating the
appearance of bound states of two carriers of the same sign. The physical mechanism
leading to the appearance of bound states in crossed fields is investigated, and their main
characteristics are calculated. Ways of realizing these bound states in concrete systems and their
possible experimental manifestations are discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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By now quite a few mechanisms for the pairing of ele
trons in metals and semiconductors have been proposed
overwhelming majority of these mechanisms are based
the attraction between electrons due to the exchange
quanta of some boson field~e.g., a phonon or plasmon field!.
After the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity a numbe
of new pairing mechanisms were proposed.1,2 The question
of whether superconductivity can arise in systems in wh
the interaction between electrons is of a purely repuls
character has also been addressed in the literature.3,4 Later
other mechanisms for the appearance of superconductivi
systems with repulsion between electrons were also prop
~see, in particular, Refs. 5 and 6!, but all of these mecha
nisms have been based on analysis of the behavior
many-particle system. In the present paper we consid
two-particle problem and propose a mechanism for the b
ing of carriers of the same sign; to our knowledge t
mechanism has not been discussed in the literature. We s
that in a two-layer system placed in crossed electric
magnetic fields of a special form, there can arise metast
bound states~MBSs! of carriers of the same sign. Let u
emphasize from the start the important circumstance
makes the appearance of MBSs possible despite the re
sion between particles: the presence of an additional inte
of the motion, viz., the pair momentumP. This integral of
the motion arises for a special configuration of the exter
fields applied to a pair of carriers. The mechanism of form
tion of the MBSs will be discussed later, after we have giv
a description of the system considered.
1011063-777X/2001/27(12)/4/$20.00
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We consider two two-dimensional semiconducting la
ers, separated by a narrow insulating layer of thicknessd.
We assume that the current carriers in layers 1 and 2
particles with effective massesm1 andm2 , respectively. The
charges of the carriers are the same in both layers~both in
magnitude and in sign!. We place this two-layer system i
crossed electric and magnetic fields of a special configu
tion. We shall assume that the magnetic field is applied p
pendicular to the layers~the field direction coincides with the
z axis!, uniformly in each layer, but the fieldsB1 andB2 in
the two layers have the same magnitude but opposite or
tation, i.e.,B152B2 . The electric fields are uniform ove
the layers and lie in the plane of the layers, and for them
also propose the relationE152E25E. The possibility of
implementing such a field configuration will be discuss
below.

Under the assumptions adopted, the Hamiltonian of
system is written in standard form:

H5H11H21Vc1HE , ~1!

where

H15
@P1x1~eB/2c!y1#2

2m1
1

@P1y2~eB/2c!x1#2

2m1
, ~2!

H25
@P2x2~eB/2c!y2#2

2m2
1

@P2y1~eB/2c!x2#2

2m2
, ~3!
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Vc5
e2

ur12r2u
5

e2

A~x12x2!21~y12y2!21d2
, ~4!

HE5eE•~r12r2!. ~5!

The charge of the carriers in layers 1 and 2 is assum
for the the sake of definiteness, to be equal toe ~electrons!.
Between the layers the dielectric constant« is assumed to be
unity. For the vector potential in layers 1 and 2 we choo
the symmetric gauge

A15S 2
By

2
,
Bx

2
,0D and A25S By

2
,2

Bx

2
,0D .

As we shall see, the effect of MBS formation arises in
wide range of parameters of the problem and is determi
mainly by the ratio of the fields applied to the system,uE/Bu.
Therefore, we make the additional assumption, which w
substantially simplify the calculation, that the masses of
carriers in the layers are very different (m2@m1). As we
have shown previously,7 for calculating the characteristics o
the system in this case one can employ a method that
not make use of the assumption that the Coulomb interac
between carriers is small. In other words, instead of the
sumptions usually used,aB

(1)@ l 0 and aB
(2)@ l 0 , where

aB
(1),(2)5\2/m1,2e

2 is the Bohr radius of the carriers in laye
1 and 2, respectively, andl 05Ac\/eB is the magnetic
length, we will use the less stringent restriction

aB
~1!@aB

~2!> l 0 . ~6!

Let us briefly recall the key features of the method
calculation used~see Ref. 7 for details!. It follows from Eq.
~6! that the states of the light particle 1 can be assume
belong to a specified Landau level~for simplicity, the lowest
one, with n50.! We project the pair Hamiltonian~1! onto
this subspace of states. The result of the projection will
denoted by a bar over the operator. Clearly,H̄25H2 , while
for H1 the relation

H15
~P1x!

21~P1y!2

2m1
5\v1S a1a1

1

2D ~7!

implies that H̄15\v1/2 is a constant quantity, which wil
henceforth be dropped. In Eq.~7! we have used the follow
ing notation:v15eB/m1c is the cyclotron frequency of the
carriers in layer 1,P1x5P1x1(eB/2c)y1 and P1y5P1y

2(eB/2c)x1 are the components of the kinematic mome
tum of the light particle, anda15( l 0 /&\)(P1x2 iP1y)
anda5( l 0 /&\)(P1x1 iP1y) are the creation and annihila
tion operators of an electron at a specified Landau le
From the commutation relation forP1x andP1y ,

@P1x ,P1y#5
i\2

l 0
2 ,

it follows that @a,a1#51, as it should.
Projection of the Coulomb energy operator is conv

niently done by going to the Fourier representation in~4!:

Vc~r12r2!5
e2

2p E d2k
e2ukud

uku
e2uku2l 0

2/4eikx~x12x2!1 iky~y12y2!,

~8!
d,

e

d
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e
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n

s-

f

to

e

-

l.

-

whereuku5Akx
21ky

2.
Let us give the final result of the projection~see Ref. 7

for details!:

V̄c5
e2

2p E d2k
e2ukud

uku
e2uku2l 0

2/4eikx~X12x2!1 iky~Y12y2!, ~9!

where

X15x11
l 0
2

\
P1y and Y15y12

l 0
2

\
P1x ~10!

are the coordinates of the center of the orbit of the lig
particle.X1 andY1 obey the commutation relation@X1 ,Y1#
52 i l 0

2 and commute withP1x and P1y . The result of the
projection ofHE is also expressed in terms ofX12x2 and
Y12y2 :

H̄E5eEx~X12x2!1eEy~Y12y2!. ~11!

We now call attention to the similarity of this problem t
that of the behavior of an electron-hole pair in uniform ele
tric and magnetic fields. Gor’kov and Dzyaloshinski� in their
famous paper8 first noted the existence in such a system o
vector integral of the motion, which plays the role of th
momentum of a pair in the magnetic field. The presence
this integral simplified the classification of the states a
allowed them to find an analytical solution of the proble
For a pair of particles with like sign of the charge in unifor
crossed fields such a quantity does not exist. It turns
however, that the vector integral of the motion reappears
our chosen configuration of the fields (B252B1 , E25
2E1 , andB1,2'2bE1,2). The role of the conserved momen
tum in our case is played by the quantity

P5F i\
]

]r1
2

e

c
A~r1!G1F i\

]

]r2
2

e

c
A~r2!G

2
e

c
@B13r1#2

e

c
@B23r2#. ~12!

The existence of the integral~12! makes it possible to
reduce the number of independent variables of the probl
For this we express the kinematic momentumP2 of the
heavy particle in terms of the momentumP and the relative
coordinatesx[X12x2 and y[Y12y2 . We note that@x,y#
52 i l 0

2.
Using expressions~12! and ~10!, we find

P2x5Px1
\

l 0
2 y and P2y5Py2

\

l 0
2 x. ~13!

Substituting~9!, ~11!, and ~13! into ~1!, we obtain the
desired representation for the Hamiltonian of the system

H5
@Px1~\/ l 0

2!y#2

2m2
1

@Py2~\/ l 0
2!x#2

2m2
1

e2

2p

3E d2k
e2ukud

uku
e2uku2l 0

2/4eikxx1 ikyy1eExx1eEyy.

~14!

Expression~14! is the starting point for studying the
states of a pair of carriers of the same sign in a two-la
system in crossed fields of the given type under condit
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~6!. Equation~14! can be rewritten in a different form b
introducing a pair of creation and annihilation operatorsb1

andb, respectively:

b5
x2 iy

& l 0

; b15
x1 iy

& l 0

; @b,b1#51.

Using operatorsb and b1, we can write Hamiltonian
~14! in the form

H5H01
P2

2m2
1V1~P, E!, ~15!

where

H05\v2S b1b1
1

2D1
e2

2p E d2k
e2ukud

uku

3expS 2
uku2l 0

2

2 Dexp
i l 0k̄b1

&
exp

i l 0kb

&

is the Hamiltonian of a pair forP50 andE50, the spectrum
of which is known~see Ref. 7!:

V1~P, E![Zb1Z̄b1 and Z5
eEl0

&
1

i\P

& l 0m2

,

andE5Ex1 iEy , P5Px1 iPy .
Before turning to a calculation of the characteristics

the states of the Hamiltonian~15!, let us discuss on a quali
tative level the physical mechanism that, despite the C
lomb repulsion, leads to the appearance of bound states.
let the Coulomb repulsion be ‘‘turned off.’’ Then one ca
write the energy of the system exactly as a function ofP, E,
andB. The corresponding expression for the energy has
form ~cf. Ref. 8!

E~P!52
Mc2E2

2B2 2
c

B2 P~B3E!

(B andE should be taken in the same layer!. It follows from
this expression that for a fixed configuration ofB andE there
always exists an orientation ofP such that with increasing
uPu the corresponding field contribution to the energ
2(c/B2)P•(B3E) will be positive. We now ‘‘turn on’’ the
Coulomb interaction. It follows from relation~6! that for P
5MV2(e/c)@B3(r12r2)#, and therefore near the extrem
of E(P), where V5]E/]P>0, the growth ofP means a
growing average distance between particles in the pair, i.e
is accompanied by a benefit in Coulomb energy. We see
a competition arises between the energy of Coulomb re
sion and the ‘‘field energy,’’ and that can give rise to a loc
minimum in E(P).

Let us now fortify this qualitative picture with a concre
calculation of the states of the Hamiltonian~15!. Here, for
simplicity, we consider only the cased50 ~this actually
means thatd! l 0!. We seek the ground state of~15! by a
variational method, using a space of coherent statesuz&. A
basic property of the statesuz& is expressed by the relatio
buz&5zuz&. We consider the dimensionless energy of the s
tem,E5^zuHuz&/\v2 . Averaging~15! over the stateuz&, we
get
f

u-
irst

e

,

it
at
l-
l

-

E5upu21~e11p!z1~ ē11 p̄!z* 1uzu2

1v0e2uzu2/2I 0S uzu2

2 D . ~16!

Here we have used the notationv05Ap/2(e2/ l 0)/\v2 ;
I 0(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of imaginary arg
ment, and we have introduced the dimensionless momen
of a pair

p5
i\P

&ml0\v2

and the dimensionless electric field

e15
el0E

&\v2

.

We seek a minimum of expression~16! in the space of
statesuz& with respect toz and with respect to the momen
tum p. It is convenient to do the minimization of~16! with
respect top first. The condition]E/] p̄50 gives the relation
pmin52z* , and the energyẼ(z,z* )[minpE takes the form

Ẽ5ze11z* ē11v0 expS 2
uzu2

2 D I 0S uzu2

2 D . ~17!

Now we minimizeẼ with respect toz. The condition
]Ẽ/]z* 50 gives the equation

2ueu2

v0
2 5 r̃ S ]F

] r̃ D 2

. ~18!

In ~18! we have introduced the notationr̃ 5uz̃u2/2 and
F(r )[e2r I 0(r ).

Let us examine expression~18!. On the right-hand side
in ~18! is the functionr (]F/]r )2, which has a single maxi-
mum atr 5r 0 and goes to zero atr→0 andr→`. It follows
that for 2ueu2/v0

2.r 0(pF/pr 0)2 Eq. ~18! does not have so
lutions, and thereforeE(p) is monotonic and there are n
bound states in this region of parameters. This condition
the absence of bound states can be rewritten in terms o
fields applied to the system:

UEBU.c•a, ~19!

wherec is a numerical factor;1, anda[e2/\c is the fine-
structure constant.

In the case whenuE/Bu<c•a, Eq. ~18! has two solu-
tions: r 1 and r 2 (r 1,r 0,r 2). It is easy to show thatr 1

corresponds to a maximum ofẼ, andr 2 to a minimum. The
characteristics of the bound states are easily calculated in
case of low electric fields, when the following conditio
holds:

UEBU!c•a. ~20!

Using ~18!, we find Ẽ as a function of the parameterr 2

alone:

E05Ẽ~r 2!5v0FF~r 2!22r 2

]F

]r 2
G . ~21!
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Since r 2@1 when condition~20! holds, one can solve
Eq. ~18! explicitly for r 2 using an asymptotic expression fo
the functionI 0(r ). Let us give the result of such a calcul
tion. The minimum of the energyẼ is reached for

r 2'
v0

4Apue1u
, ~22!

and the corresponding energy is given by

E05
A2v0ue1u

p1/4 !v0 . ~23!

In this same approximation we find the energy ma
mum,E1 , which corresponds tor 1 :E1[Ẽ(r 1)>v0 . Thus in
low electric fields the ratio of the energy of the metasta
bound statesE0 to the barrier heightE1 is

E0

E1
5

ue1u
v0

!1.

From Eq.~22! it is easy to obtain an expression for th
mean square distance between particles in the pair,^R2&:

^R2&5^ z̃ux21y2uz̃&52l 0
2S UzU21

1

2D>4l 0
2r 25

v0l 0
2

ue1uAp

5
e

uEu
. ~24!

Curiously, if by analogy with the magnetic lengthl 0

5Ac\/euBu we introduce an electric lengthl E5Ac\/euEu,
then ^R2& can be written in the form

^R2&5aI E
2, ~25!

wherea5e2/\c is the fine-structure constant.
We also note that the value of the momentumP0 corre-

sponding to the minimum ofE(P) is given, under condition
~20!, by the expression

P05
eB

c
^R2&1/2, ~26!

We conclude this article with a discussion of two que
tions of importance for all of the above analysis. The fi
concerns the possibility of experimentally implementing t
-

e

-
t

unusual configuration of electric and magnetic fields nec
sary for observation of the manifestations of MBSs. Sin
achieving the required configuration of low electric fields
the layers is not a particularly complicated problem, t
question basically reduces to the creation of an antipara
configuration of magnetic fields perpendicular to the laye
Here it is appropriate to mention as a precedent the exp
mental study reported in Ref. 9, in which the transport pro
erties of a 2D electron gas were studied in a periodic m
netic field. The periodic magnetic field, withBmax;1 T, in
that study was produced by depositing magnetized strips
magnetically hard material~dysprosium! on the surface of a
conducting layer. We think that a similar method of creati
magnetic fields of the required strength and orientation
promising for a two-layer system as well. However, the fin
answer to this question still remains open.

The final question is, how does one create a state o
pair with a specified momentumP0 corresponding to the
minimum ofE0(P)? A possible answer to this question is
follows. If the necessary field configuration is created in
bounded region, then pairs with the required values of
momentumP0 will accumulate in that region. Indeed, pai
for which P differs fromP0 have a nonzero velocity and wil
therefore move out of the region of interest in a microsco
time. Thus the field configuration described, among ot
things, plays the role of a sort of selector of carrier pairs w
respect to their momenta.
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According to band calculations of the electron energy spectrum of the organic complexes
~BEDT–TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 , where M is one of the metals of the group K, Rb, Tl, there should
be, in addition to the main group of charge carriers with a quasi-two-dimensional spectrum,
a group of charge carriers with a quasi-one-dimensional spectrum@R. Rossenauet al., J. Phys.
~Paris! 6, 1527 ~1996!#. We consider galvanomagnetic phenomena in quasi-two-
dimensional conductors with a multisheet Fermi surface, and show that it is possible to determine
the degree of quasi-one-dimensionality of an additional sheet of the Fermi surface having
the form of corrugated planes. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430845#
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Organic charge-transfer complexes based on tetrathia
valene are layered structures having a metallic type of c
duction with a pronounced anisotropy. The conductiv
transverse to the layers is several orders of magnitude lo
than that along the layers, and there is every reason to
sume that the electronic energy spectrum of these org
complexes is quasi-two-dimensional.

The energy of the charge carriers in a quasi-tw
dimensional conductor,

«~p!5 (
n50

`

«n~px ,py!cosFanpz

\
1an~px ,py!G ,

~1!
an~px ,py!52an~2px ,2py!

is weakly dependent on the momentum projectionpz5p•n
on the normaln to the layers, and the Fermi surface«(p)
5«F is open, with a slight corrugation along thepz axis.
Herea is the distance between layers,\ is Planck’s constant
and the function«n(px ,py) falls off with increasing number
n, so that the maximum value of the function@«(p)
2«0(px ,py)#, which is equal toh«F on the Fermi surface
is much less than the Fermi energy«F .

After the Shubnikov–de Haas effect was observed1,2 in
rather perfect single-crystal samples of the organic cond
tors ~BEDT–TTF!2IBr2 and ~BEDT–TTF!2I3 at low tem-
peratures in high magnetic fieldsH of the order of 10–20 T,
it became clear that the mean free pathl of the charge car-
riers in organic layered conductors of can significantly e
ceed the radius of curvaturer h of the trajectories of the con
duction electrons in the magnetic fields now attainable.

Quantum oscillation effects3,4 in such samples are ex
tremely sensitive to the form of the electron energy sp
trum, and their experimental study makes it possible to so
the inverse problem of determining from experimental d
the extremal closed sections of the Fermi surface by a p
pH5p•H/H5const5,6 In essence, all the kinetic characteri
1011063-777X/2001/27(12)/3/$20.00
l-
n-

er
s-
ic

-

c-

-

-
e
a
ne

tics of degenerate conductors in high magnetic fieldsr H

! l ) are sensitive to the form of the energy spectrum of
charge carriers, and by studying them experimentally on
able to completely recover the Fermi surface, the main ch
acteristic of the spectrum of conduction electrons. The pr
ence of open sections of the Fermi surface by a planepH

5const leads to pronounced anisotropy of the magnetore
tance in a high magnetic field. By studying this anisotro
one can completely recover the topology of the Fer
surface.7–9

In quasi-two-dimensional conductors an apprecia
number of charge carriers with the Fermi energy are involv
in the formation of quantum oscillation effects. At low tem
peratures, when the temperature smearing of the Fermi
tribution function of the charge carriers is much less than
distance between their quantum energy levels, and the
quency of dissipative collisions of a conduction electron, 1t,
is much higher than its gyration frequency in the magne
field, V5eH/m* c, the amplitude of the magnetoresistan
oscillations is comparable to the part of the magnetore
tance that varies monotonically withH. Heree is the charge
of the electron,m* is its cyclotron effective mass, andc is
the speed of light.

The clear manifestation of the Shubnikov–de Haas
fect in the magnetoresistance of a large family of ioni
radical salts based on tetrathiafulvalene in a magnetic fi
H5(0,H sinu,H cosu) over a wide interval of anglesu be-
tween the vectorsH and n ~see the review articels10,11 and
the literature cited therein! attests to the fact that at least on
sheet of the Fermi surface is a slightly corrugated cylind
the plane sectionspH5const of which atu not equal top/2
are closed.

It is not hard to show that the contribution to the com
ponents of the conductivity tensors ik ~which in the Ohm’s-
law approximation relates the current densityj to the electric
field Ei) from a group of charge carriers whose states belo
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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to a sheet of the Fermi surface having the form of a sligh
corrugated cylinder will, in the caseg51/Vt!1 and
h tanu!1 have the form

s ik5H g2axx gaxy gh2axz

gayx g2ayy1szztan2 u gh2ayz1szztanu

gh2azx gh2azy1szztanu szz

,

~2!

where the matrix componentsaik are of the same order o
magnitude ass0 , the conductivity along the layers in th
absence of magnetic field.

The appreciable resistance to electrical current flow
transverse to the layers is due to the slow drift of cha
carriers along the normal to the layers, with a velocity

yz52 (
n51

`
an

\
«n~px ,py!sinFanpz

\
1an~px ,py!G , ~3!

so thatszz is proportional toh2 at least.
The model of the Fermi surface in the form a sligh

corrugated cylinder is in quite good agreement with the
perimental results on the magnetoresistance of a large fa
of tetrathiafulvalene salts. However, the Fermi surface
layered conductors can also be of a multisheet character.
sides the corrugated cylinder there can also be sheets in
form of corrugated planes with a slight corrugation along
pz axis. For example, the Fermi surface of the sa
~BEDT–TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 , where M is one of the metals o
the group K, Rb, Tl, according to band calculations of t
electron energy spectrum,12 contains two quasi-one
dimensional sheets in addition to the slightly corrugated c
inder. To ascertain how well these calculations agree with
experimentally observed dependence of the magnetor
tance on the strength of a high magnetic fieldH
5(0,H sinu,H cosu), let us examine the galvanomagne
effects in quasi-two-dimensional conductors whose Fe
surface consists of a slightly corrugated cylinder and t
slightly corrugated planes, with the normal to their tang
plane deviating from thepx axis by an anglew. We will not
specify the form of these planes but will assume that th
have an arbitrary corrugation in thepxpy plane, while the
corrugation along thepz axis will be assumed to be of th
same weakness as for the corrugated-cylinder sheet o
Fermi surface.

When there are several groups of charge carriers, the
contribute to the electrical current, so that the total cond
tivity is the sum of the conductivity of each group of co
duction electrons:

s jk5s jk
~1!1s ik

~2! , ~4!

where s ik
(1) is the contribution to the conductivity from

charge carriers whose states belong to the slightly corrug
plane sheets of the Fermi surface, ands ik

(2) is the contribution
from conduction electrons belonging to the slightly corr
gated cylinder.

Whereas open sections of the corrugated cylinder
possible only foru5p/2, in the presence of an addition
sheet of the Fermi surface in the form of a corrugated pl
y
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the open electron trajectories«5const andpH5p•H/H
5const appear for any direction of the magnetic field. T
charge carriers whose state belongs to the corrugated-p
sheets of the Fermi surface undergo drift in the plane
thogonal to the magnetic field, and the transverse resista
when the current densityj and magnetic fieldH are mutually
orthogonal, is sharply anisotropic. Thus if the resistance
current flow along the normal to the layers, for example,
observed to increase quadratically withH for different ori-
entations of the magnetic field in the caser H! l , it can be
taken as evidence of the existence of a sheet of the Fe
surface in the form of a corrugated plane.

The conduction electrons along open trajectories in m
mentum space cannot be displaced a significant dista
along the normal to the planepx cosw1py sinw50. After
averaging the equation of motion of the charge

]p/]t5
e

c
~v3H! ~5!

over a sufficiently long time interval, greatly exceedingT
>r H /vF , wherevF is the characteristic Fermi velocity o
the electrons in the plane of the layers, we obtain the follo
ing relation:

~ ȳx cosw1 ȳy sinw!cosu5 ȳz sinw sinu, ~6!

which specifies the plane of all possible drifts of the cha
carriers in real space. In the coordinate system (x1 ,x2 ,x3)
with unit vectors

e15
1

@12cos2 w sin2 u#1/2~cosw cosu,sinw cosu,

2sinw sinu!,

e25~e33e1!, e35H/H ~7!

the matrixs ik
(1) has the following asymptotic expression fo

g!1 andh!cosu:

s ik
~1!5S g2a118 ga128 ga138

ga218 a228 a238

ga318 a328 a338
D , ~8!

where the matrix componentsaik8 in an extremely high mag-
netic field, wheng approaches zero, does not depend ong,
while (a228 a338 2a238 a328 ) is always greater than zero by virtu
of the Schwarz inequality.

In this same coordinate system the matrixs ik
(2) at u sub-

stantially different fromp/2 will have only one nonzero
component,s33

(2) , asg approaches zero.
Straightforward calculations forh!cosu and g0

!cosu yield the asymptotic expressions for the resistan
along and transverse to the layers:

rxx5
s1 sin2 w1g0

2s0

g0
2s0~s01s1!

; ~9!

ryy5
s1 cos2 w1g0

2s0

g0
2s0~s01s1!

;

rzz5
1

szz
1

s1 cos2 w sin2 u

s0g0
2 , ~10!
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wheres1 is the largest contribution to the conductivity alon
the layers atH50 from the charge carriers whose states
on an open sheet of the Fermi surface having the form
corrugated plane;szz5szz

(1)1szz
(2) ; g051/V0t, and V0 is

the gyration frequency of an electron in the magnetic fi
for u50. In formula ~9!, which describes the anisotropy o
the resistance in the plane of the layers, and in the last t
of formula ~10!, we have dropped numerical factors of th
order of unity which depend on the specific form of the ele
tron energy spectrum. It is easy to see that forg0>h it is
extremely important to take the second term in formula~10!
into account.

The resistance to current transverse to the layers,rzz,
increases without bound asH increases, even when the ma
netic field deviates from the plane of the layers, and only
w5p/2 andu quite different fromp/2 doesrzz reach satu-
ration in a high magnetic field and become equal to 1/szz to
good accuracy. In this case, for certain orientations of
magnetic field not onlyszz

(2) but also szz
(1) will decrease

sharply. Here the positions of the sharp peaks in the an
dependence ofszz

(1) andszz
(2) , as a rule, do not coincide.

For w much different fromp/2, when uw2p/2u@g,
sharp peaks in the dependence ofrzz on u occur against the
background of a rather large growth of the magnetoresista
of the organic conductors~BEDT–TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 , but
they can nevertheless be brought out by differentiating
function rzz(u) with respect tou.

In the case of a quasi-one-dimensional character of
energy spectrum of an additional group of charge carri
the sharp peaks in the angle dependence of the resist
transverse to the layers are due mainly to conduction e
trons having a quasi-two-dimensional energy spectru
whose states belong to the corrugated-cylinder sheet of
Fermi surface. This is because in a magnetic field satisfy
the condition max$h,h1%!g0!1, whereh1 is the degree of
corrugation of the quasi-one-dimensional sheet of the Fe
surface in the planepxpy , the motion of the electrons with
the quasi-one-dimensional energy spectrum in momen
space takes place at an almost constant velocity, andszz

(1) in
the leading approximation in the parameterh2 is propor-
tional to sin2 u, while the terms that oscillate with tanu ap-
pear in the next-higher approximations in the lo
dimensionality parameters of their energy spectrum,h and
h1 , only in the region of higher magnetic fields, wheng0

<max$h,h1%. In this caseszz
(1) is a small correction toszz

(2)
a
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except for those orientations of the magnetic field for wh
szz

(2)(sc) takes a minimal value. The angular oscillations
szz

(2) have been studied in detail theoretically in the case of
extremely simple model of the Fermi surface13 and also un-
der the most general assumptions about the form of
quasi-two-dimensional electron energy spectrum.14–19

Thus by studying the angle dependence of the resista
to current transverse to the layers in the organic char
transfer complexes~BEDT–TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 over a wide
range of magnetic fields, one can reliably determine the
gree of quasi-one-dimensionality of the addition
corrugated-plane sheets of the Fermi surface.
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The point-contact spectra~the energy dependence of the amplitude of the second harmonic of the
modulation current! of contacts of NixNb12x metallic glasses are measured at audio~3726
Hz! and microwave~9.5 GHz! frequencies. It is established for the first time in rf dynamic
experiments that the low-energy spectral feature due the scattering of electrons on two-
level systems~TLSs! in the contact is observed at microwave frequencies as well. This is direct
evidence of the existence of a fast relaxation process in the contacts, with a characteristic
time t!10210s. There is also a small contribution from slower scattering processes. It is found
that the videodetection signal contains a component due to a steady-state nonequilibrium
occupation of the states of the TLSs under microwave irradiation. The coupling efficiency of the
contact with the waveguide and rf receiver is estimated to be 5–7%. A slight minimum of
the resistance at zero voltage observed for some of the contacts is attributed to superconducting
fluctuations of the order parameter at a temperatureT;2.3Tc . © 2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1430846#
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INTRODUCTION

The spatial disorder in the arrangement of atoms in m
tallic glasses, which are now used in many important tech
cal applications, gives them some specific thermodyna
and kinetic properties in the both the normal and superc
ducting states at low temperatures. These properties are
plained by the presence of a special kind of structural def
in amorphous materials—tunneling two-level syste
~TLSs!, which are modeled for an individual atom or grou
of atoms by a double-well potential.1 Under the influence of
an external perturbation, a tunneling transition occurs in
TLSs between the two possible configurations, with char
teristic energiesd;0.1– 1 meV. The scattering of electron
on TLSs in bulk samples leads to a logarithmic temperat
dependence of the resistivity, with a negative tempera
coefficient.2 In point contacts such scattering gives rise
features on the conductivity at low biaseseV→0.3,4 There
are two existing theoretical models describing the interac
of conduction electrons with TLSs which are capable of
plaining the the appearance of low-energy anomalies in
point-contact spectra. In Refs. 5 and 6 an almost symme
double-well potential of the TLSs was used in developin
mechanism of nonmagnetic two-channel Kondo scatter
this mechanism leads to a logarithmic energy~temperature!
dependence of the resistivity of the metal. In Refs. 7 and 8
alternative model was proposed that considered both ine
tic and elastic scattering of electrons on asymmetric TLS
point contacts. As was shown in Ref. 8, because of the
ference in the elastic scattering cross sections of electron
TLSs found in two different configurations, it is possible
1021063-777X/2001/27(12)/7/$20.00
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do elastic point-contact spectroscopy of the occupations
the TLSs. Both of these scattering mechanisms give rise
low-energy features in the point-contact spectra. Howe
the proposed electron scattering mechanisms have sub
tially different characteristic relaxation times:t;10211s for
the nonmagnetic Kondo scattering, and 1023– 1028 s for the
TLS occupation spectroscopy. This difference in characte
tic times makes it possible to distinguish the contributions
the point-contact spectrum from the different scatter
mechanisms by doing rf experiments.

In Refs. 9 and 10 the energy dependence of the vide
sponse signal upon rectification of an alternating microwa
modulation current by point contacts of metallic glasses
various compositions, including NixNb12x . However, in
quasistatic measurements of this sort there is a notice
contribution to the measured signal from the steady-s
modification of the current-voltage~I–V! characteristic by
the microwave radiation. More-correct results can be
tained in dynamic experiments investigating the genera
of the second harmonic of rf pump radiation.

The goal of the present study was to compare direc
the energy dependence of the second-harmonic amplitud
the case of pumping at audio (v1/2p51863 Hz) and micro-
wave (v2/2p54.75 GHz) frequencies.

The energy of the microwave photons used in the exp
ments, \v250.02 meV, was much less than the ener
smearing~D;5 meV! of the investigated spectral feature
the I–V characteristic in the region of low voltages acro
the contact. Therefore, for interpreting the results one
use the formulas for the classical low-frequency limit.11 If
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the contact is placed in a microwave field of frequencyv,
then an rf alternating current is induced between the mas
‘‘banks’’ of the contact. Then the total current through t
contact will beI 5I 01 i v cosvt, whereI 0 is a dc bias trans-
port current. In the small-signal limiti v!I 0 the dependence
of the amplitude of the second harmonic of the modulat
current on the dc voltageV0 across the contact is propo
tional to the second derivative of the I–V characteristic:12,13

V2v~V0!5
1

4&

d2V

dI2
~V0!i v

2 . ~1!

The amplitudeVd of the videodetection signal in the case
rectification of an rf alternating current at a nonlinear feat
of the I–V characteristic is determined in an analogo
way.14

Thus the signal amplitudes in both the rf and audiof
quency experiments are determined by the second de
tives d2V/dI2 measured at the corresponding frequenc
~see Eq.~1!!. A direct comparison of the signals gives dire
information about possible changes of the degree of non
earity of the I–V characteristics at different frequencies a
thereby permits identification of the electron scattering p
cesses occurring in the point contact.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Point contacts were made directly in liquid helium b
touching the ends of segments of 20-mm thick ribbons of
Ni–Nb metallic glasses of various compositions. The el
trodes could be moved in two mutually perpendicular dir
tions by means of differential screws. The sample holder w
a length of rectangular waveguide with a cross section
23310 mm with two holes 6 mm in diameter into which th
electrodes of the point contact were inserted. A mova
short-circuiting plunger in the lower part of the holder pe
mitted changing the electrodynamic coupling of the cont
with the waveguide. Several different constructions of
holder, with different orientations of the electrodes relative
the walls of the waveguide, were used in different expe
ments, but the amplitudes of the measured signals of
microwave second harmonic were practically the same fo
of the orientations.

Pump radiation from a klystron oscillator at a frequen
v2/2p54.75 GHz was fed to the contact via a coaxial ca
with a coupling loop placed close to one of the electrodes
the point contact. A ferrite isolator~a rejection filter with an
overall attenuation of;30 dB! was placed in the coaxia
line, preventing the klystron radiation at the second harmo
frequency from reaching the contact. The pump power le
P0 was monitored by a thermoelectric wattmeter mounted
the output of the klystron oscillator. The radiation genera
by the contact at the second harmonic frequency 2v2/2p
59.5 GHz was fed via a standard three-centimeter wa
guide to a superheterodyne receiver having a sensitivity
about 0.5310214W/Hz. The waveguide, which was a cuto
waveguide for frequencyv2 , prevented radiation at th
pump frequency from reaching the input of the receiver
cavity filter and a ferrite low-pass filter at the input of th
superheterodyne receiver selected a pure monochromatic
nal at the frequency 2v2 , which was fed to a balance
ve
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mixer, where the intermediate-frequency signalv if52v2

2v l 0
560 MHz was produced upon mixing of the input r

diation with the heterodyne signal. After amplification, th
intermediate-frequency signal was sent to a videodetec
The voltage at the output of the detector was directly prop
tional ~with an error of;1%! to the power of the rf radia-
tion from the point contact at the input of the receiver. T
pump radiation fed to the point contact was amplitud
modulated at a frequency of 2433 Hz. The signal at this sa
frequency 2433 Hz at the output of the videodetector w
amplified by a low-frequency selective amplifier with
phase detector and was registered by an XY recorder
function of the voltage across the point contact. A typic
value of the registered power of the microwave second h
monic signal radiated by the contact was (1 – 5)310214W.
The second-harmonic signal vanished completely when c
tact was broken by separating the electrodes or when
pump radiation was turned off.

In experiments on videodetection~rectification! the high-
frequency radiation of the rf pump field incident on the co
tact was interrupted at a frequency of 2433 Hz. The cha
in the dc voltage across the contact, the videoresponse s
Vd ~the difference between the voltages across the conta
the presence and absence of irradiation!, was recorded in a
synchronous detection scheme as a function of the dc
voltage applied to the contact.

The point-contact spectra~the amplitudes of the secon
derivative of the I–V characteristic! at the audiofrequency
2v1/2p53726 Hz was measured in a standard synchron
detection scheme.13 All of the measurements were made at
temperature of 4.2 K.

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ni59Nb41 point contacts

A typical point-contact spectrum measured at the aud
requency 3726 Hz in the absence of the rf pump radiation
contacts of metallic glass of this composition is shown
curve 1 in Fig. 1. The negative values of the secon

FIG. 1. Point-contact spectra of Ni59Nb41 , measured at audiofrequenc
~3726 Hz! without microwave irradiation~1! and under irradiation by a
pump powerP052.431025 ~2! and 5.531025 W ~3!. The discrete symbols
show the values calculated according to formula~2! for low-frequency
modulation amplitudesVv152.6 (h) and 4.2 mV~s!. The contact resis-
tanceR528V.
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harmonic voltageV2v and, hence, the negative value of t
second derivative of the I–V characteristic at low voltag
(V.0) attest to the growth of the contact resistance w
decreasing excess energy of the conduction electrons, w
is set by the dc voltage source. This sort of behavior of
resistance is typical for electron scattering on TLSs. The a
plitude of the low-frequency modulation in these measu
ments,Vv150.35 mV, was an order of magnitude less th
the half-width of the feature in the point-contact spectrum
energieseV;2 meV. Consequently, one can neglect t
modulational broadening of the spectral feature and ass
that curve1 in Fig. 1 is the spectral line with its natura
width.

In making the measurements of this contact at high
quencies it was found that for reliable and accurate detec
of the radiation of the point contact at the second harmon
is necessary to irradiate the contact at a much higher leve
microwave pump power. This is because, unlike the cas
the low-frequency circuit, here the coupling coefficient of t
contact with the waveguide is substantially less than un
and only a small fraction of the rf radiation of the contact
registered by the receiver. The cause of the mismatch ma
the holes in the walls of the waveguide with the electrod
passing through them; these may act as antennas to ex
radiation to the outside of the waveguide. In addition, it m
be considered that a certain fraction of the radiation from
contact is reflected from irregularities of the waveguide s
tion and is not registered by the receiver. The necessary
crease in the rf pump power caused the recorded spe
feature to be smeared and shifted to higher energies. An
timate of the coupling coefficient will be given below.

In order to get a more correct comparison of the res
of the low- and high-frequency experiments, we measu
the amplitude of the second-harmonic signal at low f
quency with the contact irradiated at the same levels o
pumping as was used when recording the second-harm
amplitude at high frequency. In Fig. 1 the continuous cur
2 and3 show the two low-frequency curvesV2v1(eV0) mea-
sured under microwave irradiation of the contact at a f
quency of 4.75 GHz for two values of the rf powerP0 :
2.431025 ~2! and 5.531025 W ~3!. The decrease of the am
plitude and the broadening of the feature of the point-con
spectrum with increasing power of the high-frequency ir
diation are clearly discernable in the figure.

The value of the alternating voltageVv2 induced across
the contact by the rf radiation can be estimated by compa
the experimental curves with the dependence of the mod
tional smearing calculated according to the theory of po
contact spectroscopy, with the optimal values chosen for
modulation amplitude. These calculation were done using
formula

F9~V0!5E
2Vv

Vv
f 9~V01yv!F~yv!dyv , ~2!

where f 9 is the true second derivative of the I–V charact
istic, F9 is the second derivative at a finite value of t
modulation amplitudeVv , andV0 andvv are the dc and ac
voltages across the contact. The modulational smearing f
tion F(vv) is given by the expression
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F~yv!5
8

3p

1

yv
4 ~Vv

2 2yv
2 !. ~3!

The results of the calculation for two values of th
modulation amplitudeVv ~2.6 and 4.7 mV! are shown by the
discrete symbols in Fig. 1 and are in good agreement w
the experimental curves2 and3.

Knowing the value of the pump power and the amplitu
of the alternating voltage induced across the contact, one
estimate the coupling coefficient of the contact with the c
axial line. The average power absorbed by the contac
100% coupling with the transmission line is given byP0

5Vv2
2 /2R, whereVv2 is the value of the ac voltage induce

by the rf field, andR is the contact resistance. Using th
experimental parameters for this contact and the effec
calculated values ofVv , we obtain a value of around 6% fo
the coupling coefficient of the contact with the coaxial lin

Figure 2 shows the second-harmonic voltage for
cases of low-frequency~solid curves1 and2! and microwave
~dashed curves3 and4! modulation for two levels of the rf
pump power.1 These voltages were calculated according
the formulaPrf5V2v2

2 /2R from the experimental curves o
P2v2(eV) of the output signal of the rf receiver as a functio
of the bias across the contact~see the inset in Fig. 2!. The
error of measurement of the rf power shown in the inse
determined from the width of the noise trace at the outpu
the receiver. We emphasize once again that the lo
frequency curves were measured at the same pump pow
was used when recording the microwave second harmo
The dotted curves in Fig. 2 show the empirical curves of
background signal which were chosen so as to agree with
experimental curves in the high-energy region. As we
from the figure, the curves of the energy dependence of

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the amplitude of the second-harmonic s
of a Ni59Nb41 contact, measured at audio~3726 Hz! and microwave~9.5
GHz! frequencies. The measurement regimes were as follows:1 ~the light
solid curve!–modulation frequencyv1/2p51863 Hz, modulation ampli-
tude Vv150.35mV, the power of the microwave pump radiationP052.4
31025 W; 2 ~heavy solid curve!—v1/2p51863 Hz, P055.531025 W;
3—~light dashed curve!—modulation frequencyv2/2p54.75 GHz, P0

52.431025 W; 4—~heavy dashed curve! v2/2p54.75 GHz, P055.5
31025 W. The dotted curves show the empirically chosen background le
for the two values of the microwave pump power. Inset: The energy dep
dence of the output signal of the microwave receiver for two levels of
pump power,P052.431025 ~1! and 5.531025 W ~2!. The indicated error
shows the width of the noise trace at the output of the microwave rece
The resistance of the point contact wasR528V.
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second-harmonic voltagesV2v(eV) for the low and high fre-
quencies have practically the same shape and intensity.
similarity of the curves suggests that the relaxation proce
occurring in the point contact through the interaction of el
trons with TLSs are quite fast even at a frequency of
GHz and have a characteristic relaxation timet!10210s.

It should be noted that the level of the background sig
is reduced by nearly one-half for the high-frequency m
surements. This cannot be due to thermal effects, since
background was not observed to depend on the bias volt
The lowering of the background in the high-frequency m
surements attests to the presence of a slow relaxation me
nism in the contact. This process could be the relaxation
asymmetric TLSs, which was considered in Ref. 8.
course, in the high-frequency measurements at frequen
vt@1 this mechanism will not contribute to the measur
signal.

Figure 3 shows the curves of the contribution to the d
ferential resistance of a point contact from processes of e
tron scattering on TLSs. The curves were obtained by
merically integrating curves1 and 3 in Fig. 2 after
subtraction of the background signal. The discrete symb
show the functional dependence of the calculated resista
for the given contact:

R* ~eV!}A2B lnF S eV

d D 2

11GA, B5const. ~4!

This form of the energy~temperature! dependence of the
resistance is typical of metallic glasses.2,15 The good agree-
ment between the experimental curves in Fig. 3 and the
culated dependence of the formR(eV)}2 ln(eV) allows us
to identify the resistance feature at low biases across
contact unambiguously as being a manifestation of the s
tering of electrons on two-level systems.

It is important to analyze how the measured characte
tics in the high-frequency measurements would be affec
by the possible heating of the contact by the transport cur
and rf irradiation. It was established experimentally in R
16 that point contacts of pure nickel, Ni–Ni, with a diame
d'25 nm have a characteristic thermal relaxation freque
vT/2p;109 Hz. Consequently, the thermal relaxation fr
quencyvT can be estimated as;108 Hz for a contact of the

FIG. 3. The contributionR* to the differential resistance of a point conta
due to the scattering of electrons on TLSs, measured at audio~1! and mi-
crowave~2! frequencies. The dashed curve3 was calculated according to
formula ~4!.
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metallic glass Ni59Nb41 with a diameterd'57 nm @d5r/R
~Ref. 13!, where r5160mV•cm is the resistivity of the
material,4 and R528V is the resistance of the given con
tact#. It follows from this estimate that the microwav
second-harmonic frequency 2v2 at which the measurement
were made is much greater thanvT . In that case, forv
@vT the second-harmonic signal should vanish, and the
plitude of the videodetection signal of the rf radiation inc
dent on the contact should be proportional to the first deri
tive and not to the second derivative of the I–
characteristic.16 This is contradicted by the picture seen
Fig. 2, where the measured curves ofV2v2(eV) practically
coincide for the low- and high-frequency measurements,
testing to the absence of heating of the contact in our exp
ments.

To estimate the matching coefficient of the contact w
the waveguide and the rf receiver we introduce a nonlinea
parameter of the I–V characteristics:S5(d2V/dI2)/
(dV/dI)2 or, in terms of the corresponding harmon
voltages,13 S52&V2v /Vv

2 . For low-frequency modulation
the nonlinearity parameter at the extremal points ateV
;2 meV ~Fig. 1! is estimated asS510 V21 for that contact
in the absence of the rf pump radiation. As the irradiati
intensity increases, the value ofS decreases to 8.5 an
6.7 V21 for the two power levels used in the experimen
These values ofS are close to those for point contacts
pure metals.17 The overall form of the curves of the first- an
second-harmonic amplitudes change only slightly for
high-frequency measurements~see Figs. 2 and 3!, and we
can therefore assume thatS58.5 and 6.7 V21 at high fre-
quencies as well. Then, using the values ofVv calculated
above and the experimental data forV2v2(eV), we can esti-
mate the ratio of the experimental and calculated amplitu
of the microwave second harmonic. This ratio comes ou
be ;0.07, i.e., the coupling coefficient of the contact wi
the waveguide section has a value of around 7%. An alte
tive estimate of the coupling constant, using expression~1!
with the experimental results in Figs. 1 and 2 and the am
tudes of the low- and high-frequency modulations, give
value of 5%. This weak coupling of the contact with the
receiver justifies the need for applying relatively high pum
powers in our experiments when recording the signals of
microwave second harmonic. Here, as was established
special experiment, the general features of the energy de
dence of the output signal of the rf receiver are preserved
the pump power is increased~see Fig. 4!. Only at very high
power levels does some asymmetry of the signal appear~the
upper two curves in Fig. 4!, apparently due to the contribu
tion from nonlinear processes in the massive electrod
which have a high resistivity, and to their asymmetric po
tion in the rf field. The sharp decrease in the amplitude
large biases~shown by the arrows in Fig. 4! is due to the fact
that the rf irradiation was turned off in order to accurately
the zero level of the signal.

Ni44Nb56 point contacts

The experimental results for the majority of the metall
glass contacts of this composition were similar to the d
presented above for Ni59Nb41. The curves for one of the
contacts, with a resistanceR511V, are shown in Fig. 5.
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The nonlinearity of the I–V characteristic of this particul
contact was less than for the samples in Figs. 1, 2, and 3,
therefore the curves in Fig. 5 were measured at a high le
of both the low-frequency modulation and the rf pum
power. All three of the experimental curvesV2v1(eV),
Vd(eV), andV2v2(eV) were obtained at the same rf pum
powerP051024 W. The high-frequency curves for the vid
eodetection signalVd(eV) and the microwave second
harmonic voltageV2v2(eV) were matched by a suitabl
choice of scale factor to the low-frequency curve at the ma
mum ateV;4.4 meV. In Fig. 5 we see a noticeable diffe
ence between the amplitudes of the signals in the backgro
region at high energies. This difference increases monot
cally with increasing bias across the contact, at least up
eV;25 meV for the two high-frequency curves. To expla
this difference in the signal amplitudes we can conject
that there are asymmetric slowly relaxing TLSs in the co
tact in addition to the fast TLSs. The total number of TLSs
the contact can be estimated asN;cd3, where c
;1022– 1024 nm23 is the typical concentration of TLSs i
amorphous materials~see p. 835 of Ref. 6!. For contacts with
a diameter d;50– 100 nm the number of TLSs isN
;102– 104. Therefore, one expects that the nonlinear c

FIG. 4. Dependence of the output signal amplitude of the rf detector on
bias voltage across the contact for different pump powersP0 , 1025 W: 2.5
~1!, 7.1 ~2!, 16 ~3!, 45 ~4!. The contact resistanceR526V.

FIG. 5. Energy dependence of the second-harmonic amplitudes~curves1
and 3! and of the videodetection signal~2!, measured at audio~1! and
microwave~2,3! frequencies for a Ni44Nb56 point contact. The experimen
was done forVv150.6 mV, P051024 W, andR511V.
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ductance of a point contact at low energies will be det
mined by the scattering of electrons on structural defects
various natures, with a whole set of characteristic relaxat
times.

By analogy with the high-frequency response of dir
contacts~the thermal regime of point-contact spectroscop!
to optical radiation14 one expects that an additional quasib
lometric contribution to the videodetection signal will b
present~the difference of two I–V characteristics measur
in the presence and absence of rf irradiation! under the con-
dition vt.1:

Vd~ I 0!5V~ I !2V0~ I 0!5
1

4&

d2V

dI2 ~ I 0!i v
2 1I 0

]R

]Prf
Prf ,

~5!

where]R/]Prf is the rate of change of the steady-state q
siequilibrium occupation of the excited states of the TL
under the influence of irradiation. Thus the videodetect
signal has two components of different natures. One of th
is due to rectification of the high-frequency alternating c
rent at nonlinearities of the I–V characteristic, and its amp
tude is proportional to the second derivative of the I–V ch
acteristic. The second component is due to the steady-s
occupation of the upper levels of the TLSs under the rf ir
diation. This nonequilibrium occupation of the states of t
TLSs causes a steady-state change in the contact resist
The amplitude of the quasibolometric contribution to the s
nal @the second term in Eq.~5!# increases linearly with in-
creasing transport current through the contact. In the
namic measurements ofV2v2(eV) this steady-state
contribution in the high-energy region decreases subs
tially, as is confirmed by the experimental curves in Fig. 5
should be noted that the low- and high-frequency curves
Fig. 5 have been matched up in an arbitrary way, and, mo
over, the origin and intensity of the background in the v
eodetection signal are not fully explained. It will therefore
necessary to conduct further experimental studies for dif
ent materials in different frequency ranges. It is also of fu
damental importance to do a theoretical analysis of the
namics of electron scattering on TLSs in point contac
much as the analysis done for the electron–phonon inte
tion in Refs. 18 and 19, for example.

For some of the Ni44Nb56 contacts a slight minimum o
the resistance was observed at biases near zero, both i
low-frequency and high-frequency measurements~Fig. 6!.
The scale of the high-frequency curvesVd(eV) and
V2v2(eV) for 9.5 GHz in Fig. 6 has been modified so as
match with the low-frequency curve1 for 3.7 kHz in the
high-energy regioneV.20 meV. The second-harmonic vol
age at the audiofrequency was recorded in the absence o
rf pump. The high-frequency curves2 and3 basically repeat
the low-frequency dependence~1! except for some smearin
of the singularities due to the rf irradiation. The comple
similarity of the low- and high-frequency curves lets us ru
out possible thermal effects in the point contacts under
influence of the transport current and rf irradiation. The e
ergy dependence of the differential resistance of this cont
calculated by numerical integration of the data in Fig. 6,
shown in Fig. 7. A minimum of the resistance ateV→0 is
observed against the background of the broad maximum

e
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all three of the curves. The nature of this minimum may
related to residual superconductivity in a certain volume
the contact at the temperature of the measurementsT/Tc

52.3 ~the transition temperature of Ni44Nb56 to the super-
conducting state is 1.8 K4!. It is well known20 that supercon-
ducting fluctuations of the order parameter are readily
served in metallic glasses up to temperatures of several t
Tc . This is because of the small coherence lengthj and,
hence, the smallness of the characteristic volume of the f
energy fluctuations in these materials, and their high resis
ity in the normal state. In addition, the superconducting fl
tuations should be manifested more strongly in a po
contact geometry than in a bulk sample. T
superconductivity of a small part (;j3) of the volume of the
contact is responsible for the minimum appearing on
R(eV) curve ateV→0, as shown in Fig. 7. The value of th
ratio (j/d)3 for this contact amounts to;1022, which is
comparable to the decrease of its resistance seen in Fig2!

The temperature of the transition of Ni59Nb41 to the su-
perconducting state is very low,Tc50.3 K, 4 and we there-
fore did not observe any decrease of the contact resistan
the regioneV→0 for that material at a temperature of 4.2

FIG. 6. Amplitudes of the second harmonic~1,3! and of the videoresponse
signal ~2! for a Ni44Nb56 contact containing residual superconductivity f
measurements at frequencies of 3726 Hz~1!, 4.75 GHz~2!, and 9.5 GHz
~3!.

FIG. 7. Differential resistance of a Ni44Nb56 point contact, calculated ac
cording to the data of Fig. 5, for different methods of measurement.
numbering of the curves is the same as in Fig. 5.
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CONCLUSION

In this study we have investigated the nonline
frequency-dependent features of the conductance of p
contacts of metallic glasses. We have measured the en
dependence of the amplitudes of the second harmonic at
quencies of 3726 Hz and 9.5 GHz with low-frequency a
microwave modulation for the metallic glasses Ni59Nb41 and
Ni44Nb56. The results of these experiments give direct e
dence of the presence of fast relaxation processes in the
tacts, the conductance of which is determined by elect
scattering on the two-level systems typical of amorpho
metals. We have shown that the spectral feature in the c
ductance of NixNb12x point contacts at low energies remain
practically unchanged when the second-harmonic signa
measured at a frequency of 9.5 GHz. This attests to
electron–TLS scattering, with a characteristic timet
!10210s.

However, the mechanism giving rise to this feature in t
point-contact spectrum remains an open question. Fur
clarification is needed to determine whether the parame
of this feature, like the dynamics of the interaction of t
conduction electrons with the TLSs, are described by
model of two-channel nonmagnetic Kondo scattering or
some other alternative mechanisms~see, e.g., Refs. 21 an
22!. In principle, it is possible to have interference of diffe
ent scattering mechanisms. In addition, the contribution fr
the interaction of the TLSs with phonons, usually neglec
in theoretical treatments, may prove to be important, es
cially at large biases across the contact. The elucidation o
of these aspects of the relaxation dynamics of TLSs an
determination of the nature of the residual background in
videodetection experiments will require further experime
with metallic glasses of different compositions and a detai
theoretical analysis of the conductance of point contacts
amorphous metals.

*E-mail: balkashin@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!The high-frequency curves were multiplied by scale coefficients of 0

and 0.24 in order to fit them to the low-frequency curves at the extre
points at biases of12.5 and13.5 meV for curves3 and4, respectively.

2!The coherence lengthj520 nm was estimated from the value of the crit
cal field Hc152 T,4 and the contact diameterd596 nm was calculated
from its resistance.13
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

Manifestation of toroidal excitations in the polariton spectrum of an insulator at its
boundary with a metal in an electric field

I. E. Chupis*

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted June 3, 2001!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.27, 1395–1400~December 2001!

A study is made of the influence of toroidal excitations on the spectrum of surface polaritons of
an insulator at its boundary with an ideal metal in a static electric field perpendicular to
the contact surface. It is shown that the toroidal polariton mode can be radiative and have normal
or anomalous dispersion. A distinguishing feature of the toroidal polariton mode in
comparison with an electric-dipole mode is that it crosses the light line, i.e., it can be resonantly
excited by an electromagnetic wave propagating along the contact surface. This feature
means that it is possible to identify a toroidal polariton mode in the spectrum by varying the
angle of incidence of the electromagnetic wave. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430847#
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INTRODUCTION

It is known that surface polaritons do not exist in
insulator at a boundary with an ideal metal because of
so-called metallic quenching effect~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. How-
ever, this forbiddenness is lifted in the presence of a st
electric or magnetic field with a certain direction.2,3 In the
presence of static fields the bulk polariton excitations
come surface ones, i.e., an expulsion of the field of the e
tromagnetic wave from the volume of the crystal to its s
face occurs. This phenomenon is a result of
magnetoelectric~ME! effect, which consists in the appea
ance of an electric~magnetic! moment proportional to the
alternating magnetic~electric! field of an electromagnetic
wave and to the value of the applied static field. This effec
characterized by an off-diagonal component of the ME s
ceptibility, which is known4 to signify the presence of a tor
oidal moment in the crystal. Apparently, the solenoidal t
oidal states that arise are the cause of the expulsion of
field of an electromagnetic wave from the volume of an
sulator to its surface. Therefore, it is of interest to take i
account the characteristic toroidal excitations in the spect
of surface polaritons of an insulator interfacing with a met

Toroidal moments are a third~together with the electric
and magnetic! family of electromagnetic multipoles.5 The
toroidal moment vectorT is the vector dual to the antisym
metric component of the ME tensor.4 A toroidal moment may
be due to the orbital motion of an electron in a metal or
excitonic excitations in a semiconductor.6 In an insulator the
existence of a toroidal moment may be due to the presenc
a multisublattice spin structure. In that case the toroidal m
ment of the unit cell is given by the expression7

T5
m0

2 (
a

@ra3Sa#, ~1!

where m0 is the Bohr magneton,Sa and ra are the spin
1021063-777X/2001/27(12)/5/$20.00
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moment and the radius vector of iona in the unit cell of the
crystal, measured from the center of the cell, and the s
mation is over all ions of the unit cell. The simplest examp
of a system with a spontaneous toroidal moment is a tw
sublattice antiferromagnet, for which spontaneous elec
polarization and magnetization are absent.

Excitations of the toroidal moment and toroidal pola
tons in the absence of spontaneous electric, magnetic,
toroidal ordering in the crystal were studied in Refs. 8 and
It was noted that toroidal excitations are manifested in
infrared spectrum as unusual temperature dependence o
dielectric loss in TlGaSe2 ~Ref. 8!.

In the present study we investigate the influence of ch
acteristic toroidal excitations on the surface polariton sp
trum of an insulator at its boundary with an ideal metal in t
presence of a static electric field. It is assumed that the in
lator has no electric, magnetic, or toroidal spontaneous
dering.

LAGRANGIAN AND SUSCEPTIBILITIES

It was shown in Ref. 8 that toroidal excitations are acti
in the IR region of the spectrum, where the electric-dipo
excitations are also found. Therefore, the Lagrangian of
crystal should include not only terms containing the toroid
moment densityT and its time derivativeṪ but also terms
containing the electric polarizationP andṖ.9 The Lagrangian
of a unit volume of a cubic crystal in a static electric fieldE0

and in alternating electrice and magnetich fields is written
in the form

L5
m

2
Ṫ2

a

2
T21

f

2
Ṗ22

k

2
P21~E01e!•P1leṪ•e

1jP•@Ṗ3h#1lT•@E3h#1gT•@P3h#1g0Ṫ•P.

~2!
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The Lagrangian~2! contains the toroidal~the term with co-
efficient m! and electric-dipole~the term with coefficientf !
kinetic energies, the potential energies of the subsyste
and their interaction energies~the last two terms!. We have
not included spatial dispersion in the Lagrangian, as we
assuming the excitations of the moments are lo
wavelength~ack!1, whereac is the lattice constant andk is
the wave vector!, nor dissipation, the features of which in th
presence of a toroidal moment were studied in Ref. 8.

The relation between the phenomenological coefficie
m, a, l, and le with the microscopic parameters for th
model of an excitonic insulator was considered in Ref. 9.
us estimate the order of several of the parameters in~2! for
an insulator in which the toroidal moment is due to a no
uniform distribution of spins in the unit cell~1!.

The spin–orbit interaction energy of the magnetic m
ment of an ion with the effective magnetic field created
the motion of an ion with velocityv in the crystalline fieldE
is written in the form

Esl5
1

c
M•@E3v#, ~3!

wherec is the speed of light. The displacementr of an ion
with positive chargeq in the fieldE corresponds to an elec
tric polarizationP5qrVc

215xE, wherex is the dielectric
susceptibility andVc is the volume of the unit cell. Henc
Esl'2q(cxVc)

21v•@r3M #. The displacement of the ion
gives rise to a fluctuational toroidal moment with a dens
T;@r3M #. Hence Esl;2q(cxVc)

21v•T;2c21T•Ė.
Consequently, the constantle in the Lagrangian, which, a
we know, is defined to within a total time derivative, can
assumed to be a quantity of orderc21, i.e., le;c21.

In magnetoelectrics, i.e., in magnets with a linear M
effect, the term with the coefficientl corresponds to the ME
energy densityWme52a ikEiHk , wherea ik is the ME sus-
ceptibility tensor. The spontaneous toroidal momentT0 ex-
ists in magnetoelectrics with nonzero antisymmetric com
nents of the tensora ik and is the vector dual to its
antisymmetric part. ThereforelTi

05« iklakl . Assuming that
T0;M0ac , whereM0 is the magnetic moment density, w
obtain the following estimate for the coefficientl: l
;a(M0ac)

21, wherea is the value of the off-diagonal com
ponent of the ME susceptibility, andl.0.9

The value of the coefficienta in the Lagrangian~2! can
be estimated for the simple example of a magnet withou
spontaneous toroidal moment. In such a magnetT can be
induced by crossed electric and magnetic fields, and
value, as follows from the minimum of the energy with c
efficientsa andl, is

Ti5la21@E3H# i . ~4!

Let us consider a unit cell with two equivalent magnetic io
which are located on theX axis and are connected by
center of inversion and have the same equilibrium sp
along the magnetic easy axisY. It is easy to see@see Eq.~1!#
that such a cell does not have a spontaneous toroidal
ment. Now suppose that an electric field is applied to
crystal along theX axis and a magnetic field along theZ
axis, perpendicular to the direction of the equilibrium spi
The electric field displaces each ion by a distanceDx, and
s,

re
-

ts

t

-

-

-

a

ts

s

s

o-
e

.

the magnetic field causes the spins to deviate from the e
axis by an amountDSz . The unit cell acquires a toroida
moment, directed along theY axis and proportional to the
productDxDSz ~it is easy to check that there is no toroid
moment in the linear approximation!. The induced toroidal
moment densityTy52DxMz . For a uniaxial crystal the
projection of the magnetic moment on the magnetic fi
direction is Mz5Hz /b ~b is the anisotropy constant!. The
value of the displacementDx of an ion in the electric fieldEx

is related to the electric polarization byPx5qDxVc
21

5xEx , and henceDx5xq21ExVc and, consequently,Ty5
2xVc(qb)21ExHz . Comparing this expression with Eq
~4!, we find thatla215xVc(qb)21. Hence, by using the
estimate ofl given above and the fact thatM05meffVc

21 , we
obtain

a;
qab

meffacx
. ~5!

Now let us assume that the static electric fieldE0 is
directed along theZ axis. The response of the system to t
electric and magnetic fields is described by the dielect
magnetic, and ME susceptibilitiesx ik

em5]Pi /]hk and x ik
me

5]mi /]ek . In the absence of damping one hasx ik
em

5(xki
me)* . The electric displacementd and magnetic induc-

tion b are defined by the standard expressions

di5« ikek14px ik
emhk , bi5m ikhk14px ik

meek .

Solving Lagrange’s equations forT and P, which we
assume are proportional to exp(ivt), and using the method o
complex amplitudes, we can obtain expressions for the c
ponents of the susceptibilities. We will be needing only t
expressions for the components«zz andxxy

em, which are writ-
ten:

«zz5
~V1

22v2!~V2
22v2!

~v1
22v2!~v2

22v2!
; xxy

em52
ia

4p
,

a5
4pg0E0zv~v22ṽ2!

~v1
22v2!~v2

22v2!
;

V1,2
2 5

1

2~12n!
@V0

21vT
22nvP

2 28pleg0~m f !21

1g0
2~m f !217$@V0

21vT
22nvp

2

28pleg0~m f !211g0
2~m f !21#2

24~12n!V0
2vT

2%1/2#; ~6!

v1,2
2 5

1

2 H vT
21vp

21
g0

2

f m

7F ~vp
22vT

2!21
2g0

2~vp
21vT

2!

f m
1

g0
4

f 2m2G1/2J ;

ṽ25g21~ l̄lem
21v̄p

21j f 21k21vT
2!;

v̄p
25vp

2~11g0k21le
21!, l̄5l1gk21;

g5l̄lem
211j~ f k!21; V0

25vp
214p f 21;

vp
25k f21; vT

25am21, n54ple
2m21,g05q/mc.
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Here vp and vT are the frequencies of noninteractin
electric-dipole and toroidal excitations, respectively, andv1

andv2 are the modes with the interaction taken into accou
The constantj5Vc /qc ~Ref. 2! is positive, sinceq is the ion
charge. The constantsm, a, k, f , andl are also positive. We
shall also assume below that the constant quantityle is
positive.9 The terms with coefficientsg0 and g, which de-
scribe the interaction of toroidal and electric-dipole exci
tions, differ from the terms with coefficientsle and l, re-
spectively, by havingP in place of e, and it is natural to
assume that the coefficientsg andg0 are also positive.

SPECTRUM OF SURFACE POLARITONS

Suppose that an insulator which is not in a magnetica
ordered state (m ik5d ik) and occupies the half spaceZ.0 is
in contact with an ideal metal (Z,0). A static electric field
is directed along the normal to the contact surface,E0

5E0z . A surface electromagnetic wave, propagating alo
the X axis in the contact plane and interacting with electr
dipole and toroidal excitations of the insulator in the pre
ence of a static electric field, has nonzero field compone
ez ,hy}exp(ivt2ikx2k0z) ~Ref. 2!.1! The dispersion relation
for surface polaritons and their penetration depth in the
sulator,d5k0

21, are given by the expressions2

k25
v2

c2 «zz~v!, d52
c

va~v!
. ~7!

In the case under discussion,«zz and a are given by
formulas ~6!. The surface polaritons in the insulator ex
only because of the off-diagonal component of the ME s
ceptibility aÞ0. If a50, thend5`, i.e., the polaritons are
of the bulk type. As we see from Eq.~7!, surface polaritons
exist only for values

«zz>0, a,0~d.0!. ~8!

Satisfaction of these conditions depends on the value
the constants of the Lagrangian.

Let us estimate the parametern54ple
2m21 ~see Eq.~6!!

in the case when the toroidal moment is given by express
~1!. SincevT

2[am21, we havem215vT
2/a. Using ~5! and

the fact that le;c21, we obtain n
;4pacxmeffvT

2(qc2ab)21. For the valuesac51027 cm, x
51, b51, meff55m0, q55310210cgs esu,a51023, and
vT51013s21, we obtainn;1028. Such a small value is du
to the relativistic smallness of the spin–orbit interactio
However, in an excitonic insulator the toroidal energy is d
to the Coulomb interactions,6,9 and the parametern is not so
small. Since the interaction parameterg0 is in any case not
greater thanle , it follows from the expressions~6! for v1,2

that the parametern is a measure of the interaction of th
toroidal and electric-dipole modes.

Analysis of conditions~8! with allowance for the sign of
E0 , i.e., the directions of the static electric field in the int
rior of the insulator (E0.0) or along the outer normal (E0

,0) gives the form of the surface polariton spectra shown
Fig. 1. The solid curves correspond to the modes for a fi
direction along the outer normal to the insulator, and
dashed curves correspond to the modes for the opposit
rection of the field.
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The spectrum shown by the solid intermediate curve
Fig. 1a exist in the cases

1) vp.vT , v2,ṽ,v̄p ,

2) vp,vT,v̄p , v2,ṽ,v̄p , R,A,

R5n~vp
22vT

2!1g0~ f m!21~8ple2g0!,

A5g0
2@ f m~vT

22vp
2!#21. ~8a!

The intermediate mode in Fig. 1a consists of two pa
the solid curve in the frequency interval@V1 ,ṽ# and the
dashed curve in the interval@ṽ,v2#, in the following cases:

1) vp.vT , max~V1 ,vT!,ṽ,v2 ;

2) vp,vT,v̄p , vT,v̄,v2 , R,0;

3) vp,vT,v̄p , V1,ṽ,v2 , 0,R,A;

4)v̄p,vT,V2 , V1, j ṽ,vT , R,0. ~9!

FIG. 1. Spectrum of surface polaritons of an insulator at its boundary w
an ideal metal in the case when a static electric field is directed along
outer normal to the insulator~solid curves! and into the insulator~dashed
lines!: a—different possible relations between the frequenciesvT andvp ;
b—vT.vp .
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The intermediate mode in Fig. 1a is entirely that cor
sponding to the dashed curve (ṽ,V1) if

1) vp.vT , vT,V1 , vT,ṽ,V1 ;

2) vp,vT,v̄p , vT,ṽ,V1 , 0,R,A;

3) v̄p,vT,V2 , v̄p,ṽ,V1 , R,0;

4)v̄p,vT,V2 , v̄p,ṽ,vT , 0,R,A. ~10!

The spectrum in Fig. 1b~the solid intermediate curve!
corresponds to the parameters

1) vp,vT,v̄p , vT, j ṽ,vp , R.A;

2) v̄p,vT,V2 , v̄p,ṽ,vT , R.A. ~11!

The intermediate mode in Fig. 1b consists of a so
curve for frequencies in the interval@ṽ,V1# and the dashed
curve in the frequency interval@v2 ,ṽ#, if vp,vT,v̄p ,
v2,ṽ,V1 , R.A.

If, however, vp,vT,v̄p , V1,ṽ,v̄p , R.A, then
the intermediate mode in Fig. 1b is that shown by the das
curve.

Analysis of the spectrum is done for values of the tor
dal frequencyvT,V2 , with V2'V0 . If vT,vp , then the
lower branchv1 is the frequency of predominantly toroida
excitations, andv2 is predominantly electric-dipole. Fo
vT.vp , on the contrary,v2 is the mode of toroidal excita
tions andv1 that of electric-dipole. In all cases the upp
mode with frequencies greater thanV2 is electric-dipole,
while the mode with frequencies nearV1 is toroidal. Figure
1b corresponds to valuesvT.vp , and Fig. 1a to various
cases@see Eqs.~8!–~10!#.

In all cases the toroidal excitations are manifested in
existence of an intermediate mode with normal~Fig. 1a! or
anomalous~Fig. 1b! dispersion. This mode, like the uppe
mode, is radiative. However, if the upper~electric-dipole!
mode can be resonantly excited only for oblique incidence
the electromagnetic wave~to satisfy conservation of quas
momentum!, then the toroidal mode interacts resonantly w
the electromagnetic wave both for oblique and for tangen
~parallel to the surface! incidence of the light. The toroida
mode crosses the light line at the point where«zz51, kr

5v r /c. From Eq.~6! we find the resonance frequencyv r :

v r
25

1

2 f le
@2leg02m1kle

2

1A~m22leg02kle
2!214 f mle

2vT
2#. ~12!

Since m@le
2 ~see the estimates above!, we havev r'vT .

Assuming that theP–T interaction is weak and that the fre
quenciesvT andvp are not close together, we find from~6!
that we have approximately

v1
2>vT

2~11A!, v2
2>vp

2~12A!, vp.vT ,

V1
2>vT

2S 11
R

V0
22vT

2D , A!1. ~13!

In the casevp,vT the frequencyv1 in Eq. ~13! should be
replaced byv2 .

We see from Eq.~13! that for vp,vT the frequencies
V1 and v2 are close. Therefore, in the case of anomalo
-

d

-

e

f

l

s

dispersion of the intermediate toroidal mode~Fig. 1b! its
existence interval is small. The existence interval is a
small for the intermediate mode in Fig. 1a forvp,vT .

If vT,vp , however, then the frequenciesV1 , v2 , and
ṽ are not close, and the frequency interval in the which
intermediate mode exists is not small. In the caseE0,0
toroidal excitations occur in the frequency interval@V1 ,v2#
for v2,ṽ,v̄p or in the interval@ṽ,V1# if V1,ṽ,v2

(vT,V1) or vT,ṽ,v2 (vT.V1). In both casesṽ
.v r , and resonance of toroidal excitations with an elect
magnetic wave parallel to the surface is possible. ForvT

,vp the lower modev1 is also toroidal, but it is not radia
tive. Excitations of the electric polarization correspond to t
upper mode (v>V2) and to excitations with intermediat
mode frequencies nearv2 .

If, however,vp,vT , then the intermediate mode is to
roidal and the upper and lower modes are electric-dipole

CONCLUSION

A comparison of the dispersion relations in Fig. 1a a
1b with the spectrum obtained in Ref. 2 permits the follo
ing conclusions.

The presence of toroidal excitations preserves the ef
in which the polariton branches switch over when the elec
field direction is reversed~the solid and dashed curves in th
figures!.

The toroidal excitations give rise to additional modes
the surface polariton spectrum; these modes have norm
anomalous dispersion, but the latter occurs only for the
oidal mode. Toroidal modes can be radiative, i.e., they
interact resonantly with an electromagnetic wave.

In practice, however, identification of the observed sp
tral lines is a complicated matter. The results obtained h
make it possible to determine the toroidal mode~the inter-
mediate curve in the figures! thanks to its crossing with the
light line in an experiment on resonant excitation of surfa
polaritons. As was shown in Refs. 2 and 3, in the insulato
ideal metal system under consideration here the radia
modes of surface polaritons of the insulator~the upper and
intermediate branches of the spectrum! can be studied by
their direct resonant interaction with a light wave witho
recourse to the methods ordinarily used: frustrated total
ternal reflection, Raman scattering, etc. This possibility i
consequence of the fact that the surface polariton mode in
system considered is found to the left of the light line an
consequently, the wave vectorkx of a polariton with fre-
quencyv is smaller than the wave vectork5v/c of a light
wave propagating parallel to the surface along the X axis
the case of oblique incidence of an electromagnetic wav
an angleu to the normal, so that the quasimomentum alo
the X axis can be conserved, i.e., forkx5(v/c)sinu,v/c,
the electromagnetic wave can resonantly excite a surface
lariton.

The circumstance that the toroidal mode, unlike t
electric-dipole modes, crosses the light line means that it
be resonantly excited not only for oblique but also for ta
gential incidence of the light wave. In an experiment on re
nant excitation of surface polaritons the electric-dipole sp
tral lines should be ‘‘quenched’’ and vanish as the angle
incidence is increased from 0 to 90°. However, the spec
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lines of the toroidal polaritons should remain even for ta
gential incidence of the light. This circumstance presents
opportunity for discriminating the toroidal polariton from th
others.

*E-mail: chupis@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!In our case thez component of the magnetic induction is zero, and the

fore the results obtained below are also valid for the contact of an insu
with a superconductor.
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Low-temperature thermal expansion of fullerite C 60 alloyed with argon and neon
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The linear thermal expansion of compacted fullerite C60 alloyed with argon (ArxC60) and neon
(NexC60) are investigated by a dilatometric method. The experimental temperature is
2–12 K. In the same temperature interval the thermal expansion of ArxC60 and NexC60 are
examined after partial desaturation of the gases from fullerite. It is found that Ar and Ne alloying
affects the temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient of C60 quite
appreciably. The libration and translation contributions to the thermal expansion of pure C60 are
separated. The experimental results on the thermal expansion are used to obtain the Debye
temperature of pure C60. The effects observed are tentatively interpreted. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430848#
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Previously1,2 we detected a negative coefficient of line
thermal expansion of polycrystalline and single-crystal C60 at
helium temperatures. The effect was tentatively attributed
tunneling rotation of the C60 molecules. In the orientationa
glass, which evolves in fullerite below 90 K, the potent
barriers Uw impeding rotation of the molecules can va
within wide limits. The tunneling rotation can be performe
only by those molecules for which theUw barriers are quite
low. Such molecules are referred to below as defects. If
Uw barriers grow upon a decrease in the crystal volume,
tunneling rotation leads to negative thermal expansion of
crystal.3,4 The tunneling rotation is also characterized by hi
absolute values of the Gru¨neisen coefficient.3 These are the
features that we detected experimentally.1,2

The factors that might cause the negative thermal exp
sion of fullerite C60 were analyzed in Refs. 5 and 6. Since t
C60 molecules have fivefold symmetry axes, the molecu
cannot be orientationally ordered completely; hence, cer
defects are inevitable at low temperatures. The negative t
mal expansion has been explained qualitatively6 by assuming
the coexistence of different orientational domains in
simple cubic lattice of C60. The potential relief is much
smoother in the interdomain space~domain walls! than in-
side the domains, and theUw barriers impeding rotation o
the molecules are much lower in the domain walls. As
result, the molecules in the domain walls~unlike those inside
the domains! can remain nearly free rotators down to mu
lower temperatures.

The aim of this study was to test the assumptions use
Refs. 1 and 2. We investigated the thermal expansion co
cienta of compacted C60 alloyed with inert gases at 2–12 K
The alloying gas atoms introduced into the fullerite latti
1031063-777X/2001/27(12)/4/$20.00
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were expected to change theUw barriers impeding rotation
of the neighboring C60 molecules. They could thus influenc
the probability of rotational tunneling of these molecules a
the tunneling-induced contribution to the thermal expansi
If the Uw barrier height and~or! width increase, the tota
negative thermal expansion*adT should decrease and shi
towards lower temperatures. Let us remember that in
low-temperature phase each C60 molecule is associated with
two tetrahedral and one octahedral interstitial cavities wh
average linear dimensions are about 2.2 Å and 4.2
respectively.7–9 According to x-ray and neutron diffraction
data,10–13the Ne and Ar atoms, with gas-kinetic diameters
2.788 Å and 3.405 Å,14 respectively, occupy only the octa
hedral cavities. The studies were carried out using a hi
sensitivity capacitance dilatometer.15 The experimental pro-
cedure was described in Ref. 1. The sample was prepare
compacting high-purity~99.99%! C60 powder under about 1
kbar at room temperature. The method of preparation o
sample precluded appreciable contents of argon and a
spheric gases in fullerite.1 The grain sizes were 0.1–0.3 mm
The resulting sample was a cylinder 9 mm high and 10 m
in diameter. The preliminary results were published in R
16.

Ar–ALLOYED FULLERITE

The linear expansion coefficient of the C60 sample was
first measured before alloying at 2–12 K. The sample w
then alloyed with argon at room temperature under atm
spheric pressure. The alloying lasted for 460 hours. The
loyed sample was slowly cooled in the alloying gas atm
sphere to helium temperatures. Since in the process
cooling and measurement the walls of the measuring ce
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the dilatometer are colder than the sample, the alloying
becomes condensed on the cell walls~not on the sample! as
the temperature falls. Then the thermal expansion coeffic
of the Ar-alloyed C60 was measured at 2–12. Note that
cooling, the phase transitions of C60 occurred in an Ar atmo-
sphere.

Figure 1 shows the measured coefficients before~curve
1! and after~curve2! Ar-alloying. It is seen that the alloying
has strongly affected the thermal expansion of C60: the in-
troduction of the alloying gas reduced considerably the p
tive coefficients and strongly suppressed the negative t
mal expansion effect and shifted it towards low
temperatures. To explain the effects observed, it seems n
ral to assume that the atoms of Ar impurity impede rotat
of the C60 molecules and thus enhance the noncentral for
acting upon the C60 molecules. With the noncentral force
enhanced, the librational frequenciesv i of the C60 molecules
should increase, and atT,hv i /k the contribution of libra-
tions to the heat capacity and thermal expansion of the c
tal should decrease. At 5–12 K the tunneling effects are
longer important. In this temperature range the translatio
lattice vibrations and the molecular librations are respons
for the thermal expansion. In Refs. 17 and 18 the libratio
contribution to the heat capacity of C60 was described using
two librational frequencies, 30 K and 58 K. Thus the abo
inequality holds for the temperature interval 5–12 K, and
assumed decrease in the librational contribution to the t
mal expansion at these temperatures seems to be reaso
As the noncentral forces increase, theUw barriers impeding
rotation of the molecules also become higher. This dim
ishes the probability of rotational C60 tunneling and the tun-
neling splitting of the energy levels. As a result, the negat
thermal expansion decreases and the region of tunneling
fects shifts towards lower temperatures.

We should remember that the librational contribution
made by all C60 molecules, while the negative contribution
made only by the molecules which we call ‘‘defects.’’

When the measurement of the thermal expansion co
cient of the alloyed C60 sample at low temperatures wa
completed, the sealed measuring cell with the sample
warmed to room temperature and evacuated to
31023 mm Hg. The gas was evacuated at room tempera
for 3 days. The thermal expansion of the sample was t
investigated again at low temperatures. The results obta

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the thermal expansion of comp
fullerite C60 : pure fullerite before alloying with Ar~1!; Ar-alloyed fullerite
~2!; fullerite after evacuation of Ar for 3 days~3! and for 45 days~4!.
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are shown in Fig. 1~curve 3!. It is seen that the therma
expansion coefficient changes only slightly above 5 K. B
low 3.5 K the change is more appreciable: there appea
region of negative thermal expansion with a nonmonoto
temperature dependencea(T). Qualitatively, the dependenc
is similar to that for the sample before alloying, but the min
mum in curve3 is smaller and shifted towards lower tem
peratures. Since the temperature dependence of the the
expansion coefficient of pure C60 was not restored after th
3-day gas evacuation, the measuring cell with the sam
was warmed again to room temperature and evacuated fo
days. We then repeated the measurement of the therma
pansion coefficient at low temperatures. The results obtai
are shown in Fig. 1~curve 4!. In contrast to the short-
evacuation results, the prolonged evacuation changes
‘‘high-temperature,’’ part (T.5 K) of the dependencea(T)
more significantly. After a 48-day evacuation, the coe
cientsa of the pure and alloyed C60 samples practically co-
incide at T.5 K, whereas their dependencesa(T) at T
,5 K still differ considerably.

The changes ina(T) after removal of argon from the
sample may be explained as follows. The molecules that
call ‘‘defects’’ are inevitably displaced with respect to th
lattice sites. As a result, the octahedral voids surround
such molecules are not identical, and the potential wells
they form for the impurity are different—deeper or shallow
than the octahedral potential wells adjacent to most of
C60 molecules. At the initial stage of evacuation, the Ar a
oms first leave the shallow potential wells near the defe
which causes faster changes in the negative part ofa(T).
The removal of the Ar atoms from the deeper wells is slow
than from most of the crystal volume. That is why at t
completing stage, the positive part ofa(T) is restored faster
at T.5 K.

Note another interesting fact. Figure 2 shows the lin
thermal expansion coefficients for a single crystal2 ~curve2!
and two polycrystalline samples investigated in this stu
~curve3! and in Ref. 1~curve1!. At T.5 K thea values of
all the samples are close to each other. However, consi
able distinctions are observed in the temperature reg
where the thermal expansion becomes negative. We attri

ted

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the thermal expansion of pure ful
C60 : polycrystalline samples1 ~1!; single crystal2 ~2!; polycrystalline
samples~3! ~in this study!.
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this to different amounts of the ‘‘residual’’ impurity whos
particles are still present in the deep potential wells near
defects. The negative thermal expansion should therefor
particularly sensitive to the pre-history of the sample.

Ne-ALLOYED FULLERITE

To speed up the saturation~desaturation! of C60, we
needed a gas with smaller particles. Our choice was neo
is known from the literature10,19 that saturation of C60 with
Ne proceeds much faster than in the case of Ar: at ro
temperature it takes no more than 24 hours. To estimate
saturation time of our sample from these data, we nee
know the grain sizes in Refs. 10 and 19. In Ref. 20~the same
laboratory as in Ref. 19!, the average grain size wasl
;0.08 mm. Since the characteristic time of saturation it
; l 2, it should bet;102 hours in our case. The choice of N
as an alloying gas is also based on the fact that Ne~and Ar!
atoms become localized in the octahedral interstices.
room temperature and atmospheric pressure they occ
21% of these interstices.10 Taking into account that in a
simple cubic lattice each of C60 molecules is surrounded b
six octahedral interstices, the 21% occupancy implies
with randomly distributed impurity atoms, about 75% of t
C60 molecules have Ne atoms nearby.

C60 was alloyed with Ne at room temperature under
mospheric pressure for 340 hours by the same procedu
was applied for Ar-alloying. The sample was then cooled i
Ne atmosphere to the temperature of the experiment, and
linear thermal expansion coefficients were measured.

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 3~dashed curve
2!. For comparison, the same figure shows the thermal
pansion coefficient of Ar-alloyed C60 ~curve4!. It is seen that
above 6 K the curves practically coincide; below 6 K neon
influences the thermal expansion coefficient more stron
than Ar does. The behavior of the low-temperature part
curve2 ~see Fig. 3! can be accounted for by a larger amou
of Ne in the sample, since Ne dissolves much faster than

We then removed some quantity of Ne from the sam
~24 hours at room temperature! and measured the therm
expansion coefficient again~Fig. 2, curve3!. It is seen that
above 7 K the coefficient came back to its prior-to-alloyin
values. Below 7 K the distinctions between the coefficien
measured before and after alloying even increased.

FIG. 3. Linear thermal expansion coefficients of fullerite C60 alloying with
Ne: pure compacted fullerite before alloying~1!; compacted fullerite alloyed
with Ne ~2!; compacted fullerite after evacuation of Ne~1 day! ~3!; com-
pacted fullerite alloyed with Ar~4!.
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At the concluding stage of the experiment the remova
Ne from the sample was continued for 45 days at room te
perature, and the thermal expansion coefficient was t
measured. The results obtained before and after alloying
incided in the whole temperature interval~Fig. 3, curve1!.
We can thus conclude that the C60 sample was completely
free of neon. Desaturation for the same length of time w
not sufficient to remove all argon from the sample.

Of interest are two features exhibited by the linear th
mal expansion coefficient of Ne-alloyed C60. First of all, at
6–12 K thea(T) values practically coincide for Ar- and
Ne-saturated samples. Let us assume that Ar- and
alloying increases the librational frequencies of the C60 mol-
ecules to such extent that the contribution of librations to
thermal expansion is negligible up to 12 K. Besides, it
natural to expect that the Ar and Ne impurities have ne
gible effect on the translational vibration of the lattice a
their contribution to the thermal expansion. If this is corre
the thermal expansions of the Ne–C60 and Ar–C60 solutions
and the contribution of the translational vibrations to t
thermal expansion of pure C60 should all coincide in the
6–12 K region, where the contributions of librations a
tunneling toa(T) are not observable. We tried to describ
this contribution as

Da trans5gC~T/QD!/BV,

whereg is the Grüneisen coefficient;V is the molar volume
of C60; B is the bulk modulus of C60, C(T/QD) is the Debye
heat capacity, andQD is the Debye temperature. The calc
lation was made usingV5416.7 cm3/mol ~Ref. 21! and B
510.3 GPa.22 g andQD were fitting parameters. The abov
expression could describe the experimentalDa trans values
quite well takingg52.68 andQD554 K. g is close to the
corresponding values for rare-gas solids.23 In the literature
theQD data for C60 vary widely. It follows from the analysis
of the temperature dependence of heat capacity thatQD

537 K,18 50 K,24,25 60 K,26 80 K,27 and 188 K.28 Studies of
the elastic properties of single-crystal C60 giveQD5100 K.29

Even if we disregard the very high valuesQ05188 K28 and
QD5100 K, where the error is high,29 the scatter of theQD

values is still wide. The Debye temperatures obtained by
calorimetric method are highly sensitive to the impuriti
present in the fullerite and the technique employed to se
rate the contributions to the heat capacity. TheQD values
obtained from ultrasound velocities are more reliable, sin
they are mainly determined by the translational vibrations
the lattice and are not very sensitive to impurities. Accord
to the ultrasound data for single-crystal C60 at T5300 K,
QD566 K.30 In Ref. 21 the data in the literature on ultra
sound velocities of polycrystalline C60 were analyzed and
extrapolated to low temperatures. The Debye tempera
thus calculated atT.0 is 55.4 K. This value ofQ0 is very
close to ours. We should, however, remember that in our c
QD is closer to its high-temperature limitQ` . For rare-gas
solids the difference betweenQ0 and Q` amounts to
10–12%.23

The above consideration suggests that ourg andQD are
quite realistic and thus support the assumption that curve2
and 4 in Fig. 3 describes the contribution of translation
vibrations to the thermal expansion coefficient of pure C60.
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Proceeding from this assumption, we can expect that the
ference between curve1 and curves2 and3 ~Fig. 3! at 6–12
K represents the librational contributionDa lib to the thermal
expansion coefficient of pure C60. Da lib is well described by
the Einstein term with the characteristic Einstein tempera
QE539 K. This value does not conflict with the abov
results.18

Another feature of the thermal expansion coefficient
the Ne–C60 mixture is the increase~instead of the expecte
decrease! in a(T) at 2–5 K after a 24-hour evacuation of N
The effect may be caused by a nonmonotonic dependenc
the changes ina(T) upon the impurity concentration. Fu
ther quantitative studies of the concentration dependenc
a(T) are called for to obtain more-certain information.

We wish to thank Yu. A. Freiman, V. M. Loktev, V. D
Natsik, A. I. Prokhvatilov, M. A. Strzhemechny, and A. V
Dolbin for participation in the discussion of the results.

The authors are indebted to the Science and Techno
Center of Ukraine~STCU! and the Royal Academy of Swe
den for the financial support.
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Structure, lattice parameters, and thermal expansion anisotropy of C 70 fullerite
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X-ray diffraction studies of the two low-temperature phases of especially pure polycrystalline C70

fullerite are carried out in the temperature range 20–310 K. At room temperature a
rhombohedral structure is established, and atT,276 K a monoclinic structure. The volume jump
at the low-temperature phase transition is determined to be;8.5 cm3/mole, or 1.7%. The
temperature dependence of the lattice parameters and of the linear and volume thermal expansion
coefficients is investigated in the two phases. For both the intermediate and the low-
temperature modifications a substantial anisotropy of the thermal deformation of the crystals
along individual crystallographic directions is observed. The results are analyzed with the use of
previous structural studies. It is shown that in the absence of rotations at low temperatures
the lattice is unstable to monoclinic distortions, the estimated sign and order of magnitude of which
agree with the observations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430849#
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INTRODUCTION

Obtaining pure C70 fullerite has long been a difficul
problem. The presence of impurities, mainly components
the solvent or C60 molecules, substantially complicates i
vestigations of the structure, orientational phase transitio
and physical properties of C70. Only the recently developed
sublimation techniques permit one to obtain rather p
~more than 99.9%! samples of solid C70.

The addition of ten carbon atoms to C60 leads to signifi-
cant qualitative changes in the properties of the molecu
and the condensed phases formed by them. The molec
lose their nearly spherical icosahedral symmetryIh and take
the shape of an ellipsoid of revolution with symmetryD5h .
Unlike C60, which has only one order–disorder phase tra
sition at 260 K and two cubic phases, in pure C70 fullerite
one observes two first-order orientational phase transition
the temperature interval 280–340 K and three equilibri
phases.1 The presence of two phase transitions in C70 and the
lower symmetry of the two low-temperature orientationa
ordered phases are mainly due to a change in the char
and magnitude of the anisotropic intermolecular interact
as a result of the lower of the symmetry of the molecule
comparison with C60.

The phase transitions and structure of the phases of70

fullerite have received considerable study and have been
subject of many papers. The results of previous struct
studies done on samples of various composition and m
phology and prepared by different methods differ stron
from one another. This has prompted us to analyze the ra
large volume of structural data to arrive at a reasonable
ture of the structural transformations in C70 fullerite. Most of
the structural data available before the start of our invest
tions are critically systematized in Table I. The conclusio
of our analysis are set forth in the Introduction.

The phase transitions in C70 fullerite, especially the high-
temperature transition, are extremely sensitive to the p
ence of impurities, structural defects, and thermal stresse
1031063-777X/2001/27(12)/11/$20.00
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the crystals, all of which shift these transitions to subst
tially lower temperatures. The high-temperature phase is
entationally disordered and, depending on the method
preparation and purity of the initial material, can have
close-packed cubic~fcc! or hexagonal~hcp! lattice. The
practically equal probability of obtaining one or the oth
structure is due to the well-known small difference in ener
of fcc and hcp lattices, with molecular layer stackin
abcabcandabab, respectively.4,21–23For this reason it was
for a long time impossible to give a final answer to the qu
tion of which of the close-packed structures of the hig
temperature phase is stable. Fischer and Heiney1 note that
the fcc structure is more stable for purified, dry, and annea
samples at temperatures above 345 K, and practically n
of the papers1,2,4,10,11,26–28has reported the observation of
transformation of the structure from the stacking seque
abcabcof the close-packed layers toabab stacking. At the
same time, at high temperatures the transformation of
hcp to the fcc lattice occurs rather easily. These experime
results agree with the conclusions reached from calculat
of the structure of C70 by the molecular dynamics method.29

However, there are also papers that point to the oppo
conclusions. According to recent data,23 when C70 is evapo-
rated at T5650 K and condensed on a substrate atT
5550 K, hexagonal hcp single crystals are obtained, wh
for evaporation atT5450 K and condensation on a substra
at T5300 K it is predominantly cubic crystals of fcc sym
metry that grow. Single crystals of hexagonal symmetry w
a parameter ratioc/a close to the ideal~see Table I! have
also been obtained at room temperature by growth fr
solution.24 These last facts can be regarded as yet ano
confirmation of the smallness of the energy difference
tween these close-packed lattices. For this reason, the fo
tion of one structure or the other on crystallization may d
pend on slight methodological or other experimen
nuances. Both the equilibrium cubic fcc phase and the
stable hexagonal hcp phase have a high density of stac
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Studies of the structural characteristics of the crystalline phases of C70 fullerite.

No.

Method.
Characteristics
of the sample T, K Type of lattice, symmetry Lattice parameters, Å Source

1 X-ray, TEM, synchrotron. 440 Cubic fcc a515.01 Vaughanet al. ~1991! @Ref. 2#
Polycrystal, from solution,
purity .99%

Hexagonal hcp a510.62,c517.31,
c/a51.630

2 X-ray. Single crystal,
purity not reported

293 Cubic fcc a514.96 Fleminget al. ~1991! @Ref. 3#
Fisher and Heiney~1993! @Ref. 1#

3 X-ray, TEM.
Single crystal, growth
from the gas phase, 99.9%

>293 Cubic fcc
Hexagonal hcp-IIP63 /mmc

a514.96
a510.56,c517.18,

c/a51.627

Verheijenet al.
~1992! @Ref. 4#

293 hcp-IP63 /mmc a510.11,c518.58,
c/a51.838

220 hcp~monoclinic! a520.04,c518.53
100 hcp~monoclinic! a519.96,c518.51

4 Electron microscopy, TEM.
Single crystal from solution,.99%

293 Hexagonal hcpP63 /mmc a510.160.5,
c517.060.8,

c/a51.683

Dravid et al. ~1992! @Ref. 5#

5 Electron diffraction 300 Hexagonal hcp a510.660.4,
c517.260.6, c/a51.623

Tomita et al. ~1992! @Ref. 6#

Single-crystal film,,1%C60 104 Hexagonal hcp a104/a30050.96

6 Powder x-ray diffraction. nearTm Cubic fcc a514.87 Kawamuraet al. ~1992!
@Ref. 7#

Other fullerenes prior to
sublimation less than 4%

295 Rhombohedral ah59.93, ch527.31

7 X-ray. 293 Cubic fcc a1514.943(1),
a2514.898(6)

Christideset al. ~1993!
@Ref. 8#

Polycrystal, 98.5% (1.5%C60),
sublimation

Rhombohedral a514.96(2),
a585.7(1)°

8 X-ray. Polycrystal, sublimation
723 K, deposition 473 K

293 Cubic hcpFm3m a514.89(1) Valsakumaret al. ~1993!
@Ref. 9#

Polycrystal from solution 293 Hexagonal hcpP63 /mmc a510.53(1),c517.24(1),
c/a51.637

9 Electron diffraction and
electron microscopy, x-ray.

.337 Cubic fcc a514.60 van Tendelooet al.
~1993! @Ref. 10#

Sublimation,.99.9% Hexagonal hcp-II a510.60,c517.30,
c/a51.632

,280 hcp-I c/a51.82

10 X-ray. Polycrystal, 440 Cubic fccFm3m a515.01 Vaughanet al. ~1993!
sublimation, 99.9% 300 RhombohedralR3m ah510.12860.0005,

ch527.85260.008
@Ref. 11#

15 Monoclinic
C2, Cm, P21 ,
or Pm

a59.931860.0007,
b510.042260.0012,

c527.77460.003,
g5119.637°60.003°

11 X-ray. Single crystal 295 Cubic fcc a514.90(4) Meingastet al. ~1993!
@Ref. 12#

Polycrystal, sublimation,
purity of initial material.99.5%C70

Cubic fcc1hexagonal hcp a514.851(6)

12 X-ray. Polycrystal of C70 290 Cubic fcc a515.08 Misofet al. ~1993! @Ref. 13!#
Polycrystal of C70 , irradiated
by high-energy heavy ions

290 Cubic fcc→rhombohedral a514.98,a585.6°

13 X-ray. Polycrystal, sublimation,
99.9%

293 Rhombohedral a510.958,a555.04° Kawamuraet al. ~1994!
@Ref. 14#

C70110%C60 Cubic fcc1hexagonal hcp a515.01

14 X-ray. Polycrystal, sublimation,
C60 not detected

356 Cubic fcc a514.974 McGhieet al. ~1994!
@Ref. 15#

381 Hexagonal hcp a510.614,c517.311,
c/a51.631

Cubic fcc a514.980
Hexagonal hcp a510.606,c517.266,

c/a51.628
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TABLE 1. ~Continued.!

No.

Method.
Characteristics
of the sample T, K Type of lattice, symmetry Lattice parameters, Å Source

15 X-ray. Polycrystal, purity not reported 293 Hexagonal hcp-II a510.8, c517.5,
c/a51.62

Mitsuki et al. ~1994!
@Ref. 16#

Hexagonal hcp-I a510.1, c518.7,
c/a51.85

16 X-ray. Single crystal 220 OrthorhombicPbnm a5b520.033,
c518.53

van Smaalenet al.
~1994! @Ref. 17#

17 X-ray. Polycrystalline film ,280 ~251! Deformed hexagonal hcp,
analog of rhombohedral4

a5c519.6, b518.5 Ramaseshaet al. ~1994!
@Ref. 18#

Sublimation, purity not reported 290–350 Hexagonal hcp-I1hcp-II a5b510.48,c517.5
(c/a51.67) and

a5b510.77,c517.64
(c/a51.638)

373 Cubic fcc a514.8

18 X-ray. Polycrystal and
single crystal,
initial purity C70.99.5%

295 Deformed hexagonal hcp-I a510.11(1),
c518.58(5),c/a51.84

Meingastet al. ~1994!
@Ref. 19#

383 Hexagonal hcp-II a510.54(6),
c517.07(7),c/a51.62

19 X-ray. Polycrystal,
from solution,
impurities,1%

300 Hexagonal hcp a510.55(1),
c517.27(1),c/a51.637

Janakiet al. ~1995!
@Ref. 20#

77 Hexagonal hcp a510.45(1),
c517.21(1),c/a51.647

Powder, prepared
by pulverizing
single crystals, 99.99%

300 Rhombohedral ah510.13(1),
ch527.77(1)

6% cubic fcc a514.89(1)
10 Monoclinic a510.04,b59.90,

c527.77,g5119.64°

20 X-ray, synchrotron.
Single crystal,
sublimation, 99.99%

293 Hexagonal hcp a510.104(5),
c518.584(10),

c/a51.839

Blanc et al. ~1994, 1996!
@Refs. 21,22#

21 X-ray, SEM. Single crystal,
sublimation at 923 K,
deposition at 823 K

293 Deformed hcp a510.10,c518.55,
c/a51.837

Komori et al. ~1997!
@Ref. 23#

Sublimation at 723 K 293 Cubic hcp a510.55
deposition at 573 K Rhombohedral a511.03,a554.8°

22 X-ray. Polycrystal from solution 300 Hexagonal hcpP63 /mmc a510.593,c517.262,
c/a51.6295

Ghoshet al. ~1998! @Ref. 24#

100 MonoclinicP21 /m a510.99,b516.16,
c59.85, b5107.75°

23 Scanning, transmission
electron microscopy
and electron diffraction
of nanoparticles,
aerosol reactor method,
purity C70.98%

300 Morphology—hexagonal
shape of slab,
icosahedral and
10-vertex particles;

Pauwelset al. ~1999!
@Ref. 25#

100, 77 structure—cubic fcc,
rhombohedral; large
amount of twinning
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faults,1,4 which have a noticeable influence on the diffracti
pattern, phase transitions, and physical properties of
phases. Each of the two types of structure obtained u
crystallization of C70 leads to a different channel of phas
transitions in the crystals as the temperature is lowered, w
three-layer or two-layer stacking of the close-packed lay
of molecules.
e
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When the equilibrium fcc phase is cooled to tempe
tures below 340 K a freezing of the rotational motion of th
molecules about the short axes occurs, and their long a
are oriented parallel to one of the body diagonals of the cu
The Fm3m symmetry of the high-temperature cubic lattic
is lowered to rhombohedralR3m. The stability of the inter-
mediate rhombohedral phase is confirmed by experiment8,30
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in which an fcc–rhombohedral phase transition is obser
under hydrostatic pressure. The rhombohedral phase has
been brought about by irradiating fcc crystals by high-ene
heavy ions.13 When such samples are heated to 400 K
reverse, rhombohedral–fcc, phase transition takes place

Further lowering of the temperature toT,280 K leads to
freezing of rotations around the long axes of the molecu
as well. As a result, one observes a transformation of
rhombohedral to a monoclinic phase, the symmetry sp
group of which has not yet been established. All three pha
preserve the basic structural motif ofabcabc stacking of
close-packed layers along the principal directions of the c
tals: along one of the body diagonals^111& of the cubic cell,
along the rhombohedral axis, and along the monocli
axis.11 In the intermediate rhombohedral and low
temperature monoclinic phases the orientation of the l
axes of the molecules is the same: they are perpendicul
the basal close-packed layers. When the pressure is ra
from standard to 17 GPa31 at room temperature, two mor
phase transitions are observed, atP5(2.260.2) GPa andP
5(5.5260.5) GPa, which has been attributed to furth
changes of the orientational order in C70 fullerite. In the case
when the fullerite crystallizes in the less stable hexago
hcp structure, there are again two phase transformations
occur as the temperature is lowered, involving the same
quential freezing out of the rotational degrees of freedom
the molecules about the short and long axes. However, a
these transformations take place on the basis of a struc
with two-layer abab stacking, and at the high-temperatu
transition near 337 K no global symmetry change occu
The high-temperature and intermediate phases in this
have hexagonal lattices. The phase transition is accompa
only by an abrupt change in the ratioc/a from 1.63 to 1.82
~Ref. 4! as a result of the alignment of the long axes of t
molecules along thec axis. As the temperature is lowere
further, in the region around;276 K a transition from the
hexagonal to a monoclinic phase occurs, in which the ro
tion around the long axes of the molecules is frozen out.
three phases preserve the two-layer stacking, and the
low-temperature phases preserve the orientation of the
axes of the molecule.

In the high-temperature region a coexistence of the cu
and hexagonal phases is often observed in the in
samples. This circumstance and also the tendency tow
substantial supercooling make for the presence of a num
of nonequilibrium states at low temperatures in addition
the two stable series. In Ref. 4, five phases were obser
fcc at high temperatures; rhombohedral and ideal hcp-II w
a ratio of lattice parametersc/a51.63; a deformed hcp-
phase with a ratioc/a51.82 at room temperature, and
monoclinic phase at low temperatures. Similar phases w
also observed in Ref. 10, and the possibility of their form
tion was also shown by the calculations of Ref. 32 on
change in binding energy in C70 crystals as a function of the
distance between nearest-neighbor molecules. Accordin
the data of Ref. 24, coexistence of the monoclinic and id
hexagonal phases is observed over a rather wide temper
interval 270–170 K. The transition to the monoclinic stru
ture occurs directly from the ideal hcp phase without go
through the intermediate deformed hexagonal phase with
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lattice parameter ratioc/a51.82. An orientational model o
the phase transition is proposed. The very wide coexiste
region of the two phases is explained by the creation of s
nificant negative interphase stresses in the samples upo
nucleation and growth of the monoclinic phase. In this
gard we note that in C60 fullerite the coexistence region o
the two cubic phases at the 260 K orientational transition
much smaller,33,34 not more than a few degrees. In Refs.
and 16 the fcc–rhombohedral phase transition was obse
at 280 K on cooldown and at 240 K on warmup. It has be
noted1 that the phase transitions in C70 are especially sensi
tive to the rate of cooling but rather insensitive to the rate
heating. In calorimetric studies the rhombohedral–fcc ph
transition on heating of the samples almost always occu
at 340 K, while on the reverse temperature path this tra
tion was ‘‘frozen’’ by almost 50 K.

The substantial discrepancy in the data of different st
ies as to the phase transition temperatures and to the nu
and structure of the phases, even for studies done on sam
of high purity, most likely results from the high sensitivity o
the structural characteristics of C70 fullerite to the techno-
logical and thermal prehistory of the samples, to the value
the volume jumps at phase transitions, and to the charact
the anisotropy of the thermal expansion of the phases, wh
is determined by their symmetry. A clear conception of t
influence of the preparation technology on the morpholo
of the crystallites, their crystallinity, the type of structure a
the structural perfection is given by electron-diffraction a
electron-microscope studies25 of nanoparticles of C60 and
C70.

Until recently, unfortunately, there were no such data
the temperature dependence of the lattice parameters
volumes of the equilibrium phases of C70 which could serve
as a basis for more-concrete quantitative estimates and
clusions. The available data were limited to the temperat
evolution of individual elements of the unit cell~the length
of the body diagonal of the cube along^111&, the distance
between nearest neighbors in the~110! plane, the total vol-
ume of the cell!, which were obtained in x-ray studies8 in the
temperature interval 5–470 K. Recently the temperature
pendence of the lattice parameters of the monoclinic
hexagonal phases were obtained in the temperature inte
5–300 K.24 However, from the data presented graphically
those papers it is not only impossible to determine the
merical values of the lattice parameters at individual te
perature points or the value of the volume jump at the ph
transition for further analysis but it is even impossible
assess the character of the thermal expansion along the
ferent crystallographic directions. Also, and more impo
tantly, those results pertain to the metastable two-layer st
tures.

The thermal expansion of C70 was investigated in Ref
12 on polycrystalline and single-crystal samples by
method of high-resolution scanning dilatometry. The sing
crystal samples had the fcc lattice, while the polycrystall
pressings contained both the fcc and hcp phases. The au
did not present their data on the character and value of
anisotropy of the expansion at the transition of the cu
crystals to the rhombohedral phase. The character of the
isotropy of the thermal expansion of C70 single crystals was
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investigated in Ref. 19, but the samples had the hexag
hcp symmetry.

In this paper we present the results of x-ray studies
the structure, lattice parameters, and thermal expansion
efficients of the two equilibrium low-temperature rhomboh
dral and monoclinic phases of C70 fullerite in the temperature
interval 20–300 K. We determine the value of the volum
jump at the low-temperature phase transition and investig
the anisotropy of the thermal expansion of the monocli
and rhombohedral phases. We analyze the results in con
tion with the existing published data.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

We studied polycrystalline samples of C70 obtained by
sublimation in vacuum. The purity of the samples w
99.98% or better. The x-ray diffractograms of the polycry
talline samples of C70 fullerite were obtained in theKa ra-
diation of the copper anode on a DRON-3M diffractome
equipped with a helium cryostat. As an example, in Fig. 1
show a typical diffractogram for a temperature of 20
where there is every physical reason to expect degradatio
the quality of the reflections. Diffractograms were taken o
the range 20–300 K with a temperature step of 5–10 K, w
the temperature stabilized at each point to within60.05 K
during the recording of the diffractograms over a time
;0.5 h. The samples were C70 fullerite powder deposited in
a thin layer (,1 mm) with the use of Ramsay vacuu
grease on a flat copper substrate of the cryostat cham
which was connected through a thermal switch to a heli
vessel. The film of Ramsay grease held the powder sam
on the vertical substrate and provided reliable thermal c
tact. It remained amorphous on cooling to the lowest te
peratures and did not introduce any features in the diffrac
pattern obtained from the fullerite. To obtain reliable data
the structure and lattice parameters of the low-tempera
and intermediate phases at individual temperature points
took diffractograms over a wide interval of reflection ang
2Q from 10° to 60– 70°. The lattice parameters were th
calculated and averaged by the least-squares method u
the entire set of experimental reflections. The change of
lattice parameters with temperature in the intervals betw
the chosen points was obtained from an analysis of the t
perature dependence of the most characteristic and int
reflections for each of the phases, with their subsequent
ing in’’ to the values obtained at reference points. The er

FIG. 1. X-ray diffractogram for C70 at T520 K.
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of determination of the lattice parameters was60.02%. The
temperature dependence of the lattice parameters and
umes made it possible to determine the volume jump at
low-temperature phase transition and also to calculate
coefficients of linear and volume thermal expansion of
low-temperature monoclinic and rhombohedral phases of70

fullerite. The coefficients of linear and volume thermal e
pansion were obtained by differentiating the averaged te
perature dependence of the lattice parameters and volu
The error of their determination varied with increasing te
perature, from 15–10% atT,100 K down to 5% in the res
of the region studied, where a relatively stronger tempera
dependence of the quantities to be analyzed is observed

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our analysis of the diffractograms obtained for C70 ful-
lerite showed that at room temperature the overwhelm
majority of the x-ray reflections observed correspond to
rhombohedral lattice with parametersa510.083 Å, c
527.508 Å in the hexagonal axes. However, in addition
the rhombohedral phase, the samples contained a smal~up
to 5%! amount of crystallites of hexagonal symmetry.

At temperaturesT,280 K a lowering of the symmetry
of the crystals occurs. Practically all of the reflections a
satisfactorily indexed by choosing a monoclinic cell with t
parametersa510.045 Å, b59.936 Å, c527.779 Å, andg
5119.63°. It follows from a comparison of the diffracto
grams and the parameters of the rhombohedral and m
clinic cells that the phase transition deforms the initial latt
only a small amount and alters the diffraction pattern o
slightly. A typical diffractogram of the low-temperatur
phase of C70 is presented in Fig. 1. The mismatch of th
molecular~fivefold axis! and lattice~sixfold axis! symme-
tries in the basal plane leads to a slight monoclinic deform
tion of the lattice in the basal plane in the low-temperatu
phase. As a result of this type of deformation, the parame
a and b of the initial cell become unequal, and the ang
between them deviates slightly from 120°. Here, of cour
the close-packed layers lose their hexagonal symmetry. T
question is discussed in more detail in the Appendix. Sim
transformation of the rhombohedral structure to the mo
clinic occurs in other molecular crystals as well, in particul
in solid oxygen at the low-temperature phase transform
tion.35

X-ray studies of C70 fullerite in the interval 20–310 K
have yielded the temperature dependence of the lattice
rameters and of the molecular volumes and densities of
two low-temperature phases. From the averaged tempera
dependence for each of these quantities we determined
coefficients of linear and volume thermal expansion. T
temperature dependence of the lattice parameters of the
termediate rhombohedral phasea and of the low-temperature
monoclinic phasea is presented in Figs. 2 and 3 and in Tab
II. The values obtained for the parameters at individual te
peratures in the two phases are close to those found p
ously in a number of studies7,11,20~see also Table I!.

The intermediate phase of C70 fullerite exhibited a char-
acteristic substantially anisotropic variation of the lattice p
rameters with temperature: with increasing temperature
intermolecular distances in the close-packed basal plane
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creased intensively, while the interplane distances in the
rection perpendicular to the basal planes decreases no
ably. This behavior corresponds to positive and nega
thermal expansion coefficients, which are shown in Fig.
Analogous behavior of the thermal expansion of the interm
diate phase was found previously in dilatometric studies
hcp single crystals19 and in an x-ray study.24 The compres-
sion of the cell along the rhombohedral axis with increas
temperature may be a consequence of an increase in the
plitude of librations of the long axes of the C70 molecules~or
growth of the angle of precession of the molecules aro
the rhombohedral axis!, as a result of which an effectiv
spheridization of the molecules occurs. The releasing of
orientational motion ultimately prepares the way for t
transformation of the orderedR3m structure of the interme
diate phase to an orientationally disordered cubic lattice
symmetryFm3m, with almost spherically disordered mo
ecules. Studies19 of hcp single crystals of C70 have estab-
lished that the transition to the disordered phase is never
less accompanied by a giant change in the length of
crystals along thec axis. The relative decrease of the leng
reachesDLc /L.6%. The inverse transition on heating
accompanied by the complete restoration of the length of
crystals. Roughly the same order of magnitude was obta
in Refs. 4 and 11 in an estimate of the parameterc in hcp
crystals or the body diagonal^111& in fcc crystals as a resul
of the alignment of the long axes of the molecules alo
them. The deformation in the basal plane at the hi

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the lattice parametersa and b of the
monoclinic and rhombohedral phases of C70 fullerite.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameterc of the mono-
clinic and rhombohedral phases of C70 fullerite.
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temperature transition is considerably smaller,DLa /L
.2.5%, and of the opposite sign.19 The hysteresis of the
transition temperature was more than 50 K.

The lattice parameters of the low-temperature mo
clinic phase~Figs. 2 and 3! also characteristically exhibit a
large anisotropic change with temperature, especially in
close-packed basal planeab ~Fig. 4b!. The anisotropy of the
expansion is most clearly manifested as the phase trans
temperature is approached~Fig. 4b!. The parametersa andc
are characterized by a positive change with increasing t
perature in the entire existence region of the low-tempera
phase. At the same time, in the direction of theb axis the
positive growth at low temperatures goes to saturation in
regionT.140 K, after which there is possibly even a slig
compression of the lattice, and then in the immediate vicin
of the phase transition an intense expansion of the lat
occurs~Fig. 4b!. Thus, in the low temperature phase of C70

fullerite the orientational interaction of the molecules in t
basal planes weakens long before the phase transforma
and this weakening promotes the release of the rotatio
motion of the molecules about their long axes and prepa
the way for the transition to the intermediate rhombohed
phase.

When the orientational structure of C70 fullerite and our
data on the temperature dependence of its lattice param
in the two phases are compared with the existing data
cryocrystals,35 a clear analogy is seen between the behav
of this substance and solid oxygen in the region of the lo
temperature phase transition. At first glance this seems
prising, since the physical nature of the phase transition
the substances being compared are quite different. In s
oxygen the low-temperature transformation is due to ord
ing of the magnetic moments of the molecules and to
formation of a quasi-two-dimensional antiferromagne
phase on the basis of the monoclinic lattice. In the substa

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the coefficients of linear thermal ex
sion of the rhombohedral~a! and monoclinic~b! phases of C70 fullerite.



TABLE II. Lattice parametersa, b, c, g, molar volumesV, densityr, and coefficients of linearaa , ab , ac and volumeb thermal
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expansion of C70 fullerite at various temperatures.
et
cu
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and

of
investigated here, however, both phase transitions are d
mined solely by the features of the anisotropic intermole
lar interaction, which leads to a sequence of different ty
of orientational ordering of the C70 molecules. However, the
er-
-
s

observed similarity of the orientational structures and also
the temperature dependence of the structural parameters
the thermal expansion coefficients of thea andb phases of
C70 and O2 suggests that the character of the anisotropy
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the noncentral intermolecular interaction in the two phase
the substances considered are qualitatively similar. The st
tural characteristics of the phases of the substances O2 and
C70 display an explicit isomorphism, making even strong
hypotheses possible. Specifically, in view of the existing d
for solid oxygen,35–37one can conjecture that the structure
a-C70 is substantially anisotropic and quasi-two-dimension
with a strong interaction in the basal planes and a marke
weaker interplane interaction. The intermediate phase
analogous tob-O2 over a rather wide interval of low tem
peratures. To confirm these ideas it will be necessary to
vestigate other physical characteristics of C70 fullerite which
are especially sensitive to anisotropy of the coupling for
and of the crystal structure.

The data obtained here on the temperature depend
of the molar volume and of the coefficient of volume therm
expansion of the low-temperature and intermediate phase
C70 fullerite are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. In accord w
these results both phases have a positive coefficient of
ume expansion in their entire existence region. Thea–b
phase transition is accompanied by a positive volume ju
of 8.5 cm3/mole, or 1.7%, in satisfactory agreement with t
value (DV/V)a2b51.4% presented in Ref. 19. The tot
change of the molar volume in the investigated tempera
interval 20–310 K is 2.6%. It follows from our analysis o
the data of Ref. 8 on the temperature dependence of
lattice volume~see Fig. 5! thatDV/V is approximately 2.0%
over this same temperature interval. Here, however, it sho
be kept in mind that Christideset al.8 did not observe an
explicit volume jump at the transition to the low-temperatu
monoclinic phase, which, as was mentioned in that arti
arises at temperatures below 200 K, while in the inter
200–340 K the intermediate rhombohedral phase coex
with the supercooled high-temperature cubic fcc phase.
we see in Fig. 5, the difference of the molar volumes of C70

according to the data of the two studies~the present study
and Ref. 8! at low temperatures is practically equal to t
change in volume at the phase transition. This may mean
in Ref. 8 the intermediate phase was supercooled to the
lowest temperatures. Such a situation, which was also
served in Refs. 4, 6, 20, and 25, is mainly determined by
level of stresses emerging in the sample as a result of
large, substantially anisotropic~as was pointed out above!
change of the structural parameters of the C70 crystals at the
high-temperatureb–g phase transition and, possibly, by th
presence of impurities. On the other hand, on the basis o

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the molar volumeV of C70 fullerite in
the region of the low-temperature and intermediate phases.
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data of Ref. 8 on the temperature dependence of the dist
between nearest-neighbor molecules in the basal plane
along the body diagonal of the pseudorhombohedral cel
the interval 80–490 K, we have estimated the volume ju
at theb–g transition and found, not surprisingly, a small
volume jump, (DV/V)b2g.0.5%, than at theb–a transi-
tion. In this connection it should be noted that the ratio
the volume jumps at the phase transitions is qualitativ
correlated with the corresponding ratio of the enthalpies
the phase transitions obtained from calorimetric measu
ments.2,38,39 According to Ref. 2, the phase transitions o
served at 276 and 337 K have enthalpies of transition eq
to 3.5 and 2.7 J/g, while the data of Ref. 38~Tc5280 and
337 K! give 3.2 and 2.2 J/g, respectively. The presence
even a small amount of impurities in the initial materia
from which the C70 crystals are grown apparently promot
the initial formation of the hcp phase, with a ratio of lattic
parametersc/a close to the ideal value 1.63. As the tempe
ture is subsequently lowered, there is a transition to the
formed hexagonal phase with a ratioc/a51.82– 1.84, which
is then observed down to the lowest temperatures or tra
forms to a two-layer monoclinic phase~see Table I!. The
molecules in this deformed hexagonal structure, as in
rhombohedral phase, are ordered and oriented with their l
axes along the hexagonal axisc.

As to the deep supercooling of the partially ordered
termediate phase observed in a number of studies, whe
the rotation of the molecules about their long axes rema
unfrozen, it can be assumed that an orientational glass p
forms in those samples. Apparently, this circumstance is
sponsible for the slight features observed in Ref. 8 on
temperature dependence of the volume~see Fig. 5! and the
intermolecular distances of the rhombohedral cell in the
gion around 150 K.

Possible evidence of a high degree of disordering of
supercooled phase is the lower density of theb-C70 crystals
as compared to the completely ordered monoclinica phase.
For example, the density of C70 calculated from the data o
Ref. 8 at 100 K is equal to 1.686 g/cm3, which is approxi-
mately 2% smaller than our valuer51.736 g/cm3 ~see Table
II ! and, moreover, is 1.3% smaller than the density of C60 at
this temperature.40 At the same time, our results on the de
sity are in good agreement with the data of Ref. 1 and h
the expected relation to the density of the light fuller
C60—in the entire investigated temperature interval the d

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the coefficients of volume therma
pansion of the low-temperature and intermediate phases of C70 fullerite. For
comparison, the data for C60 from Ref. 40 are shown by the dotted curve
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sity of C70 is systematically a little higher~on average by
about 0.6%! than the density of C60.

As we have said, the coefficients of thermal expansion
C70 fullerite have been measured previously by dilatome
method on polycrystalline and single-crystal samples.12,19

Since both phases have a rather low lattice symmetry,
well-faceted single crystals of sufficiently large dimensio
have not been obtained~the maximum size of the crystallite
is 0.5–1 mm!, it is extremely difficult to obtain reliable dat
to high accuracy with the use of this method. It is possi
for this reason that the measured values have a conside
discrepancy both for single crystals in different experime
and when data for single-crystal and polycrystalline samp
are compared. We have made a comparison of our dat
the temperature dependence of the coefficients of volu
thermal expansion with the results of Ref. 12 for polycry
talline samples~see Fig. 6!. This same plot also shows da
which we obtained previously for the temperature dep
dence of the volume thermal expansion of C60 fullerite in
x-ray diffraction studies on polycrystalline samples.40 One
can see the difference from the dilatometric measureme
in which the values of the coefficients of volume therm
expansionb are higher than our values in both the low
temperature and intermediate phases. The maximum of
dilatometric b(T), corresponding to the phase transitio
point, is shifted significantly to higher temperatures relat
to the equilibrium value;275 K. The possible reason fo
this discrepancy may be the insufficiently small grain size
the polycrystalline samples, precluding reliable averag
and reducing the influence of the anisotropy of the expans
of the low-symmetry crystallites on the results of the dila
metric measurements. It is also possible that internal stre
are playing a role@in Ref. 12 the measurements were ma
on two-phase (fcc1hcp) polycrystalline samples obtaine
by pressing a powder at high pressures#, the decrease o
which with increasing temperature may give rise to a non
harmonic component of the increase in the sample volu
An apparent indication of the presence of such stresses in
samples12 is the aforementioned shift of the transition tem
perature. The temperature dependence of the coefficien
volume thermal expansion of C70, as compared to C60 ful-
lerite, has a more pronounced feature as the phase trans
region is approached~see Fig. 6!, a property which is char-
acteristic of structural orientational phase transitions in p
cryocrystals.36,37

APPENDIX

Let us consider the anisotropic part of the interaction
C70 molecules in the hexagonal plane. In the simplest c
the anisotropic part of the interaction of two C70 molecules
with allowance for the fivefold symmetry can be written
the form of an ‘‘interaction of soft cog wheels’’:

yan52u5 cos 5~w11w2!. ~A1!

Here u5 is the amplitude of the interaction; the angles
rotationw i are measured from the intermolecular axis, wh
is taken to be thex axis. If the molecular axis is rotated by a
angleF, then the anisotropy energy becomes

yan52u5 cos@5~w11w2!210F#. ~A2!
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An important circumstance is the choice of the number
independent anglesw in the unit cell. Calculations based o
atom–atom potentials~of the Lennard-Jones type! between
the C atoms of different C70 molecules with a minimization
of the lattice energy have given either a monoclinicP21 /m
or an orthorhombicPbnm ~Ref. 42! structure with doubling
along theb axis ~in our setting!. However, no such doubling
is evidenced by experiment. Thus, if we assume that at
low-temperature structural transition the unit cell is n
doubled, then from crystallographic considerations
anglesw of all the molecules in the crystal must be the sam
This means that the anisotropic part of the interaction
molecule has the form

Van52
u5

2 (
n

cos~10w210F̃n!, ~A3!

where the summation is over the six nearest neighbors in
hexagonal plane. If the structure in the basal plane
strictly hexagonal symmetry, thenF̃n5pn/3(n50,...,5). If
we assume that the structure has a monoclinic distortion
scribed by an additional small displacement with respec
the anglej ~see Fig. 7!, then the new angular positionsFn in
the sum~A3! will take on the following values:F050; F

235p; Fn5F̃n1j (n51,2,4,5). Finally, for the aniso-
tropic part we obtain

Van54u5 sin 5j sin~10w25j!. ~A4!

From this expression, in particular, it follows that in th
framework of the ideal hexagonal symmetry in the planej
50) the anisotropic interaction is equal to zero indepe
dently of the~identical! angle of rotation of the molecules
This indifferent equilibrium position with zero total energy
indicative of substantial frustration, since the minimum su
of the individual intermolecular interactions is equal
26u5 . Second, negative values ofj should cause a lowering
of the energy, limited by the elastic energy, which in gene
form can be written~per molecule! as

Vel5
1

2
Gj2, ~A5!

FIG. 7. Hexagonal plane of the rhombohedral or cubic phase, deforme
a monoclinic angular distortionj ~D is the corresponding translational dis
placement!: d—molecules in the monoclinic phase;s—in the rhombohe-
dral phase.
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where G is the specific stiffness coefficient, which can
expressed in terms of the elements of the tensorci j and in
order of magnitude is close to the shear modulus.

Taking the sum of expressions~A4! and ~A5! as the
resulting energy, one easily finds that the equilibrium con
tions]V/]j50; ]V/]w50 give the following equations fo
j andw:

sin 5j cos~10w25j!50; ~A6!

20u5 cos 5j1Gj50. ~A7!

The desired solution giving the lowering of the energy
satisfied approximately (5j<1) at the following values of
the parameters:

j.2
20u5

G
; w5

p

20
1

j

2
. ~A8!

Let us estimate the value of the monoclinic distortion
We consider the hexagonal plane perpendicular to the mo
clinic axis~see Fig. 7!. The nonzero components of the stra
tensor in the case of monoclinic distortion are easily
pressed in terms of the value of the shiftD of the molecular
rows along thex axis:

]ux

]y
5

2D

a&
, ~A9!

wherea is the distance to the nearest neighbor~for an angu-
lar displacementj5)D/2a!. Unfortunately, the elastic con
stants for the rhombohedral and monoclinic phases are
known, as are estimates of the rotational barrieru5 .
Calculations exist43 for the high-temperature (T5400 K) cu-
bic phase. Judging from the values of the macrosco
moduli, those calculations overestimate the values. For
ample, for C60 at room temperature the overestimate is
17% ~Ref. 44!, and for C70 at room temperature it is 68%
~Ref. 45!. If it is assumed that the energetics in the ba
plane in the rhombohedral and cubic phases are not stro
different, then the stiffness coefficient in~A5!, after straight-
forward transformations, can be expressed in terms of
elastic constantscik for the cubic phase:

G5
16

27F7

9
c1112c121

2

3
c44G . ~A10!

If for u5 we take the analogous value ofu6 for C60, i.e.,
u550.33 meV, then we obtain for the angular shiftj5g
2120°520.305°, which agrees in order of magnitude w
the experimental value N 0.36– 0.37°~see Table I!. In view
of the crudity of the assumptions and estimates, this ag
ment can be considered satisfactory. We stress that the
clusions reached here do not rely on a specific form of
molecular interaction but are based on the observable m
roscopic characteristics.
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Kinetics of the creep deformation jump stimulated by the superconducting transition
in b-tin
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The kinetics of the deformation increment stimulated by the superconducting transition inb-tin
is investigated. Experiments are done on single crystals of high purity strained in the
transient creep regime at a temperature of 1.6 K. It is found that the creep after the N–S transition
occurs in stages, and the features of the strain-rate versus strain curves are analyzed within
each stage. An interpretation of the experimental results is proposed, based on a kink mechanism
for the motion of dislocations through the Peierls barriers with allowance for the influence
of quantum fluctuations and electron drag on the nucleation of kinks. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1430850#
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INTRODUCTION

The transition of a metallic superconductor from the n
mal to the superconducting state~N–S transition! during
low-temperature creep is accompanied by a sharp increa
the creep rate and strain.1,2 This response of the creep to
change of electronic state is one of the manifestations of
plastification effect—the softening of a metal due to a sup
conducting transition.3,4 The study of this effect affords a
unique opportunity to elucidate the role of the conduct
electrons in the processes of low-temperature plasticity
metals.

At the present time the generally accepted point of vi
is that the first cause of the increased plasticity of metal
an N–S transition is a sharp decrease of the electron dra
the dislocations as a result of the Cooper condensatio
conduction electrons. However, a consistent description
the effect must take into account not only the influence of
superconducting transition on the viscous drag on dislo
tions but also two other important circumstances: the spe
ics of the dislocation processes occurring under condition
various types of mechanical testing~creep, active deforma
tion, stress relaxation!, and the type and strength of the ba
riers governing the mobility of dislocations over macr
scopic path lengths~Peierls barriers, local impurity barriers
large-scale internal stresses!.

Attempts to take into account individual aspects of t
complicating circumstances listed above in the theoret
treatment of the plastification effect have led to the constr
tion of several models and mechanisms, differing from o
another in the details, for the influence of the conduct
electrons on the kinetics of plastic deformation: dynamic,4–6

quasidynamic,7–9 thermal-fluctuation,10 thermoinertial,11 and
quasistatic.12–14As a rule, in each of these models the infl
ence of the Cooper condensation of electrons on the kine
of overcoming the barriers preventing the glide of disloc
tions is treated in its own way, and the magnitude of
1041063-777X/2001/27(12)/6/$20.00
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effects caused by this influence is different in each case
addition, even in the earliest stage of research on the pla
fication effect, attempts were made to select from this pa
ply a main model in the framework of which a consiste
explanation of the whole set of observed phenomena m
be obtained. However, as the experimental data accumula
it became increasing obvious that for such a complex proc
as plastic deformation one can hardly expect there to b
universal model. A more realistic situation is that differe
mechanisms of softening and combinations of these me
nisms come into play as the deformation process unfolds

For this reason it becomes important to assess exp
mentally the roles and efficiencies of the proposed soften
mechanisms in real deformation processes, and to obtain
formation about the hierarchy of these processes and t
relative role in different stages of plastic flow. This is a pa
ticularly topical problem in relation to those metallic supe
conductors for which the type of barriers resisting the gl
of dislocations at low temperatures is known. An example
single-crystalb-tin deformed in the slip system~100!^010&:
in this case the role of these barriers is played by the Pe
potential relief, and plastic deformation takes place by
simple elementary event: the nucleation of kink pairs a
their subsequent spreading apart along the disloca
lines.15,16

Pure single crystals ofb-tin ~99.9995%! oriented for
predominant slip in the system~100!^010& maintain a high
plasticity and smooth flow down to a temperature of 0.5
making them unique objects for studying the mechanisms
low-temperature deformation in crystals with high Peie
barriers. The combined influence of quantum and therm
fluctuations and also of electron drag on the motion of d
locations through the Peierls barriers in the superconduc
and normal states ofb-tin under conditions of active defor
mation has been studied in detail in Ref. 16.

The kinetics of the motion of the dislocations and t
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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change of the kinetics upon an N–S transition under con
tions of low-temperature creep have certain peculiar featu
the manifestation of which in tin single crystals of high p
rity were first observed in Ref. 17. The goal of the pres
study was to carry out an experimental study and an ana
of the time dependence of the creep deformation ‘‘jum
caused by the superconducting transition in single-cry
samples of pureb-tin at a temperature of 1.6 K. It is show
that the observed jumplike growth of the deformation at
N–S transition in pure tin occurs in stages and is due to
occurrence of two successive dislocation processes of a
namic and of a fluctuational nature.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The single crystals for this study were grown from
99.9995% pure stock by a modified Bridgman method
batches of 10 from a single bar.18 They had the shape o
double lobes~in the jaws of the strain testing machine! with
a working region of rectangular cross section with dime
sions of 253531.5 mm. The longitudinal axis of the samp
was along thê110& direction, ensuring the most favorab
conditions for slip in the system~100!^010&.

The samples to be strained were placed inside a su
conducting solenoid and were subjected to tensile creep
temperature of 1.6 K,Tc ~Tc53.72 K is the temperature o
the transition of tin to the superconducting state!. The state
of the electronic subsystem in the sample was changed
turning on ~normal state! or off ~superconducting state! the
longitudinal magnetic field of the solenoid at a field streng
H.Hc ~Hc5309 G is the critical field for the destruction o
superconductivity!.

The deforming stress on the samples was increase
small steps of sizeDt50.1– 0.4 MPa. The strain incremen
D«(t) corresponding to each stress increment was reco
automatically on an E´PP-09 electronic potentiometer whic
was connected to a highly sensitive pickup and registered
relative change in the length of the sample with an accur
of 531025. Simultaneously the deformation signal was se
to an N 370/1 fast XY recorder, where, after additiona
amplification and a 2 – 163 expansion of the time scale, at
rate set by the speed of the carriage of the XY recorder.
latter could be changed in a regular way between the lim
231022– 4 cm/s.

Until the yield point t0 was reached, the sample wa
strained in the normal state. The strain increments co
sponding to the load increment applied in that stage ens
an elastic change in the shape of the sample, which co
sponded to a specific~G-shaped! character of the curves o
the strain incrementD«(t) and to an absence of sensitivity
the N–S transition~see Fig. 1!. After the yield pointt0 was
reached, a pronounced transient stage appeared on the
curves, corresponding to developed plastic flow. At the po
when a certain specified strain rate«̇N was reached on the
creep curves in the normal state, the sample was broug
the superconducting state. The additional straind«NS(t) ac-
companying this transition was recorded by both a coa
and a sensitive~in the fast-sweep mode! chart recorder~Figs.
2, 3, and 4!. The transitions were brought above at differe
values of the creep rate«̇N and different degrees of tota
i-
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strain« of the sample, and thed«NS(t) curves thus obtained
were subjected to computer processing and analysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The influence of the superconducting transition on
transient creep process in the tin samples is illustrated
Fig. 2a. For a qualitative~‘‘coarse’’! description of the effect
one can talk of a sharp~almost instantaneous! increase in the
creep rate,d«̇NS5 «̇S2 «̇N at the time (tNS) of the N–S tran-

FIG. 1. Diagram of the loadt(t) and the strain«(t) of the samples under
conditions of multiple N–S transitions.

FIG. 2. Influence of a single N–S transition on the creep curve of sam
of b-tin: a—strain incrementd«NS(t) in a slow sweep; b—fast sweep of th
strain growth at the jump;tNS, tm , andt f are the boundaries of the differen
stages of strain growth.
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sition and a subsequent rapid~almost jumplike! strain in-
creased«NS(t). However, a rapid sweep of the creep cur
«(t) reveals the presence of stages in the deformation
cess after the N–S transition~Fig. 2b!. The stages within the
strain ‘‘jump’’ d«NS(t) may be characterized by the follow
ing points in time:

tNS—the time of the transition of the sample to the s
perconducting state, which is automatically fixed by the tu
ing on of the magnetic field;

tm—the time at which the strain rate in the S sta
reaches its maximum value max«̇S;

t f—the time at which the sharp decrease of the cr
rate in the S state begins; it corresponds to a change in
character of the time dependence of the creep.

In stage I~from tNS to tm! the strain occurs with a certai
delay relative to the N–S transition, but at the end of t
stage the strain occurs at a rapidly increasing rate~see the
inset in Fig. 2b!. After reaching its maximum value, th
creep rate begins to slow, but the degree of slowing is s
stantially different in the intervalstm,t,t f ~stage II! and t
.t f ~stage III!.

It should be noted that the duration of stages I and
depends on the conditions of plastic deformation prior to
N–S transition, e.g., on the value of the creep rate«̇N at the
time tNS and the value of the total strain« accumulated in the
sample up until that time. In particular, under certain con
tions the duration of each of these stages can individually
so short that the corresponding stage can be regarded as
tically absent. The different types of time dependence
d«NS(t) are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 3 shows the fast sweep of the strain increme
d«NS(t) for substantially different values of the creep rate«̇N

in the normal state but at close values of the total strain
the sample prior to the transition~the curves were taken in
succession!. For «̇N5231024 s21 ~curve1! the delay stage I
is practically absent, and a large part of the strain in the ju
is accumulated during stage II and only a small fraction
stage III. Decreasing the rate«̇N to 631025 s21 results in
the appearance of a delay, decreases the amount of stra
stage II, and increases the fraction of the strain occurring
stage III ~curve 2!. Finally, decreasing«̇N further to 2

FIG. 3. Influence of the creep rate«̇N preceding the transition of the samp
from the normal to the superconducting state, on the kinetics of the s
growth at the jumpd«NS(t): slow ~a! and fast~b! sweeps of the jump.
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31026 s21 leads to significant growth of stage I and th
practically complete vanishing of stage II.

Figure 4 shows the incrementsd«NS(t) at identical val-
ues of the rate«̇N but for very different degrees of prelimi
nary strain: near the yield point~Fig. 4a!, and at strains close
to failure of the sample~Fig. 4b!. Increasing the degree o
preliminary strain leads to a significant decrease in the va
of the jumpd«NS and all of its components, with a noticeab
widening of the time interval of the transition stage I.

The results presented here provide grounds for prop
ing that the kinetics of plastic deformation at the jump i
duced by the N–S transition is governed by several p
cesses, so that the growth ofd«NS(t) occurs in stages. The
role of these processes can vary under the influence of
ferent factors and can cause corresponding changes in
character of the time dependence of the jumpd«NS(t). The
observed influence of the rate and degree of prelimin
strain on the stages of the jump is apparently a reflection
this circumstance.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Let us discuss the possible processes that could be
sponsible for the appearance of the individual stages in
growth of the straind«NS(t) after the N–S transition, basin
our discussion on the general relationships in the disloca
kinetics of plastic flow of tin and the consequences impl
by these relationships.

3.1. First stage

According to Ref. 19, the appearance of the first~transi-
tion! stage in the development of the strain increme
d«NS(t) is due to a change in the regime of fluctuation
motion of dislocations through the barriers as a result of
sudden change of the electron drag. When the steady reg
of dislocation flow is disrupted, the characteristic time f
establishment of a new steady regime~i.e., the relaxation
time for the translational motion of dislocations! should be
equal in order of magnitude to the average time for a dis
cation to overcome an individual barrier. The delay time th
determined,td5tm2tNS, is a function of the effective stres
tN* prior to the change of state of the sample, the strain r
«̇N preceding the N–S transition, and the difference or ra

in

FIG. 4. Influence of the total deformation of the sample preceding the N
transition on the growth kinetics of the creep deformation at the jum
a—near the yield point; b—near the breaking strain.
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of the coefficients of electron drag on dislocations in t
normal and superconducting states,BN and BS52BN@1
1exp(D/kT)#21, where D5D(T) is the energy gap of the
superconductor.1!

Experimentally the delay of the strain jump was fir
observed in a study of the softening effect in lead and indi
single crystals in Refs. 20 and 21. It was shown in Ref.
that the behavior of this parameter is well described by
theory of the delay developed in Ref. 19. It is natural
assume that in the case of tin as well, the presence of the
stage on thed«NS(t) curve can be attributed to the occu
rence of a transient process during which the ensembl
mobile dislocations undergoes a transition from the ste
regime of dislocation motion in the normal state to a stea
regime in the superconducting state. We use this assump
for interpreting the delay phenomenon observed in
present study.

The rate of plastic deformation of a pure~impurity-free!
single crystal ofb-tin is governed by the Peierls potenti
relief, and the plastic flow occurs through processes of nu
ation, dynamic spreading, and annihilation of kink pairs
the dislocations.15,16 The action of the kink mechanism re
sults in displacement of the dislocation line from one trou
of the Peierls relief to another under the influence of an
fective stresst* 5t2t i(«); heret is the deforming stress
andt i(«) is the characteristic value of the internal stress
which grows with increasing plastic deformation«. In this
case the role of the relaxation time for the translational m
tion of dislocations is played by the average time for a d
location line to pass through an individual barrier of t
Peierls relief.

Under the conditions of the extremely low crystal tem
peratureT51.6 K realized in our experiments, creep occu
under the influence of effective stressest* having values of
the order of the Peierls stresstP , and the nucleation of kink
pairs on the dislocations is governed predominantly by qu
tum fluctuations~the quantum-mechanical tunneling effec!,
while the influence of thermal activation is weak~practically
negligible!. The average steady velocityV of the dislocations
is given as a function of the effective stresst* in this case by
the expression16

V~t* !5aS n0yk

b D 1/2

expF2
Q0

2s0
S dt1dt

3/4QB

QP
D G ,

dt512
t*

tP
. ~1!

Here a and b are the period of the Peierls relief and th
magnitude of the Burgers vector of the dislocation, resp
tively, Q0 is the quasiclassicality parameter for the process
tunnel nucleation of kink pairs,n0 is the characteristic fre
quency of the oscillations of a dislocation in a valley of t
Peierls relief,QP andQB are the characteristic temperatur
associated with the zero-point oscillations of the dislocati
in the valley of the Peierls relief and with the damping
these oscillations by the electron viscosity, respectively,vk is
the velocity of a dislocation kink along the dislocation lin
and s0.0.9 is a numerical parameter. The argument of
exponential function in~1! is written in the linear approxi-
mation in the small parameterQB /QP , which for tin in the
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normal state has a value of the order of 0.1 and decre
sharply on transition to the superconducting state.

In Ref. 16 it was also shown that for the steady tunnel
motion of a macroscopic flux of dislocations of densityr in
the Peierls relief, the values of the effective stresst* and the
rate of plastic deformation«̇5rbV(t* ) are connected by the
relations

dt5
2s0A

Q0
F12S Q0

2s0AD 1/4QB

QP
G ,

A5 lnFabr

«̇ S u0yk

b D 1/2G . ~2!

The following empirical estimates have been obtaine16

for the parameters of the theory which appear in formulas~1!
and ~2!: Q05500, QP53.3 K, and in the normal stateQB

5QBN
50.4 K. In addition, we note that the characteris

temperatureQB is proportional, and the kink velocityvk in-
versely proportional, to the electron drag coefficientB of the
dislocation, and therefore the values of these parameter
the normal~QB5QBN

, vk5vkN! and superconducting~QB

5QBS
, vk5vkS! states at equal values of the effective stre

tN* 5tS* , are connected by the relations

QBN

QBS

5
ykS

ykN
5

11exp~D/kT!

2
. ~3!

Following the ideas set forth above, we shall take for t
delay timetd the average time for the motion of a dislocatio
between valleys of the Peierls relief,td5a/V, in the super-
conducting state~QB5QBS

, vk5vkS! under the influence of

an effective stresstN* which has been established at the tim
tNS. The values of the parameterdt5dtN corresponding to
the valuetN* are determined by formulas~2! with the set
values QB5QBN

, vk5vkN , and «̇5 «̇N . Thus we obtain
from formula~1! the following expression for the delay time

td5S b

n0ykS
D 1/2

expF Q0

2s0
S dtN1dtN

3/4
QBS

QP
D G . ~4!

SinceQBS
!QBN

!QP , for estimating the value ofdtN

from formula ~2! and the argument of the exponential fun
tion in formula ~4!, we can neglect the contribution from
electron drag. In this approximationQ0dtN52s0AN , and we
obtain the following simple expression for the delay tim
giving its dependence on the strain rate«̇N and the disloca-
tion densityr:

td5
abr

«̇N
S ykN

ykS
D 1/2

5abF11exp~D/kT!

2 G21/2 r

«̇N
. ~5!

Formula ~5! gives a qualitative estimate for the dela
time and explains the two features observed in the exp
ments:

—the inverse proportionality oftd to «̇N explains the
increase of the duration of the delay stage I as the creep
«̇N prior to the N–S transition is decreased;

—the increase in the duration of stage I at high degr
of deformation can be interpreted as a consequence of
growth of the dislocation densityr.
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3.2. Second and third stages

The experiment shows that stage II of the increm
d«NS(t) of the creep deformation after the superconduct
transition is manifested most clearly at rather high cre
rates«̇N , when stage I becomes negligible. Thus the val
of «̇N correspond to values of the effective stresstN* which
are extremely close to the value of the Peierls stresstP . It is
natural to assume that under these conditions the substa
increase in the velocity of individual dislocations as a res
of the N–S transition will destroy the stability of the tunne
ing regime of dislocation flow and transfer a substantial fr
tion of the dislocations into the regime of dynamic abov
barrier flow. This ‘‘breakoff’’ of the tunneling flow at the
N–S transition is promoted by two factors: the substan
nonuniformity of the internal stressest i in the volume of the
sample, as a result of which in individual regionst* 5t
2t i>tP and the dislocations move in the dynamic regim
even before the N–S transition; inertial effects, the role
which increases strongly in the superconducting state.22

Thus the existence of stage II, with large values of
creep rated«̇NS, at large«̇N may be the result of a realiza
tion, over a certain time intervalt f2tm , of a regime of high-
velocity above-barrier motion of the dislocation flux. How
ever, this time interval should have a finite length, since, a
result of the strain hardening the internal stresses increas
the deformation increases, leading to a decrease of the e
tive stress and to an increase in the dislocation flux in
tunneling flow regime again~stage III for t.t f!.

For comparison of the ideas set forth above with
experimental data, it is necessary to consider separately
time dependence of the creep deformationd«NS(T) for the
regimes of tunneling and dynamic motion of the dislocatio
In the regime of tunneling motion the dependence of
average velocityV(t* ) of the dislocations on the effectiv
stress is given by relation~1!, while for the dynamic regime
this dependence has the form

V~t* !5
bt*

B
. ~6!

It is well known that an analytical description of th
process of low-temperature creep«(t) reduces to the solu
tion of the basic kinetic equation of dislocation plasticity,

«̇5rbV@t2t i~«!#, ~7!

in which t i(«) is expressed in the linear approximation
t i~«!5t i01k«. ~8!

Herek is the hardening coefficient, andt i0 is the value of the
internal stresses corresponding to the start of the creep cu

The creep due to the dynamic motion of dislocatio
according to relations~6!–~8!, is described by the equation

«̇~ t !5
rb2t0*

B
2

rb2k

B
«~ t !, t0* 5t2t i0 . ~9!

In this same approximation we obtain the followin
equation from relations~1!, ~2!, ~7!, and~8! for the regime of
tunneling creep:

ln «~ t !5 lnH raAbn0yk

exp@~Q0/2s0!~dt01dt0
3/4QB /QP!#J

2
kQ0

2s0tP
«~ t !, dt0512

t0*

tP
. ~10!
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As we have said, stage II on thed«NS(t) curve is most
clearly expressed at rather high values of«̇N , when stage I is
practically absent~Fig. 3a!. Numerical differentiation of
d«NS(t) in this case leads to the creep curves plotted in F
5 in the coordinatesd«̇NS–d«NS and lnd«̇NS–d«NS. Figure
5a shows the two-stage character of the creep curve and
linear relation between the creep rate and the strain in s
II ( tNS,t,t f), corresponding to the equation of dynam
creep ~9!. In Fig. 5b we see that for timest.t f (d«NS

.« f) the logarithm of the creep rate varies in proportional
the strain, and, consequently, in stage III the strain increm
is described by the equation of tunneling creep~10!.

The results of the above analysis permit the conclus
that the strain incrementd«NS(t) in the second and third
stages is due to two successively operating processes:

—dynamic glide of dislocations as a result of the sha
decrease of the electron drag under conditions whentN*
→tP and the tunneling regime of motion loses stability;

—tunneling glide of dislocations, which is restored as
result of the strain hardening.

The strain increment in stage II is given by the soluti
of equation~9!, and that in stage III by the solution of equa
tion ~10!. However, in an analytical description of thes
stages a certain care must be exercised: generally spea
there are no grounds for assuming that the effective valu
the parametersr and k have the same values for the tw
stages.

We note in concluding this Section that formula~5!,
which describes the delay time, and Eq.~10!, which de-
scribes the process of fluctuational creep, were obtained
the limiting case of purely quantum motion of dislocatio
through Peierls barriers. It is assumed that the mobility
dislocations is determined solely by the tunnel nucleation
kink pairs, while the influence of thermal fluctuations on th
process is neglected completely. In this limiting case a te

FIG. 5. Experimental curves ofd«NS(t), plotted in the coordinates
d«̇NS–d«NS ~a! and ln(d«̇NS) –d«NS ~b!.
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perature dependence of the characteristics of the creep
pears only in the superconducting state of the metal owin
the temperature dependence of the coefficient of elec
drag on the dislocations,BS(T). In the present paper thi
approach is justified by the use of the results of the theor
Ref. 16 for interpreting the experiments done at a tempe
ture T51.6 K, which is considerably lower than the chara
teristic quantum temperatureQP53.3 K. One expects that a
higher temperatures the staged character of the creep
after the N–S transition,d«NS(t), and the characteristics o
the individual stages will manifest a significant temperat
sensitivity due not only to the temperature dependence
BS(T) but also to the growing influence of thermal activati
on the process of nucleation of dislocation kinks. The the
developed in Ref. 16 contains all of the necessary prere
sites for describing such a sensitivity.

It should also be noted that the staged character of
creep curve can be observed not only after the stimula
effect of a superconducting transition on the creep but a
after the rapid application to the sample of a sufficien
large~in magnitude! additional mechanical loadDt. There is
no doubt that the study of the fine details of the lo
temperature transient creep curves will yield extremely in
esting and rich information about the microscopic mec
nisms governing the mobility of dislocations.

The authors propose to continue their investigation
the problems mentioned above in future studies.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study we have obtained new experimental data
the influence of the superconducting transition on the kin
ics of plastic deformation of a metal~pureb-tin! under con-
ditions of transient creep. We have shown that the N–S tr
sition at a constant temperatureT51.6 K,Tc , brought on
by turning on a magnetic fieldH.Hc , leads to a sharp in
crease in the creep deformationd«NS(t), and that the
‘‘jump’’ in d«NS(t) takes place in several stages. In the ge
eral case one can distinguish three stages on thed«NS(t)
curve: a delay stage I, a dynamic stage II, and a fluctuatio
stage III. The duration and differential characteristics of ea
of these stages depend substantially on the creep rate pr
the N–S transition and on the value of the total plastic
formation of the sample.

The analysis and interpretation of the experimental d
were done on the basis of the theoretical results of a pr
ously published paper by the authors.16 In that paper it was
shown that the plastic deformation of pureb-tin at tempera-
tures of the order of 1 K is governed by a kink mechanism
motion of the dislocations in the Peierls relief, and the nuc
ation of kinks on the dislocations is due to quantu
fluctuations—the process of tunneling penetration of sh
segments of a dislocation line through a single barrier of
Peierls relief. In the framework of the ideas developed
Ref. 16, the individual stages of the creep ‘‘jump’’d«NS(t)
can be given the following physical interpretation:

—The existence of stage I is due to the finite value of
relaxation time for translational motion of a dislocation flu
in the Peierls relief, and the value of the delay time can
regarded as an estimate of the mean time of motion of
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individual dislocation through a single barrier of the Peie
relief.

—Stage II is manifested as a result of the disruption
the fluctuational regime of dislocation flow on account
change in the electronic state and the transition of a ra
large fraction of the dislocations to the regime of dynam
~above-barrier! motion.

—Stage III is a consequence of the reestablishmen
the fluctuational regime of dislocation motion as a result
the influence of the strain hardening on the dislocation m
bility.

Thus a detailed study of the time dependence of
creep jump stimulated by a superconducting transition i
metal gives diverse and extremely interesting informat
about the microscopic mechanisms governing the mobility
dislocations in a metal under conditions of deep cooling,
particular, about the influence of quantum fluctuations a
electron viscosity on the motion of dislocations.

The authors thank A. N. Diulin for assistance in condu
ing the experiments and computer processing of the res
and A. V. Podol’sky for assistance in organizing this pape

*E-mail: vsoldatov@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!The given explanation of the delay stage, strictly speaking, presupp

that the time of transition of the sample to the superconducting state in
experiment is registered to high accuracy. Otherwise it is possible to h
situations in which a certain part of the delay time is the time for expuls
of the magnetic flux from the sample.
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Low-temperature mechanical hysteresis in superelastic In–Pb alloys
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Mechanical hysteresis caused by pseudotwinning in In–Pb alloys with concentrations of 6, 8,
and 11.6 at.% Pb is investigated in the temperature range 1.7–180 K. The parameters of
the hysteresis are estimated: the thermodynamic stresstT responsible for the reversibility of plastic
deformation~superelasticity! and the friction stresst f characterizing the resistance exerted
by the crystal lattice and its defects to the motion of twin boundaries. It is shown that the
parameters of the mechanical hysteresis are determined by athermal processes: the fraction
of the sample that has gone into the twin~or, on unloading, to the parent! orientation depends
solely on the value of the applied stress. With increasing lead concentration the value of
tT increases andt f decreases. One of the main conditions for the appearance of superelasticity is
the inequalitytT.t f . The hardening of superelastic alloys under cyclic loading is
investigated~up to 300 cycles!. In alloys with 8 at.% Pb the cyclic loading leads to a slight
expansion of the hysteresis loop. For the alloy with 6 at.% Pb there is typically a strong distortion
of the hysteresis loop, with the appearance of a transition-hardening part with a large
coefficient of work hardening. An analytical description of the cyclic deformation diagrams of a
superelastic alloy is proposed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430851#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In our previous studies1,2 we found that single crystals o
In–Pb alloys containing 6 and 8 at.% Pb at temperatureT
&180K manifest the property of superelasticity, i.e., reve
ibility of large plastic deformations. It was established th
the superelasticity effect in In–Pb alloys is unmistakably d
to twinning and reversible motion of the boundaries of pla
parallel twin layers in them.

A preliminary study of diffuse x-ray scattering indicate
that these alloys are locally ordered solid solutions: a sh
range order of the clusterization type is formed in them.
was shown by Cahn,3 twinning in ordered alloys, which oc
curs on systems characteristic for the disordered state, in
tably leads to the formation of pseudotwins having a crys
lattice structure different from that of the matrix. As a resu
the chemical potential of a pseudotwin is higher than tha
the matrix, and their difference determines the drivi
force—the thermodynamic stresstT that brings about the
reverse process, untwinning, when the crystal load is
moved.

The motion of twin boundaries both during twinning an
during untwinning is resisted by a friction force due to p
tential barriers created by the crystal lattice and its defe
On loading, the external stresst is directed so as to over
come the thermodynamic stresstT and the friction stresst f .
During unloading, the reverse motion of the twin boundar
occurs under the influence of the thermodynamic stre
which counteracts the friction stress and the external stres
follows that the stresses for the onset of twinningt t and
untwinningtu can be written in the form4,5

t t5tT1t f , ~1!

tu5tT2t f . ~2!
1051063-777X/2001/27(12)/8/$20.00
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Relations~1! and~2! can be applied to describe the twin
ning and untwinning processes occurring in the absenc
hardening. Figure 1 shows a diagram of an idealized hys
esis loop. Such loops arise in rather perfect crystals of hig
concentrated In–Pb alloys, whereas for the majority of m
terials, closed mechanical hysteresis loops are observed
under conditions of a sign-varying load.6

The loop illustrated in Fig. 1 reflects the situation th
when the crystal stress reaches the valuetT1t f a simulta-
neous rearrangement of the structure of the entire sin
crystal to the twin structure occurs. This corresponds t
value of the shear strain equal to the twin sheargmax5s
.0.15 for In and the solid solutions under discussion. T
reverse process~recovery of the initial dimensions of th

FIG. 1. Diagram of an idealized load versus strain loop for a superela
crystal.
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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sample! consists in the rearrangement of the twin structure
the parent structure and occurs when the external load
duces the valuetT2t f . In order for a hysteresis loop clos
to the idealized loop to be realized, the atomic structure
distribution of lattice defects in the sample must be e
tremely uniform. Under real conditions a sample is always
some degree nonuniform, so that there is a distribution
values of the parameterstT and t f . In addition, hardening
processes can arise in the sample during its deformatio
new lattice defects are formed. As a result of the deforma
the twinning of the sample will come about in a certain
terval of stresses. Nevertheless, relations~1! and ~2! can be
used to find approximate values of the microscopic para
eterstT andt f ~Refs. 4 and 5!.

According to~2!, the reverse motion of the twin bound
aries during unloading can occur only under the inequali

tT.t f . ~3!

Apparently, it is condition~3! that is the criterion for the
appearance of the superelasticity effect in many alloys.
present there is a known set of twinning alloys having so
degree of order or other in the distribution of the differe
kinds of atoms, but only a few of them exhibit the superel
tic deformation effect due to reversible twinning.7

It is known that the solubility limit of lead in indium is
around 12 at.%. It has been shown previously2 that the su-
perelasticity effect is not observed in crystals of the al
In–3.5 at.% Pb, and their plastic deformation is complet
irreversible. It is therefore of interest to expand the inter
of lead concentrations in the alloy In–Pb within the solub
ity limits and to analyze in more detail the conditions und
which inequality~3! holds and the superelasticity effect
manifested. In this paper we report a comprehensive stud
the deformation properties of this alloy for four values of t
Pb concentration: 3.5, 6, 8, and 11.6 at.%. For each alloy
values oftT and t f are obtained, and the influence of tem
perature and strain rate on them is investigated. It is sho
that superelastic deformation in In–Pb crystals is gover
by athermal processes. The superelasticity effect vanishe
crystals of the alloy with 3.5 at.% Pb, and for the mo
concentrated alloys it is suppressed with increasing temp
tureT.180 K; in both cases this corresponds to the appro
mate equality oftT andt f .

It is also of interest to investigate the behavior of t
parameterstT and t f upon the hardening of the alloys as
result of their cyclic loading. It is found that hardening lea
to an increase of the average value of the parametert f and to
the appearance of dispersion in its distribution in t
samples; this is a consequence of growth of the numbe
lattice defects~dislocations! and enhancement of the nonun
formity of their distribution over the sample.

The results of this study are compared to the data in
literature obtained in studies of elastic twinning and of t
superelasticity due to the formation of a stress-induced m
tensite.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experiments were done on single-crystal sample
In–Pb alloys with lead concentrations of 3.5, 6, 8, and 1
at.%. The method used to grow the single crystals and
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pare the samples was described in detail in Ref. 8. Sam
with dimensions of 535315 mm were strained by compres
sion along the@001# axis at a shear strain rate in the twinnin
system in the rangeġ51025– 1022 s21 at temperatures in
the range 1.7–300 K on a strain testing machine of
MRK-1 design at the B. Verkin Institute for Low Tempera
ture Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Scien
of Ukraine, Kharkov. The strain curves were recorded sim
taneously on two chart recorders: on a KSP-4 in load ver
loading time coordinates, and on a PDP-4 as load ver
displacement of the rod of the strain testing machine.

The inelastic deformation of the crystals occurred exc
sively by twinning. All four of the twinning systems$101%
^101& were equally loaded, but usually one or two syste
were actively operating. Some of the samples were subje
to multiple twinning~up to n5100– 300 loading–unloading
cycles!. The cyclic loading was done atT577 K at a velocity
of the rod of the strain testing machineḣ51 mm/min ~h is
the height of the sample!, which corresponds to an averag
rate of shearġ52.231023 s21. The sample was deforme
in each cycle for a given timet05const, after which the tota
elastic strain and twinning deformationg052ḣt0 /h did not
exceed one-half of the maximum strain (2/3)gmax ~for geo-
metric reasons, one-third of the heighth of the sample in the
end regions did not participate in the plastic shear!.

The friction stresst f was calculated as one-half of th
quotient obtained by dividing the area of the hysteresis lo
by the final strain; this provided an averaging oft f over the
sample. The thermodynamic stresstT was determined as th
difference between the stress at the onset of twinning and
friction stress. To obtain the dependence of the parametertT

and t f on the lead concentration, we chose samples wh
hysteresis loops were closest to ideal. Twinning in tho
samples was brought about through the motion of free t
boundaries not having intersections with twins of other s
tems or with the ends of the sample in contact with the s
porting surfaces of the strain testing machine. The harden
coefficient in the given crystals had extremely low value
indicating that the samples were quite uniform.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Estimate of the parameters of the mechanical hysteresis
and their dependence on the lead concentration
and experimental conditions

Shape of the hysteresis loops.Figure 2a shows a nearl
ideal hysteresis loop for one of the highly perfect le
samples with 8 at.% Pb atT577 K, on the basis of which we
determined the parameterstT andt f . For the given sample
tT50.62 MPa andt f50.06 MPa, so that inequality~3!
holds.

The friction stress is a structure-sensitive quantity. It
the greater the lower the perfection of the initial structure
the sample, and it increases with increasing density of de
mation defects. It is possible that the friction stress also
pends on the temperature and strain rate.9 Figure 2b shows a
hysteresis loop for another alloy sample with the same c
centration, but less perfect in respect to its initial defe
structure. The value of the stresstT did not change, but the
friction stresst f increased substantially:tT50.62 MPa and
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t f50.22 MPa. Nevertheless, inequality~3! holds for this
sample, too, so that the deformation remains completely
versible.

Figure 2c shows an example of a hysteresis loop wit
partially reversible deformation for a sample of the all
In–6 at.% Pb which was subjected to multiple cyclic def
mation. In the closed cycle the plastic deformation was of
order of 6%, and the residual deformation was of the orde
4%. As a result of the cyclic deformation the area of t
hysteresis loop~i.e., the friction stress! increased strongly
and the shape of the loop was distorted. The large fractio
irreversible deformation indicates the violation of inequal
~3!. The total recovery of the dimensions of the sample
this case is possible only if the sign of the external load
changed, in which case the external load should have
absolute value equal to the difference of the friction str
and the thermodynamic stress.1!

Influence of temperature.Figure 3 shows the tempera
ture dependence of the stress~normalized by the shear modu
lus! for the onset of twinning and untwinning for the In–
at.% Pb alloy.2 The values oft t andtu were measured on th
same sample by multiple loading and unloading at differ
temperatures. We see that forT&180 K the nucleation of
twins and their emergence from the crystal is determined
factors which are insensitive to the testing temperature. F
ure 3 also shows the values oftT andt f calculated with the
use of relations~1! and ~2!. The insensitivity of the stresse
t t andtu to temperature is equivalent to the absence of te
perature dependence in the quantities to be calculated,tT and
t f . For the alloys In–11.6 at.% Pb and In–6 at.% Pb2 the
values of the stressest t and tu at T&180 K are also inde-
pendent of the testing temperature.

As we have said, the superelastic behavior of In–Pb
loys is observed only forT&180 K. At higher temperature
*225 K the twins remain in the crystal even after the load
removed, so that all of the deformation introduced in t
crystal is irreversible~see Fig. 2d!. The suppression of the
superelasticity effect at higher temperatures is due to the
tivation of diffusion processes, which promote the restorat
of the equilibrium local atomic order that has been disrup
by the twinning shear: this results in a sharp decline in

FIG. 2. Strain curves for crystals of In–Pb alloys: a,b—In–8 at.% PbT
577K; c,d—In–6 at.% Pb,T5150 and 225 K, respectively.
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thermodynamic stresstT with increasing temperature and in
creasing hold time of the sample under load.12

In terms of the character of the influence of temperat
on the thermodynamic stresstT , the superelasticity due to
pseudotwinning is markedly different from the superelas
ity due to the formation of a stress-induced martensite. In
latter case the stress of formation of the martensite and
matrix phase in the martensite and, hence,tT depend linearly
on temperature and go to zero at the temperatures at w
the direct and inverse martensitic transformations begi13

The constancy oftT in In–Pb alloys forT&180 K indicates
that the phenomenon studied here does not belong to
class of ordinary martensitic transformations: the pseud
winning discussed here is a special form of martensitic tra
formation, which occurs only under an external load a
cannot be caused by a change in temperature.

Influence of the strain rate.The jumplike change in the
strain rate in the interval 1025 s21,ġ,1022 s21 during the
deformation of samples of superelastic In–Pb alloys aT
&180 K is not noticeably reflected on thet–g strain curve:
neither the jumps nor the kinks characteristic for deformat
by slip are observed on it. The parameterst t , tu , tT , andt f

of the hysteresis loops likewise are insensitive to the str
rate. This finding agrees with the absence of tempera
dependence of these parameters, with the presence of on
instantaneous creep during stepwise loading of the sam
and with the absence of stress relaxation when the st
testing machine is turned off.2 The absence of rate depen
dence of the parametert f means that the resistance to twi
ning deformation at low rates is of the nature of dry frictio

It is only in the region of their superelastic behavior, i.
for T&180 K, that the strain rate does not have a noticea
influence on the deformation parameters of In–Pb alloys.
temperatures at which diffusion processes are activated
strain rate can play a critical role in the appearance of
superelasticity effect. For example, by going to shock lo
ing, in which case the sample is found in the loaded state
;30ms, it has been possible to observe the superelastic
formation at room temperature.12 The reason is that even a
high temperature there is insufficient time during the br

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the stressest t , tu , tT , and t f , all
normalized by the shear modulus in the twinning system, for crystals of
alloy In–8 at.% Pb.
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loading for the equilibrium atomic order, disrupted by twi
ning, to be restored in the twin.

Influence of the lead concentration.The parameters o
the mechanical hysteresis were found for alloys of three c
centrations: 6, 8, and 11.6 at.% Pb; these data are prese
in Fig. 4. We see that the thermodynamic stress increa
linearly with increasing Pb concentration, while the frictio
stress decreases. For the alloy with 3.5 at.% Pb the ther
dynamic stress was found by extrapolation of thetT(c)
curve to the region of low concentrations~Fig. 4!, while the
friction stresst f was determined as the difference betwe
the stress at the onset of twinning andtT . It was found that
for superelastic In–Pb alloys with 6, 8, and 11.6 at.%
inequality ~3! is well satisfied, especially for the alloys wit
8 and 11.6 at.% Pb. With decreasing lead concentration
ratio between these two stresses decreases on accoun
decrease intT and an increase int f . Finally, for the alloy
with 3.5 at.% Pb there is approximately equality oftT and
t f , and that leads to suppression of the superelasticity ef

Nature of the athermality of the low-temperature sup
elastic deformation in In–Pb alloys. The thermodynamic
stress generated by the disruption of the equilibrium ato
order in the presence of a twinning shear in a locally orde
In–Pb alloy is uniquely determined by the degree of t
order, which, as is shown by both theory and experimen14

depends on the temperature. However, for many alloys
degree of short-range order remains unchanged over a
range of temperature.15 In the case of In–Pb alloys the tem
perature independence of the thermodynamic stress ma
dicate either that the equilibrium order parameter is indep
dent of temperature or that the diffusion processes are fro
out. Below a certain temperature the diffusional relaxat
time of the order parameter can turn out to be longer than
characteristic laboratory time, and a ‘‘frozen’’ order, esta
lished at higher temperatures, will be manifested in the lo
temperature region.

In the absence of thermodynamic stresstT the friction
stresst f will play the role of the yield stress for the twinne
crystal. The friction stress may be represented as the su
two components: an athermal component due to the lo
range internal stresses, and a temperature-dependent co
nent due to the resistance to the motion of the twin bound

FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of the stressest t , tT , andt f for In–Pb
crystals at a temperatureT577 K.
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by barriers of an atomic scale—Peierls relief, impurities, e
It is natural to assume that the main contribution to the ath
mal component of the friction stress in the initial samp
comes from the internal stresses created by perfect gro
dislocations. This part of the athermal component of the fr
tion stress can be calculated by the formula16

t f d5aGbr1/2, ~4!

whereG is the shear modulus,b is the modulus of the Bur-
gers vector,r is the density of growth dislocations, anda is
a constant of the order of 0.2, the exact value of which
pends on the specifics of the distribution of the dislocatio
The stresst f d can increase substantially during cyclic defo
mation of a sample, as fresh dislocations arising in the
cling process accumulate in it.

The temperature-dependent component of the frict
stress is calculated theoretically for the case when the ex
sion of the twin layer is governed by the motion of twinnin
dislocations.17 The influence of temperature turned out to
different depending on the character of the motion of
twinning dislocations: in the case of high-speed~above-
barrier! motion of the boundaries the friction stress increa
with increasing temperature in accordance with the temp
ture dependence of the coefficient of viscous drag on di
cations; in the thermally activated motion of twinning disl
cations with extremely low velocities the friction stress to
first approximation varies in proportion to the temperatu
Strong temperature dependence of the friction force obse
in the case of elastic twinning of perfect calcite crystals w
a density of perfect dislocationsr;102 cm22 is due to the
overcoming of the Peierls potential relief by the twinnin
dislocations.9 For fcc crystals the values of the Peierls stre
are typically low, whereas for In–Pb crystals, which ha
close to an fcc lattice, this friction component can apparen
be neglected.

The twinning process consists primarily in the nuc
ation of twinning dislocations and their subsequent motion
the twinning plane. The fact that in the case of In–Pb allo
the friction stress atT&180 K turns out to be insensitive t
temperature variations and the strain rate means that u
these conditions the main part oft f is the long-range com-
ponent, and the factor governing the twinning process is
athermal nucleation of twinning dislocations. An estimate
the friction stress in In–Pb alloys according to formula~4!
for a50.2 and the typical density of growth dislocations f
these alloys,r;107 cm22, gives a value close to the mea
sured value (t f d'0.06 MPa). A contribution of perfec
growth dislocations to the friction stress has also be
observed9 in calcite crystals with a high density of perfe
dislocations,r;104 cm22.

Analysis of the curves oftT(c) and t f(c) obtained for
the In–Pb alloys affords the possibility of refining the micr
scopic nature of the parameters under study. The thermo
namic stresstT is determined by the degree of ordering
the alloy and for this reason depends on the concentratio
the doping element. According to Ref. 18, the degree
short-range order increases linearly with increasingc in a
certain interval of concentrations. This finds confirmation
our experiments~Fig. 4! if it is assumed thattT is to a first
approximation proportional to the degree of local ord
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Moreover, with increasing lead concentration the fricti
stresst f decreases~Fig. 4!. This means that impurity defect
give an insignificant contribution to the friction stress, b
the presence of impurity complexes apparently promotes
nucleation of twinning dislocations.

As to the perfect dislocations, their initial density, a
also the density of dislocations arising in the sample dur
the stage of microdeformation by slip, should decrease w
increasing lead concentration together with the increas
the yield stress for deformation by slip. Thus the results
tained argue in favor of the hypothesis of a dislocation nat
of the friction forcet f in the twinning of In–Pb.

3.2. Work hardening in the cyclic deformation of superelastic
In–Pb alloys

Figure 5a shows the strain curves observed for a sam
of the alloy In–6 at.% Pb in the cyclic deformation by loa
ing and unloading in the regime of a fixed total deformati
g0.1.7%. We call attention to the change in the shape of
hysteresis loops as a result of the repeated cycling:

— with increasing number of cycles there is a grad
expansion of the hysteresis loop along the vertical, i.e.,
increase oft f ;

— the stage of easy twinning contracts with each cy
and is shifted to higher stresses, while the work harden
coefficientu5dt/dg in the stage of easy twinning increas
slightly;

— immediately after reaching the yield stresst t an in-
tensive development of the work hardening is observed, s
cifically: before the stage of easy twinning is a transiti
region where the twinning takes place with a smooth
crease ofu, but here the value oft t remains practically in-
dependent of the number of cycles;

— the fraction of plastic shear decreases within the li
its of the specified deformation;

— the twinning extends all the way to total unloadin
and increasing the number of cycles leads to the appear
of a residual deformation.

For crystals of In–8 at.% Pb these changes are sm
accumulate slowly, and lead mainly to expansion of the lo
growth of t f by approximately 50% after 150 cycles; th
loop for the first loading–unloading cycle is shown in Fi
2a. In the case of the the In–6 at.% Pb crystals we see
even the first loop differs noticeably from the idealized lo
~compare Fig. 5a, cycle 1 and Fig. 2!: the untwinning in this
region of the crystal, which was distorted during twinning
the loading stage, meets with greater resistance.

Let us consider in more detail the transition work ha
ening. This is the region lying between the initial linear se
ment corresponding to elastic deformation of the sample
the stage of easy twinning during loading, and also the c
responding part of the loop during unloading. The diagram
the hysteresis loop~Fig. 5b! shows the basic notation use
for describing transition hardening:t t andtu are the stresse
at the onset of twinning and untwinning, respectively,g t and
gu are the strains corresponding to these stresses, 08A and
09B are the parts of the loop corresponding to transit
work hardening; AC8 and BD8 are the graphical extrapola
tions of the transition-hardening segments in the loading
unloading stages@see formulas~13! and ~14! below#.
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The stressest t andtu were determined from the start o
the deviation of the strain curve from the linear~elastic! part.
It turns out that the values of these stresses are practic
independent of the number of the cycle, and only a sli
growth of t t was observed in the last stages of the cyclin
this observation allows us to conclude that the thermo
namic stresstT does not change during cycling. The trans
tion hardening is described satisfactorily by a parabolic
pendence:

FIG. 5. Strain curves for crystals of the alloy In–6 at.% Pb for loadin
unloading cycles at a fixed final deformationg0.1.7%, T577 K ~a!; dia-
gram of the strain curve for analysis of the work hardening in the load
~segment 08A! and unloading~segment 09B! stages; AC is the region of
easy twinning; AC and BD8 are the graphical extrapolations of th
transition-hardening segments~b!.
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on the loading part

t2t t5a t@g2ge~t!#1/2, ~5!

on the unloading part

tu2t5au$g0p
~n!2@g2ge~t!#%1/2. ~6!

Herea t andau are coefficients that depend on the number
the cycle;g0p

(n)5g02ge(t0n) is the maximum plastic defor
mation in thenth cycle. For some of the cycles the regions
the hysteresis loops of interest to us have been replotte
the appropriate coordinates~see Fig. 6, wheret85t2t t ,
g85g2ge(t), t95tu2t, g95g0p

(n)2@g2ge(t)#). In Fig.
6a the deviations from straight lines correspond to the s
of easy twinning~point A in Fig. 5b!. Figure 7 shows the
change in the coefficientsa t andau during multiple cycling.
We see that the coefficientsa t andau in one cycle are close
in value and increase with the number of the cyclen accord-
ing to the law

a t5au5a5bn1/2, ~7!

whereb50.92 MPa.

FIG. 6. Parts of the strain curves for different loading–unloading cyc
plotted, in accordance with Eqs.~5! and~6!, in the coordinatest8–Ag8 ~a!
andt9–Ag9 ~b!.
f

f
in

rt

The regularities described above in the influence of
clic deformation on the parameters of the hysteresis loop
the alloy In–6 at.% Pb take place for any In–Pb alloy po
sessing the properties of superelasticity, but the value of
coefficientb in the empirical formula~7! will vary, together
with the parameterstT and t f , upon changes in the lea
concentration.

Let us now discuss these regularities from the standp
of the existing ideas about the microscopic nature of w
hardening of crystalline materials. The term work harden
is generally understood to mean a set of phenomena w
lead to the necessity of increasing the deforming stresst in
order to continue deformation at a specified rateġ5const.
An outward sign of hardening is a positive value of the d
rivative u(t)5dt(g)/dg.0 on the strain diagram. On th
microscopic level work hardening is brought about by effe
of two types: 1! the accumulation of the defects in the crys
during deformation, which resist slip or twinning; 2! the ex-
istence, in the volume of the crystal, of a spectrum of s
stresses for the nucleation and propagation of slip or tw
ning ~perfect or twinning dislocations!, which leads to a non-
uniform distribution of inelastic deformation in the volum
of the crystal and to the inclusion of new regions in t
deformation process as the deforming stress increases.

To describe effects of the first type one usually uses
Taylor model19 ~growth of the density of individual disloca
tions! or the Mott model20 ~growth of the density of disloca
tion pileups!. Effects of the second type are realized, e.g.,
the stage of microplasticity of single crystals and elastica
isotropic polycrystals, and also in the process of macrosco
~to several percent! plastic deformation of polycrystalline
materials in the presence of a substantial misorientation
highly anisotropic crystallites~parabolic hardening!.21

In examining the work hardening of crystals from th
standpoint of the ideas set forth above, one should note
existence of certain differences between the slip and tw
ning deformations. The stopping of slip in local regions
the crystal may be accompanied, as the deforming stres

,

FIG. 7. Dependence of the coefficientsa t (d) andau (s) in Eqs.~5! and
~6! on the number of the cycle@see Eq.~7!#.
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increased, not only by the propagation of the slip to ot
regions but also by its resumption in the hardened regions
the case of twinning the transition of the deformation proc
into new regions is a consequence of a specific crysta
graphic property of the given form of deformation, viz., th
fact that it occurs only one time in each crystallograp
twinning plane.

In the description of the work hardening due to effects
the second type, one of the main problems is that of mo
ing or empirically recovering the distribution function for th
friction stress resisting the nucleation and propagation of
elastic deformation in a crystalline sample, e.g., the distri
tion function of sources of dislocations over start stresse22

In the case considered here, that of twinning deformatio
an important question is whether it is possible to recover
function for a repeatedly deformed crystal from the shape
the hysteresis loop. The initial condition for this is the a
sumption that twinning takes place during loading by me
of the formation and development of a set of twins as a re
of the successive selection of regions of the sample co
sponding to the nucleation condition.

According to experimental observations, even in the
vanced stages of the cyclic deformation, twinning begins
fixed value of the deforming stress,t't t . Furthermore, the
absence of dependence of the parameters of the strain
gram on the strain rateġ indicates that the resistance
twinning is of the nature of dry friction. In that case the la
of deformation in differential form can be written in the for
of the relation

d@g2ge~t!#5~g02g t!d~t2tT7t f !dt,
~8!

g02g t<s.

Herege(t) is the elastic strain,d(t) is the Dirac delta func-
tion, g t5ge(t t), t f is the initial absolute value of the dr
friction stress, which is the same for all regions of t
sample, and the change of its direction when loading is
placed by unloading is taken into account by the ‘‘7’’ sign
~‘‘ 2 ’’ for loading and ‘‘1 ’’ for unloading!. The integration
of ~8! leads to the following deformation law for the samp

g~t!5ge~t!1~g02g t!x~t2tT7t f !, g02g t<s. ~9!

In this expression the twinning deformation is described b
Heaviside step function:x(t)50 for t,0, andx(t)51 for
t.0.

Since the parametertT does not change upon cycling,
is natural to assume that the hardening that occurs with
creasing number of cyclesn is due to the appearance of
deformation-related admixture to the friction stress,t̃ f ,
which is nonuniform over the volume of the sample:t f

5t f 01 t̃ f , wheret f 0 is the value of the friction stress of th
initial ~undeformed! sample. In such a case the deformati
law ~9! will be realized only in small locally uniform region
of the sample. For estimating the influence of the dispe
admixture t̃ f to the deformation law for the sample as
whole during cycle numbern one should introduce a norma
ized distribution function f n( t̃ f), having determined the
quantity f n( t̃ f)dt̃ f as the fractional part of the sample
which the admixture to the friction stress by the start of
nth cycle takes a value in the interval (t̃ f ,t̃ f1dt̃ f). For the
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sample in thenth cycle the deformation law averaged wi
the distribution functionf n( t̃ f) takes the form

g~n!~t !5ge~t!1@g02ge~t0n!#E
0

`

x~t2tT7t0 f7t8!

3 f n~t8!dt8, @g02ge~t0n!#<s. ~10!

Relation~10! formally admits the possibility of any ab
solute values oft̃ f under the normalization condition

E
0

`

f n~t!dt51. ~11!

To achieve agreement of the deformation law~10! with
the empirical formulas~5!–~7! and to get a qualitatively cor
rect reflection of the main features of the hysteresis lo
during cyclic deformation of superelastic In–Pb alloys~Fig.
5!, it is sufficient to use a distribution functionf n( t̃ f) de-
scribed by the formulas

f n~t!5
2t

tn
2 x~t!x~tn2t!,

~12!
tn5t0n2t t5bA~n21!@g02ge~t0n!#.

It is easy to see that this function satisfies the normaliza
condition~11! and that forn51 it goes over to a delta func
tion: f 1(t)5d(t).

We note immediately that the function~12! does not take
into account the presence of the segments of easy twin
AC on the hysteresis loops at small values ofn ~Fig. 5!.
However, this function correctly describes the hystere
g (1)(t)5g(t) in the first cycle n51, since t015t t and
f 1(t)5d(t); consequently, substitution of this function int
~10! will lead to the deformation law of a uniform samp
~9!. It is also important that the distribution function~12!
correctly describes the asymptotic form of the hystere
loops at large values ofn, when the segments of easy twin
ning vanish. Indeed, the substitution of~12! into ~10! leads to
the equations:

in the loading process

g~n!~t !5ge~t!1
x~t2t t!

~n21!b2 ~t2t t!
2; ~13!

in the unloading process

g~n!~t !5ge~t!1@g02ge~t0n!#2
x~tu2t!

~n21!b2 ~tu2t!2.

~14!

We recall that the parameters of these equations,t t andtu ,
are determined by the initial structure of the sample:

t t5tT1t f 0 , tu5tT2t f 0 .

The last terms on the right-hand sides of equations~13!
and~14! describe the twinning and untwinning processes a
correspond to the empirical equations~5! and ~6!, and the
coefficienta as a function of the cycle numbern takes the
form ~7!. We should mention once again that, of course,
formulas obtained do not describe the stage of easy twinn
observed in each deformation cycle but pertain only to
stage of smooth hardening after the onset of twinning a
untwinning.
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It is important to note that the unloading equation~14!
also describes the appearance of a residual deformatio
sufficiently large values of the cycle numbern.nc , and it
also permits finding a relation between the parameters of
alloy and the value of the residual deformationg (n)(0) after
thenth cycle and the critical cycle numbernc for the appear-
ance of residual deformation:

g~n!~0!5@g02ge~g0n!#2
~tT2t f 0!2

~n21!b2 , n.nc ; ~15!

nc5
~tT2t f 0!2

@g02ge~t0n!#b2 11. ~16!

These formulas reflect all the basic regularities of
appearance and development of the residual deforma
during cycling of a superelastic alloy; in particular, they d
scribe the complete suppression of the superelasticity e
at largen (n→`) and upon the growth of the uniform fric
tion (t f 0→tT).

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. We have investigated, in the temperature interval 1
180 K, the reversible plastic deformation by twinning
single crystals of the alloys In–Pb with different lead co
centrations: 3.5, 6, 8, and 11.6 at.% Pb.

2. We have obtained and analyzed the shape of the
teresis loops corresponding to a loading–unloading cycle
have determined the parameters describing the mecha
hysteresis: the stresst t andtu for the onset of twinning and
untwinning, respectively, the thermodynamic stresstT , and
the friction stresst f . The reversible deformation is governe
by athermal processes: the mechanical characteristicstT and
t f in the region of superelasticity are independent of te
perature and strain rate.

3. We have shown that the thermodynamic stress resp
sible for the reversibility of the plastic deformation increas
linearly with increasing lead concentration.

4. The friction stress resisting the motion of twin boun
aries is mainly due to the dislocation structure of the crys
rather than its impurity structure. Increasing the lead con
in the alloy indirectly leads to a lowering of the frictio
stress through an increase in the yield stress for deforma
by slip and, accordingly, to a decrease in the density
growth dislocations.

5. We have shown that the transition from reversible
irreversible twinning as the lead concentration is lowered
due to the fact that the thermodynamic stress and fric
stress become equal in magnitude.

6. We have compared our results on the mechanical h
teresis in superelastic In–Pb alloys with published data
the hysteresis in the case of elastic twinning and marten
transformations. We have analyzed the mechanisms of su
elastic deformation in these alloys on that basis.
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7. We have proposed an analytical description of
work hardening during cyclic deformation of superelas
In–Pb alloys.
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ordering in In–Pb alloys.
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1!It is interesting to compare the effect described here—the irreversible tw

ning deformation of In–Pb alloys—with an effect observed10 at sufficiently
low temperatures in calcite—the irreversible change in length of an ela
~wedge-shaped! twin. ForT,200 K for shortening of a wedge-shaped th
twin in calcite it is also necessary to apply a stress of the opposite sig
the sample, as a consequence of the strong increase in the friction stre
a result of cooling. We note only that the restoring force in the case
elastic twinning is of a different nature than that for pseudotwinning; s
cifically, it is due to the surface energy of the twin boundary.11
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Formulas describing the conversion of an elastic wave into an electromagnetic field at the
boundary between a type-II superconductor and the vacuum are obtained which admit passing to
both the limiting cases of the normal and Meissner states. A strategy that would permit
experimental measurement of the dynamical parameters of the vortex lattice is discussed. It is
pointed out that the study of the inertial~Stewart–Tolman! component of the radiated
field is a promising area of research. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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The first experiments on the interconversion of elas
and electromagnetic oscillations~the Hall component! in
type-II superconductors were done in the mid-1970s.1 The
interpretation of these experiments was based on the in
duction of an effective penetration depth for the electrom
netic field in the mixed state. While undoubtedly corre
such an approach cannot reveal the physical processe
companying the motion of the vortex lattice under the infl
ence of a sound wave. With the era of high-Tc superconduc-
tivity came conversion experiments on new superconduc
objects.2 A theory of the effect, which, although simplified~it
does not describe the transition to the normal state!, is for-
mulated in terms of the dynamics of the vortex lattice, w
proposed in Ref. 3. However, the experiments2 corresponded
to the strong-pinning limit, which, as the theoretical analys3

confirms, is relatively uninformative physically. Therefore,
first glance one may be left with the impression that study
the electromagnetic fields accompanying an elastic wav
type-II superconductors in the mixed state would hardly
tend the vast region of study of the dynamics of vortex l
tices. This is actually not the case, and the aim of this pa
is to discuss situations in which conversion measurem
contain rather valuable information. In particular, analy
shows that in the case of weak or moderate pinning one
directly recover the characteristics of both the pinning its
and the dissipative processes accompanying the motio
the vortex lattice. A necessary condition for this is that o
must measure the phase as well as the modulus of the
version coefficient. In addition, it is pointed out that, in a
dition to the Hall component, the inertial~Stewart–Tolman!
electromagnetic field can also be of considerable interes

This paper is devoted to a discussion of the electrom
netic fields radiated by an elastic wave~EMFREWs!. The
given experimental scheme ensures that there are no no
ear effects present, although the study of such effects wo
clearly be of independent interest. In addition, for grea
physical clarity we consider only the case of a transve
9931063-777X/2001/27(12)/7/$20.00
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sound wave propagating parallel to the external magn
field. Generalization of the relations obtained to cases
other geometries does not present any difficulty.

As a starting point for our analysis of the EMFREWs
a type-II superconductor, let us discuss the correspond
effect in a normal metal. This topic, in its day, was discuss
quite intensively in the literature~see the review and the
references cited in Ref. 4!, and we revisit it here for the
following reasons:

1. In the previous papers the inertial component has
ways been ignored, since it its rather small. It follows fro
our present analysis that it is preferable to study it in co
paratively low magnetic fields,Hc1,H,0.1Hc2 .

2. As a rule, the previous discussions have dealt ma
with the mechanism of the electromagnetic generation
sound, rather than the inverse effect considered here. Fin
by virtue of the existence of the reciprocity theorem and
absence of any nonlinear phenomena in the normal ph
the final answers should be connected by simple relatio
although the methodological approaches to the solution
these problems are somewhat different~in particular, this
concerns the boundary conditions imposed on the elec
magnetic field!.

3. Previously attention was devoted mainly to analysis
effects in the nonlocal limit, while the local regime was co
sidered to be relatively simple and uninteresting. Practica
all type-II superconductors are ‘‘dirty’’ systems which, in th
normal state, lie in the local region at all reasonable meas
ment frequencies. Nevertheless, the analysis of EMFRE
in this case raises a number of questions that have not b
answered in the literature, and it is therefore advisable
discuss them briefly.

1. NORMAL STATE

For specificity we consider a normal metal lying in th
lower half space, with the metal–vacuum interface coinc
ing with the planez50. The thickness of the sample is muc
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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greater than the characteristic lengths of the problem~the
electron mean free pathl , the sound wavelengthl, and the
skin depthd!. The external magnetic fieldH is parallel to the
z axis and to the sound wave vectorq. The displacementsu
in the elastic wave are parallel to thex axis. The transverse
dimensions of the sound beam are assumed to be m
greater thanl, so that the problem can be reduced to on
dimensional.

The boundary conditions imposed on the electrom
netic field are obtained as follows. The continuity of t
tangential components of the electromagnetic field at
metal–vacuum boundary and the uniformity of these fields
the directions transverse to the wave beam in the metal
cluding the region near the interface, allow us to consi
them to be uniform on the other side of the boundary as w
even though the electromagnetic wavelength in vacuum
be many orders of magnitude greater than all the charac
istic lengths of the problem. Therefore, near the interface
free space, Maxwell’s equations reduce to a one-dimensi
wave equation whose unique solution is a plane wave w
electric and magnetic components related by

Ex52Hy ; Ey5Hx . ~1!

Combining~1! with the second of Maxwell’s equations
we obtain the boundary condition for the EMFREW regim

dE

dz
~0!52 ikc E~0!; kc5v/c. ~2!

Of course, Eq.~2! is valid only for the EMFREW re-
gime, while in the regime of electromagnetic sound gene
tion, in addition to the incident electromagnetic wave o
must also take into account the reflected wave or, equ
lently, employ the concept of surface impedance.

Analysis of the EMFREW problem is based on the s
lution of a system of two equations: the equation for t
electric field, obtained from a combination of Maxwell
equations,

curl curl E52
4p

c2

d j

dt
~3!

and the kinetic equation for the the nonequilibrium corre
tion c to the electron distribution function in the metal in th
presence of elastic and magnetic fields,5

]c

]t
1vz

]c

]z
1

]c

]t1
1

c

t

52evS E2
m

e
ü1

1

c
@ u̇H# D2L iku̇ik . ~4!

The time dependence of all the quantities appearing in E
~3!, ~4! is written in the form}eivt. Sources of perturbation
of the distribution function on the right-hand side of~4! are:
the Maxwellian fieldE ~i.e., the field obeying the Maxwel
equation~3!, which alone can be detected by an electrom
netic antenna!; the extraneous fields are the inertial field~the
acoustical analog of the Stewart–Tolman effect! uST5
2üm/e5uv2m/e, the induction fielduind5( iv/c)@u3H#,
and the deformation fieldudef52L iku̇ik ~here L ik[l ik

2^l ik& is the deformation potential; the angle brackets
note the average value over the Fermi surface:
ch
-

-

e
n
n-
r

ll,
n
r-

n
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h

:

-
e
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s.

-
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^a&5
2

~2p\!3 E a

vF
dS;

wherevF is the Fermi velocity!. The coordinatet1 appearing
in Eq. ~4! is the time of motion along a cyclotron orbit. Th
total current j in ~3! is the sum of the ion current (j ion

52 ivneu) and the electron current and is expressed in
standard way in terms of the distribution function:5

j52e^vc&. ~5!

The amplitude and phase of the sound wave incident
the interface are assumed fixed, i.e., independent ofH. If
necessary the experimental data can be corrected by me
ing the field dependence of the sound velocity and damp
The coordinate dependence of the amplitude of the incid
wave can be written in the formuinc(z)5u0e2 iqz. However,
since a wave of the same amplitude is reflected from
surface,uref(z)5u0eiqz, we finally get for the elastic field

u~z!5u0 cosqz ~6!

and the boundary condition on the elastic displacement
the free surface,

u8~0!50, ~7!

is satisfied automatically.
In the local limit l !l, d and under the conditionVt

!1 (V5eH/mc is the cyclotron frequency! it is customary
to assume that all the derivatives on the left-hand side of~4!
can be neglected. In the free-electron approximation for
geometry under consideration one hasLxz52mvxvz , and
therefore the deformation contribution to the current in t
case vanishes upon the averaging in~5!. Under the same
assumptions, this contribution also vanishes for the r
Fermi surface in the propagation of sound in symmetric
rections because of the odd parity ofLxz with respect to
inversion of the sign of the electron momentum. As a res
of Eq. ~4!, formula ~5! reduces to Ohm’s law,

j5s0~E1uST1uind!, ~8!

where s05ne2t/m is the conductivity in the local limit.
Substituting~8! into ~3!, we obtain

d2E

dz2 5k0
2~E1uST1uind!; k0

25
4p ivs0

c2 [
2i

d2 . ~9!

The solution of equation~9! is a combination of the skin
solutionEk(z)5Ek(0)ek0z ~of the two possible values ofk0

the solution chosen is that which vanishes forz→2`! and
the forced solution (EB(z)5EB cosqz,! the ratio of these so-
lutions being determined by the boundary conditions i
posed on the Maxwellian field~2!:

2 ikcEk2k0Ek5 ikcEB1EB8 ~0!. ~10!

For a free surface the derivative on the right-hand side
~10! vanishes. Neglectingkc in comparison withk0 on the
left-hand side of~10!, we obtain

Ek52
ikc

k0
EB!EB ,

~11!

E~0!5EB~0!52
k0

2

q21k0
2 ~uST1uind!.
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Thus the amplitude of the electric field at the interface
essentially that of the forced solution. At the same time,
amplitude of the magnetic component,uk0Ek / ikcu
5uEB(0)u, is completely determined by the skin field. Th
result~11! ~with the uST contribution subtracted! comes into
play in all problems of interconversion of elastic and ele
tromagnetic fields. However, it was obtained with the use
certain assumptions whose validity is open to question
several regards:

a! For any character of the reflection of electrons fro
the interface the derivative with respect to coordinate in~4!
near the surface is comparable to the departure term, so
the validity of neglecting it is in doubt.

b! Strictly speaking, the interface is not completely fr
because of the collisions of the electrons with it, i.e., bou
ary condition~7! is not quite exact, andEB8 (0)Þ0.

Because the characteristic scales of the wave numbe
the field in the metal (;q) and kc are not comparable in
order of magnitude, the derivative on the right-hand side
~10!, even though small, will give a perceptible contributio
For this same reason the lifting of the symmetry forbidde
ness on the deformation contribution to the current when
weak nonlocality is taken into account can also have a
ticeable effect.

Below we attempt to discuss the influence of these f
tors, since, as we said in the Introduction, we have b
unable to find direct answers in the literature.

Let us first discuss the question of the degree to whic
diffusely scattering boundary can be considered free.
exact boundary condition on the elastic stresses has the f6

rs2u8~0!1^L ikc~0!&50 ~12!

~r is the density of the metal, ands is the speed of sound!.
A correct calculation of the average over the Fermi s

face in ~12! can be done if a model is specified for the su
face scattering potential.7 However, it is clear physically tha
if the characteristic size of the inhomogeneities~e.g., rough-
ness! of the boundary is comparable to the mean free pa
then the distribution function will be practically even wit
respect tovz , and there will be no deformation contributio
to ~12!, i.e., u8(0)50. In the opposite limiting case, assum
ing the reflection to be purely diffuse, the averaging in~12!
should be done only forvz.0, sincec(0)50 for vz,0. For
making estimates in this case one can limit consideratio
the leading approximation, settingc(0)52etv•(E1uST)
and taking expression~11! for E~0!. As a result, we obtain

u8~0!

u~0!
5

v

vF

s

vF
~vt!. ~13!

Writing EB8 (0)5EB(0)@u8(0)/u(0)# in ~10!, we see
from ~13! that in the local limit the contribution under dis
cussion is negligible, and one can always use the boun
conditionu8(0)50.

We now continue our analysis by using the free-elect
model to calculate the corrections to the quantities of inte
in the small nonlocality parameters (ql, k0l ), assuming that
the reflection of electrons from the interface is purely diffu

By the method of characteristics we reduce~4! to an
ordinary differential equation,
s
e

-
f
n

hat

-

of

f
.
-
e
-

-
n

a
e
m

-
-

h,

to

ry

n
st

.

vz

dc

dz
1

c

t
52ev•~E1uST1uind!2 ivmvxvz

du

dz
, ~14!

in which the Fermi velocity components orthogonal toq are
dependent onz:

vx5v' cosS V
z

vz
2w D ,

vy52v' sinS V
z

vz
2w D , v'5vF sinu,

vz5vF cosu. ~15!

Here u and w are the polar and azimuthal angles, resp
tively.

We write the solution of equation~14! in standard form:

c~z!5C exp~2z/vzt!1c1~z!, ~16!

wherec1(z) is the particular solution of equation~14!.
For vz.0 the requirement thatc(z) be finite at z→

2` givesCvz.050; for vz,0 we obtainCvz,052c1(0)
for a diffuse boundary.

The presence of a rapidly decaying exponential in~16!
presupposes that the electric field in the metal also ha
rapidly decaying componentEf . Therefore the solution of
the system of equations~3!, ~14! must be self-consistent
Nevertheless, it can be supposed that the contribution oEf

to the formation ofc1(z) is small. Qualitatively this assump
tion can be justified as follows. Relation~11! is an expression
of the result of an interference of fields radiated from t
penetration depthd. Under conditions of the normal skin
effect (l !d) it is natural to expect that the contribution ofEf

to the total field and, hence, toc1(z) will be insignificant.
Proceeding from this assumption, we seek the solut

of system~3!, ~14! by making the substitution

E~z!5Eke
kz1Eq cosqz. ~17!

As to c1(z), it must also be expanded in the function
~15!.

In Eq. ~17! k is the skin wave number, which is given b
the dispersion relation

k1,2
2 5

k0
2

11~Vt!2 ~16 iVt!. ~18!

At this stage we will not make any assumptions as to
value of the parameterVt, since even in the local limit in
fields H→Hc2 it can be large. Calculations lead to the e
pected result: the current in the zeroth approximation in (ql)
must be determined by using the conductivity tensorŝ,
which is well known from the theory of galvanomagnet
phenomena:

j5ŝ~E1uST1uind!,

sab5
s0

11~Vt!2 aab[
s0

11~Vt!2 S 1 Vt

2Vt 1 D . ~19!

The deformation correction to the current has the form

H j Lx

j Ly
J 5

i

S

s0uST

11~Vt!2

vF

s
ql H ~Vt!221

2Vt J . ~20!
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We estimate the diffuse-scattering contribution as f
lows. Assuming thatEk and Eq are known, we calculate
c1(0) and then determine the contribution to the curre
performing an averaging over half of the Fermi surfacevz

,0) with the weight factor exp(2z/vzt). This gives rise to a
term of the type^v'

2 vz
ne2z/(vzt)& (n50,1,2) on the right-

hand side of~3!. We seek the fieldEf by making the substi-
tution

Ef5^v'
2 P~vz!e

2z/~vzt!& ~21!

(P(vz) is a polynomial invz to be determined!, which leads
to a solution of the typeEf(z);(k0l )2, which is a negligible
quantity in the calculation ofE(z). This justifies the assump
tion made that the contribution ofEf to the formation of
c1(0) is insignificant. However, when expression~21! is
substituted into the total field, which satisfies boundary c
dition ~10!, the derivativedEf /dz is now linear in (k0l ), and
it must be taken into account in findingEk . For z50 the
integrals~21! are easily evaluated, and the final result can
expressed as follows:

E~0!5E0~0!1EL~0!1Ek~0!.

The fieldE0(0) of the zeroth approximation has the form

E0a52
k0

2q2

@11~Vt!2#D
babEub~0!,

Eu5uST1uind , bab5S q21k0
2

q2 Vt

2Vt
q21k0

2

q2

D , ~22!

D5S q21
k0

2

11~Vt!2D 2

1S k0
2

11~Vt!2D 2

~Vt!2.

The deformation correctionEL(0) looks like

HELx~0!

ELy~0!
J 52

i

5

k0
2q2

~11~Vt!2!D

vF

s
~ql !Eux~0!

35 12
2q21k0

2

q2~11~Vt!2!

Vt
2q21k0

2

q2~11~Vt!2!
6 . ~23!

When the diffuseness of the boundary is taken into acco
one obtains the correction

Eka~0!5
3

32
~k0 l !S k0

k1
1

k0

k2
Daab~E0b1Eub!, ~24!

which is close to the corresponding result obtained in
analysis of the influence of weak nonlocality on the surfa
impedance of a metal.7

Thus in the leading approximation, as before, the elec
field at the interface is determined exclusively by the ext
nal fields coupled to the elastic wave, and the skin eff
does not contribute toE~0!.

The most significant correction is due to the deformat
interaction, which has a more stringent condition for neg
gibility: ql,s/vF .
-

t,

-

e

t,

n
e

ic
r-
t

n
-

Diffuse scattering at the interface gives rise to a s
component of the electric field, the contribution of which c
almost always be neglected.

Let us estimate the componentj x of the total current. In
the leading approximation it is given by

j x52
k0

2q2s0

~11~Vt!2!2D Fq21k0
2

q2 uST2~Vt!uindG
1

s0

11~Vt!2 @uST2~Vt!uind#. ~25!

In weak fields (Vt!1) for Vt!v/V the main contribution
to the current is given by the inertial component, andj x

'@q2/(q21k0
2)# ivt j ion! j ion . In principle it is also possible

to have the regimev/V!Vt!1, in which j x is now deter-
mined by the induction field, remaining small as beforej x

'(Vt)2 j ion! j ion). Thus in the low-field limit the electron
current always compensates the ion current almost c
pletely ~the regime of current neutrality!, and the amplitudes
of the electron and elastic displacements are equal.
transfer of the corresponding momentum from the lattice
the electrons occurs on account of frequent collisions of
latter with impurities.

In a high field (Vt@1) it follows from ~22! and ~25!
that j x' j ion , i.e., the electrons are no longer dragged by
lattice. As a consequence of this, only theH-independent
componentE0x , due to the flow of uncompensated ion cu
rent, remains in Eq.~22!, while theE0y component vanishes
Actually, this conclusion may be invalid, and in order
obtain a correct answer one must solve a two~three!-
dimensional problem. Indeed, consider a metal slab boun
on both sides in thex direction, with an elastic wave filling
the entire cross section. This elastic wave creates a relie
both the ion and electron displacements on the opposite f
of the slab. It might be thought that charge neutrality is e
sured in this case by surface currents flowing on the lat
faces. However, if it is taken into account that the elas
strain appears on the end of the slab at some definite
~turn-on!, then it is clear that in this case charge neutral
can be ensured only by the flow of electrons from one face
the slab to the other and the corresponding compensa
~partial or total! of the ion current in the entire volume. In th
case of a sound beam of finite extent in a sample of la
cross section, regions of compression~rarefaction! will arise
at the boundaries of the beam, and charge neutrality at th
boundaries will be ensured by Coulomb forces. The autho
unaware of any solution of this problem, and it is therefo
unclear whether current neutrality can actually be violat
In any case, there has been no mention in the literature
any observation of the decrease implied by~22! in the effi-
ciency of interconversion of elastic and electromagnetic
cillations in the limit of high magnetic fields.

Let us summarize the analysis of this Section. In t
local limit in low fields Eq.~11! gives a rather good descrip
tion of the induction component of the electromagnetic wa
emitted by an elastic wave. As to the inertial component, t
remarks are in order:

1. As we have said, the relative smallness ofuST makes
possible a regime in which the main contribution toEx(0),
even in low fields, is given by the induction compone
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Moreover, under real experimental conditions, when the
mensions of the receiving antenna are comparable to
transverse dimension of the sound beam, the contributio
uind to Ex(0), owing to edge effects, can be decisive even
lower fields. Actually no difficulties arise here, since the fa
that uind is odd inH always permits one to separate out t
contribution ofuST in pure form by taking the average of th
results of measurements for opposite values of the fields

2. It should be understood that even in the caseql
;1022 the contribution of the deformation correction to th
inertial component can be quite large. It can be estima
experimentally in the following way. Summing~22! and~23!
for Vt!1, we obtain

Ex~0!'2
k0

2

q21k0
2 uSTS 12

i

5

vF

s
ql D .

Let the receiving antenna be oriented at an angle of 45°u
so that both the inertial and Hall components can be rece
with equal weight. Since the latter, in the leading approxim
tion, has the form

Ey~0!5
k0

2

q21k0
2

iv

c
Hu,

it is clear that their interference will lead to an asymmetry
the field dependence of the amplitude of the total signal w
respect toH50. The value ofH about which the amplitude
is symmetric determines the value of the deformation corr
tion.

In our further discussion we shall make essential use
current neutrality. ForVt!1 the correctness of this assum
tion is completely confirmed by the analysis. ForVt>1
there is at present no rigorous proof of the possibility~or
impossibility! of realizing such a regime, and we shall ther
fore restrict the following discussion to the case ofVt!1.

2. MIXED STATE

Unfortunately, at present there is no theoretical sche
similar to the method of the kinetic equation, that wou
permit a rigorous calculation of the current in the mix
state. Usually the continuum approximation and the tw
fluid model are used. In the continuum approximation
spatially homogeneous magnetic structure of the mi
phase is ignored, and the induction in the sample is assu
equal to the average value ofB, which even for a small
excess aboveHc1 can be assumed to coincide with the a
plied field. The equivalent circuit of a superconductor in t
two-fluid model is a superconducting and a normal chan
connected in parallel. The conductivity of the normal cha
nel is expressed by the standard relation

ss
n5

nne2t

m
,

where nn is the density of the normal component. In th
superconducting channel we should replacet by (iv)21 ~we
have in mind an ac current! and use the densityns of the
superfluid component,

ss
s5

nse
2

miv
.
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In calculating the total current, which appears in Eq.~3!,
we must add to it the current generated by the moving vor
lattice and also take into account the specific features of
manifestation of the Hall effect in a superconductor.8 As a
result, Eq.~3! takes the form

d2E

dz2 5
4p iv

c2 j5ks
2S E1uST1

iv

c
@ t3B# D

1kns
2 iv

c
@~u2t!@ t3B#B#. ~26!

Here we have introduced the notation

kns
2 5

4p ivss
n

c2 , kL
25

4p ivss
s

c2 [
1

dL
2

(dL(T, B) is the London penetration depth!, ks
25kns

2 1kL
2 ,

and t is the displacement of the vortex lattice.
Equation~26! is the main result of this paper. Let us giv

a brief explanation. The Maxwellian fieldE and the inertial
field uST act on both the superconducting and normal ch
nels. In a reference frame moving along with the vortex l
tice at velocity ṫ there is a magnetic fieldB, which in the
laboratory frame corresponds to an electric fieldẼ5(1/c)
3@B3 ṫ#. PhysicallyeẼ is the momentum lost by the elec
trons in the motion of the vortex lattice,9 and therefore the
field Ẽ enters Eq.~26! with the opposite sign. In the Hal
component@the last term in~26!# in the regime of current
neutrality, (u̇2 ṫ) is the relative velocity of the electrons an
the source of the magnetic field. As was shown in Ref. 8,
Hall current in a superconductor can only be due to norm
excitations. The physical meaning of this statement is tha
the case ofs pairing the energy gap does not permit t
Lorentz force to ‘‘pull apart’’ the electrons of a pair in oppo
site directions. It can be supposed that for a different sy
metry of the order parameter the form of the Hall compon
will be different.

Relation~26! is written without the deformation correc
tion to the current. If it is necessary to take this correcti
into account, it will look like~23! with k0

2 replaced bykns
2 .

We rewrite Eq.~26! in the form

d2E

dz2 5ks
2~E1uST!1kL

2 iv

c
@ t3B#1kns

2 iv

c
@u3B#. ~27!

It is clear that Eq.~27! correctly describes the transitio
to the normal phase@kL50, ks5kns5k0 , and Eq.~27! goes
over to ~9!#. Equation~27! must be supplemented with th
equation of motion of the vortex lattice. The latter is acted
by the following forces: electrodynamic,fed5(1/c)@ j3B#, a
pinning forcefp5aL(u2t) (aL is the Labusch ‘‘spring’’ pa-
rameter!, the frictional forcef f , and the Magnus force.10 The
last of these can be neglected in the regimeVt!1. The force
of friction is proportional to the velocity of the vortex lattic
relative to the medium creating the friction. The physic
nature of the friction is not completely clear at present. It w
noted in Ref. 11 that the friction cannot be due to the sup
fluid component, since in that case it would be complet
impossible for an undamped current to flow in the Shubnik
phase. There are two other subsystems that could lea
friction: the lattice and the normal electrons, which are co
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centrated mainly in the cores of the vortices. Since in
current-compensation regime both of these subsystems
velocity u̇, we write the force of friction asf f5 ivh(u2t),
unlike the form used in Ref. 3.

If, as usual, we neglect the mass of the vortex, the eq
tion of motion of the lattice will have the form

c

4p iv Fd2E

dz2 3BG1a* ~u2t!50, ~28!

wherea* 5 ivh1aL .
Sometimes instead of the electrodynamic force, Eq.~28!

is written in terms of the elastic force accompanying t
deformation of the vortex lattice~in our caseC44(d

2t/dz2!,
where C445B2/4p is the bending modulus of the vorte
lattice!.3 However, the elastic modulus of the vortex lattice
determined by only that part of the total current which
generated by the deformable vortex lattice itself, and the
fore upon such a replacement Eq.~28! should still contain
the component of the electrodynamic force generated by
extraneous currents. It is therefore preferable to write
equation of motion of the vortex lattice in the form~28!,
since all of the currents are automatically taken into acco

The boundary condition on system~27!, ~28! is the pre-
vious condition~2! for the Maxwellian field. In principle the
vortex lattice also exerts an additional force on the interfa
so that system~27!, ~28! should be supplemented by
boundary condition expressing the absence of stress on
boundary:

rs2
du

dz
2a* E

2`

0

~u2t !dz50. ~29!

It is readily seen that the corrections due to~29! are of
orderB2/(4prs2), and for reasonable fields attainable at t
present time they can be neglected, i.e., we can, as be
use the conditionu8(0)50.

The further solution of system~27!, ~28! with boundary
condition~2! does not present any difficulty. The results ha
the form

Ex~0,B!52uST

ks
2

q21ks
2

a*

a* 1q2
B2

4p

kL
2

q21ks
2

, ~30!

Ey~0,B!52uind

ks
2

q21ks
2

a*

a* 1q2
B2

4p

kL
2

q21ks
2

. ~31!

We emphasize once again that the expressions obta
remain valid upon the transition to the normal state. Furth
more, forB<0.8Hc2 , whenks

2'kL
2@q2, kns

2 , Eq. ~31! cor-
relates with the result obtained in Ref. 3~when allowance is
made for the differences in the choice off f). The coefficient
multiplying q2 in the last term in~30! and~31! is practically
the same as the wave-number-dependent bending modul
the vortex lattice,C44, obtained in Ref. 12. We also note th
the effective penetration depth that follows from the solut
of system~27!, ~28!,
e
ve

a-

e-

e
e

t.

e,

he

re,

ed
r-

of

leff
2 5

11kL
2 B2

4pa*

kL
21kns

2 ,

agrees exactly with the result obtained in Ref. 13.
Let us briefly discuss the informative power of the EM

FREW method for studying both the Meissner phase and
vortex lattice. We start with the inertial componentEx(0, 0).
Because of its relatively small size, the question of inve
gating it, judging from the literature, has not been discus
before. However, an estimate shows that at a sound w
intensity of'10 W/cm2 and a frequency of'50 MHz, uST

'231026 V/cm, which makes it entirely feasible to mea
sureEx(0, 0), and this is confirmed by preliminary exper
ments done by the author.

Relation ~30! is also applicable to the Meissner stat
Indeed, forB→Hc1 , as is shown below, the most slowl
varying parameter isa* , and therefore the last factor in Eq
~30! approaches 1, and the expression obtained forEx(0, 0)
in this case agrees with the result that can be obtained fro
rigorous approach based on the kinetic equation forT!Tc

~Ref. 14!:

Ex~0, 0!52uST

ks
2

q21ks
2 .

Thus the change ofEx(0, 0) with temperature at the tran
sition throughTc is completely determined by the behavi
of ks

2(T), which evolves from a purely imaginaryk0
2 to a real

quantitydL
22 . Evidently, one always has

uk0
2u!dL

22, ~32!

and therefore belowTc the modulusuEx(0, 0)u increases,
while the phase of the signal decreases. At one time, qui
few experiments were being done on the interconversion
elastic and electromagnetic oscillations in the absence
magnetic bias field in superconductors.15 However, those ex-
periments were done on highly pure metals, in which
main contribution toEx(0, 0) was from the deformation
component, which freezes out at the superconducting tra
tion. The behavior of the inertial component is diametrica
opposite. The scale of the variation ofEx(0, 0) depends on
whereq2 falls in relation to inequality~32!. An experiment is
not very informative ifq2!uk0

2u— both the amplitude and
the phase of the signal vary insignificantly on transiti
through Tc . The most favorable situation is foruk0

2u!q2

<dL
22 , in which case measurements of the inertial comp

nent can easily be used to recover the temperature de
dence ofdL(T), at least to temperatures for which the righ
hand side of the latter inequality remains weak.

Let us now turn to the mixed phase. Using the estim
of the coefficient of frictionh from Ref. 16, we writea* in
the form

a* 5k0
2 BHc2

4p
1aL~B!. ~33!

It follows from this equation that forB'Hc1 one has
ua* u@q2C44 for any value of the parameteraL , and the last
factor in Eqs.~30! and ~31! does not affect the behavior o
the radiated field. Thus in a low field the inertial compone
is constant, while the induction component appears forH
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.Hc1 and grows linearly with applied field, with a slop
(v/c)@ks

2u/(q21ks
2)#. The phases of the two componen

are shifted relative to the corresponding signals in the nor
state by an amount equal to arctanq2d2/2. For strong pin-
ning (aL(B)@q2C44, as has been shown experimentally2! or
q2!k0

2, this type of behavior persists toB;Hc2 , when the
rapid change of bothkL and aL(B) comes into play. The
information content of an experiment in this case is app
ently small. The situation is completely different in the ca
of peak pinning with the simultaneous satisfaction of t
opposite condition, q2.k0

2. In that case, for B.Bh

5(k0
2/q2)Bc2 the elastic response of the vortex lattice e

ceeds the contribution of the force of friction, and the inert
component begins to decrease with increasingB as a conse-
quence of the increase in the effective penetration depth
measuring the change of the complex quantityEx(0,B) on
the decaying part of the curve, one can recover the beha
of h(B) and aL(B) without making any preliminary as
sumptions. Here it is extremely important thatEx(0,B) ex-
ists forB50 and provides the necessary reference levels
both the amplitude and the phase.

For B.Bh the Hall component should increase less ra
idly and possibly go to saturation. In principle, the para
eters of the vortex lattice should enterEx(0,B) andEy(0,B)
in an analogous way, and the Hall component can also
used to recover the functionsh(B) and aL(B). However,
since the induction component vanishes exactly forB50, the
lack of a reliable reference level makes it preferable to m
measurements ofEx(0,B) at smallB. At the same time, in
the region of moderately high magnetic fields, in the ca
q2@k0

2, measurements ofEx(0,B) can turn out to be diffi-
cult, and measurements ofEy(0,B) can prove more informa
tive.

WhenB approachesHc2 the evolution ofE(0,B) begins
to depend not only on the dynamics of the vortex lattice
also on the behavior ofkL and ks . Generally speaking, the
functional dependences ofkL and ks nearHc2 are known17

and one can hope to recover the behavior ofh(B) and
aL(B) for B→Hc2 . In reality, however, the value ofHc2 is
al
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y

ior

r

-
-

e

e

e

t

often restricted not by the condition of overlap of the vort
cores, as is assumed in the theory, but by the so-called p
magnetic limit.18 The functional dependence ofkL and kns

near the paramagnetic limit is not yet known. Neverthele
measurements of the amplitude and phase of the radi
field nearHc2 can be used to recover the behavior ofleff(B).
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